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Jogger stabbed at Reservoir
By TANYA FROEDE
Heights Assistant News Editor

A female Boston University student was stabbed while jogging
along the Chestnut Hill Reservoir
Thursday after a brief struggle with
a man who appeared from behind
the bushesand attempted to pull her
off the road.
The 22-year-old victim, who was
not identified, was treated for a sixinch stab wound to her left buttock
and was later released from St.
Elizabeth's hospital in Brighton.
The woman was, jogging on
Chestnut Hill Driveway in Cleveland
Circle at 6 am when she was attacked, according to Metropolitan Police
officer Larry Gil I is.
The victim told police that the
assailant said "Hey you, come here,"
and then grabbed her. She struggled with the suspect briefly, freed
herself from his grasp, and was
stabbed while fleeing from him.
The woman flagged down a taxi
cab, pulling thekhife out ofher body
as she ran. The blade was later
discovered, missing its handle.
A Boston College student, Diane
Kirchner (SON '88) was in the cab
on her way to work when she spotted the victim.
"I saw this woman running down

the middle of the road and I
wondered what she was doing," Kirchner said. "Then when she got

closer and I saw the look on her face
I knew immediately something was
wrong. She had this petrified look.
I just told her to get in. That's when
I realized she was hurt."
Kirchner applied pressure to the
victim's wound, talking to her to
keep her calm. "It was bleeding pretty heavily," she said. "But she wasn't
hysterical or anything. She blurted
out little things about what had happened."

Micaela Dullea, a BC junior, has
frequently joggedaround the reservoir during early morning hours, but
is now having second thoughts.
"I've been running there for years,
and I always thought it was safe.
Now, it's not," she said.
"It's crazy to run aroundthe reser-

The suspect is described as a
black man in his late 20's, approximately 6 feet tall and weighing 175
pounds. He was wearing a long, tan
jacket at the time of the attack.
Gillis said that police investigators
have no leads on the suspect, who
is sought on a charge of assault and
battery with a dangerous weapon.
Gillis said that extra patrols are
assigned to the reservoir area on
weekends, but not on weekdays.
"It's the first time in a long time
we've had an incident like this,
random incident."

comment.

Micaela Dullea

A&S '89

because of the extra patrols," he said.
"We're considering this attack as a

before."

Boston Police was unavailable for

Hoffman and Liddy debate CIA
By JEAN GRAHAM
Heights Associate Editor
BC played host to a UGBC sponsored debate, on October 7, between Abbie Hoffman and G. Gordon Liddy. The speakers, both controversial figures in the 19605,
debated on the question, "TheCIA:
Has It Gone Too Far?"
There were approximately 2500
students in attendence.
"Debate is the hallmark of a
democratic society," said Dr. Dorman Picklesimer, Chairman of the
Speech Communications and
Theater Department and moderator

of the debate.
Each speaker had 20 minutes for
an opening statement and five

minutes for rebuttal. There also was
a question and answer period.
"It's great to be at a school that has
joined the divestment movement,"

the country own half of the ac-

began Hoffman.

Hoffman said he was happy to

debate Liddy, and told of a plan that

Liddy had devised in 1972. Liddy
planned to kidnap Hoffman, drug
him, and take him to Mexico so that
hecouldn't demonstrate in front of
the Republican National Convention. Hoffman added, "What Liddy
didn'tknow was that if he had let me
pick my own drugs, I would have
gladly gone."
Hoffman began his talk on the CIA
by referring to a Federal Reserve
Board study that revealed that
"840,000 of the richest families in
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G. Gordon Liddy and Abbie Hoffman went head to head at Roberts.

cumulated wealth in America. Ten
percent owns ninety percent and
ninety percent owns nextto nothing.
"When you're talking about the
CIA, your talking about foreign
policy, and foreign policy is of the
rich, by the/ich, and for the rich."
Hoffman related to the audience
his belief in some of the illegal activities which the CIA has been in-

volved in.
One example Hoffman used was
the request in 1983 by Zaire to borrow two and a half million dollars
from the US which the bank
wouldn't approve. He said the CIA
swung a deal through the Export/Import Bank, causing the US taxpayers,
in effect, to give Zaire three and a
half million dollars.
Hoffman then cited Nicaragua as
an example of a war that theCIA has
supported. "Take Nicaragua, which
I'm sure G. Gordon Liddy and his

friends would like to do, but which
I can guarantee will not be another
Grenada," said Hoffman.
"They justopened La Prensa, they

just allowed the Catholic radio station to go on TV. Central America
is pulling away from the CIA war that
has been going on for six years,"
by stated Hoffman.
Hoffman reminded the audience
that the United States was not found
the same way it is today. "In fact, we
wrenched our freedom through
revolution from tyranny and obedience to an empire mentality, that,
Illegal, page 8
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This attack was the second stabbing to occur in Cleveland Circle in
the past two weeks.
The first stabbing, which took
place on October 5, resulted in the
death of the victim.
The victim, an employee of
Cityside Restaurant, had been in a
dispute with another man outside of
the restaurant on Beacon Street. The
struggle persisted and moved to the
corner of Chestnut Hill Avenue and
Beacon Street shortly after 12 a.m.
Sunday night.
A Boston College student who
chose to remain anonymous was a
witness to the aftermath of the
stabbing.
"There were pools of blood all
over, and police cruisers
everywhere," she said. "I saw the
police interviewing eyewitnesses. I
had never seen anything like that

'It's crazy to run around
the reservoir when it ; s
dark.7
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voir when it's dark. I used to go out
without even thinkingabout it. Now,
you just can't do it anymore," she
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Chestnut Hill Reservoir, the site of two recent stabbings.

Attacks prompt concernforBCsshaaifeeyty,
By JOHN MORRIER
Height* News Editor

security," Dever said. "There's
definitely a feeling on campus?that
mentality that 'it can't happen to me,
it can't happen here.' "
"If people don'tknow it happens
here, maybe they're not going to
take precautions," Dever said.
Awareness is a major part of what
Dever and UGBC are trying to
promote. "Safety is one of our big
issues," she said.

Boston College is not as shejtered
think, according to
Campus Police Chief Kenneth
Watson and UGBC VP for Women's
Issues Carolyn Dever.
In the past three weeks, there have
been four reports of attempted rape
on or near the BC campus, said
Watson and BC Sgt. John Driscoll.
"BC's safer than most," Driscoll
Victims in three of the incidents
were female BC undergraduates. A said. However, he added, "People
fourth incident, which occurred at have to take some action on
the Chestnut Hill Reservoir adjacent themselves."
Both Driscoll and Watson
to the campus, did not involve a BC
student. (seerelated story, this page.) recommended that students, faculty
None of the perpetrators have been and staff avoid walking-alone on
caughtfrom any of the incidents, but campus after dark.
Both Watson and Driscoll urge
both Watson and Driscoll said that
there was no evidence to indicate students who are travelling alone at
that any of the assailants were from night to contact the Campus Police's
Escort Service, which operates from
Boston College.
"We don't consider BC a 7 pm to 3 am, at 552-3078. (see
horrendous place, but these things related story, page 5.)
Neither Campus Police nor UGBC
can happen anywhere," Watson
said. "It's imprudent to be out there want to instill panic in BC students.
alone. It's the times we live in that But, Dever said, "I'd rather people
be a little too paranoid than a little
dictate that strategy."
"People have a false sense of too careful."
as some may
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BC to help celebrate Dublin's Millennium
By ANDREA MUNSTER

Heights Asst. Sports Editor
It is a rare occassion when the
Lord Mayor of a thousand year old
city and the president of an
American University meet, especially when that meeting occurs
because of a football game.
TheLord Mayor of Dublin recently visited Boston College because
the Eagles will take on the Army
Black Knights in 1988 in Dublin.
The Emerald Isle Classic will be
the second American collegiate
football game to ever be played outside the United States.
The game will be played as part
of the millennium (1,000 year)
celebration of the Irish capital's
founding.
In 988, the Irish king Mael
Sechnaill captured a Viking settlement to create the first settlement
under Irish control.
The festivities to celebrate this anniversary begin in January and will
continue through 1988, with the BC
game on November 19.
According to the Millennium
brochure, Ireland is "a country
where sports approach a national

obsession." Therefore, it seemed
natural to include American sports
in the celebration.
In order to prepare for the game,
the Lord Mayor of Dublin, Carmencita Hederman, visited the Heights
to see the BCArmy game last week.
After the game, although very confused, Hederman said, "We're thrilled. It's going to be one of the chief
events of the Millennium."
University President Reverend J.
Donald Monan, S) shares Hederman's excitement, "I am all in favor
of the game. I think it will be a great
experience."
Army and BC will meet on
Lansdowne Road in front of 53,000
people for the first American football game to be played in Ireland.
Hederman said that they are expecting 16,000 Americans to travel
to Dublin, from Europe as well as
America. But she expects the city to
be prepared.
"Dublin will take it in stride,"
commented Father Monan.
The rest of the stadium will be filled by Irish fans who are "over the
moon," about the game, Hederman
added.
Father Monan said one reason that

aspects is to give our students a

share
in an important historic event and
a cultural experience," added Father
Monan.
For Army, it is an opportunity to
advance international relations. The
BC-Army game is supposed to be at
Army in 1988 but Father Monan said
"Army approved rapidly. They are
very favorable about the idea."
For Dublin, the game fulfills a
desired interest in American football. "Irish people are more acquainted with American football
because the highlights are on televi-

sion every weekend. But I thought
the game was shorter, it is very complicated," said Hederman.
The goal is to establish a ten year
series, beginning with the BC-Army
game. The following year, they hope
to host Notre Dame-Navy.
Several changes are being made
to Lansdowne Road to accomodate
the game. The pitch (turf) is natural
grass, but measurements have to be
taken to manufacture the field goal
posts.

Usually the stadium is used for
Emerald, page 13
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AIDS Action Committee
educates BC students
By PATRICIA MCNERNEY
Heiffm Staff Writer

BC was a choice was because of the
close ties between Boston and
Ireland. BC was principally founded to educate the Irish immigrants
of Boston.
"BC has as close historic bonds
with Ireland, as any- American
University," commented Father
Monan. "This is a return to the
origins of the University."
"We hope that the students will
travel around Ireland. Dublin itself
is a historical and cultural city," said
Hederman.
"One of the most important

Father Monan meets with Dublin Lord Mayor Carmencita Hederman to preview next year's Army-BC game.

vironment for students who may
develop AIDS," said Kevin Duffy,
University Vice President for Student
Affairs and the lecture moderator.
The lecture, presented by the
UGBC in conjunction with the BC
AIDS Education Committee, included four of Massachusetts's top AIDS
speakers.
Duffy opened the discussion
stressing BC's approach to the AIDS

situation. By forming the AIDS
Education Committee this summer
at BC, he said the University hopes
AIDS education in Massachusetts
to be prepared to help students who
and at BC was the focus during last
should contract AIDS. The commitweek's lecture entitled "A Wider
tee is concentrating on the diffusion
Perspective on AIDS."
of information, the development of
The discussion was held at Robprograms and discussion, and the
sham Theatre during AIDS
creation of a supportive environAwareness Week at BC in the hope
ment, according to Duffy.
ofcreating "a caring, supportive enSuzanne Muscato, UGBC
Representative to the Board of
Trustees, applauded BC's sincere
commitment to giving the best
medical information possible to
students.
George Grady, MD, Assistant
Commissioner of Massachusetts
Public Health and the State
Epidemiologist as well as the Director of Massachusetts Center for
Disease Control, admitted an
"overkill" of AIDS information in the
media. He stated that this has sucby ceeded in putting an end to the
public hysteria felt not so long ago.
Most of the issues are now facing the
long term reality, according to
Grady.
Grady pointed out the slowing of
clinical cases in the gay communiVP for StudentAffairs Dr. Kevin PI Duffy moderated the AIDS Education ty due to a "highly intelligent, supdiscussion last week.
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portive network." Thefocus of attention is now on drug users with contaminated needles, he said.
"Heterosexual spreading would not
sustain AIDS without the needle
drug use problem," Grady added.
On the issue of condoms, Grady
felt that they decreased the risk of
AIDS, but he counselled against
complete faith in these "synthetic
apparatus."

Robert Taylor, MD, a physician to
college students with AIDS, approached the AIDS dilemma from
the viewpoint of a doctor who had
to watch his patients die slowly from
the affects of the disease. His moving story of "Johnny," a young man
dying of AIDS, captivated the
audience.
Taylor related in journal-like
fashion the symptoms of thedisease
from early fatigue, to weight loss,
and finally incoherenceof the mind
and death.
Confessing his own personal
weakness in dealing with this first
AIDS patient, Taylor shared his sense
of being privileged to help Johnny
and his family. He said he had learned a lot about himself and life in
dealing with Johnny and hoped that

Voices on the Dustbowl

by sharing his story he would "prevent at least one person from getting
AIDS."

Taylor also stressed that AIDS is
preventable if the proper steps are
taken.
Legal expert on AIDS-related
rights and responsibilities, Beverly
Hayes, Esq., focused on the right to
privacy that AIDS victims have. According to the 1973 Rehabilitation
Act, Hayes said that AIDS victims are
obliged to relate their condition on
a "need to know" basis only. If there
is no risk of transmission, such as in
a place ofemployment, AIDS can remain strictly confidential, she said.
Hayes also discussed the
availability of confidential AIDS
testing at STD (Sexually Transmitted
Disease) clinics.
The final speaker, Larry Kessler, Executive Director of the AIDS Action
Committee of Massachusetts, stressed that AIDS is a "global epidemic."
Therefore, he said, there is a great
need to inform. "AIDS is not going
away," said Kessler, and as the
numbers increase so do the
pressures.
According to Kessler, AIDS is no
BC, page 12
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What do you think of Doug Flutie returning to New England?

Karl Panzer

SOM '88

Kelley Mahoney
A&S '89

It's brought sun and hapback into my life. I
they're

I think its good for the

Patriots because
finally going to get people
out there to the games.

fiieelnessrejuvenated.

Scott Mackenzie
SOM '89
Pat Cunningham
A&S '89
to bring
going
I think it's
fans back. Grogan will
retire soon and it's good
to have young blood.

George Hutt
SOM '88

Beth Klug

Christine Caswell

A&S '89

Univ. of Texas '89 My roommates have to
Glad to see him home come down from the wall.
again and we're anxious
to see him play again.
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Asst. Dean Thompson leaves after 8 years
By LINDA WILENSKI
Heights Assistant News Editor
Assistant Dean for Student
Development, Bill Thompson, will
be leaving BC at the end of the
month and has not accepted a new
position as of yet.
Thompson arrived at BC eight
years ago, in July of 1979, and his first
position was the Assistant Director
of the Office of Student Programs
and Resources (OSPAR).
OSPAR combined with the Office
of the Dean for Student Affairs to
form the Office of the Dean for Student Development (ODSD) a few
years ago, and OSPAR's functions
are now run through Assistant Deans
of ODSD.

Before the merge of the two offices, Thompson moved up to
become the Acting Director of
OSPAR.
For the past three years, Thompson has been Assistant Dean for Student Development.
Thompson explained his reason
for leaving BC by saying, "I'vebeen
here at Boston College for eight
years now and I feel that it has been
long enough. It's twice the amount
of time that most students spend
here at BC."
Thompson explained that he has
not accepted any other position as
of yet. He is considering other positions and looking to pursue other
career opportunities.
When looking back on the time

#'
y

he spent here, Thompson said, "BC
has been a very interesting experience. I have been here through
seven different UGBC presidents
and have come in contact with many
different people. I have facilitated in
bringing many different activities on
to campus."
He explained his job as being
"Very interesting. My office is right
in the midst of the activity that goes
on on campus. I have gotten a
chance to work with many students
and administrators."
"At first my office was looked at as
only an activities office. I've always
wanted students not only to enjoy
extra-curricular activities, but I have
wanted them to learn from the activities. Extra-curricular activities are

BE A
PART OF
AKL AT
BOSTON
COLLEGE

part of each students learning process," stated Thompson.
During his eight years at BC,
Thompson has seen many changes
and worked on many projects.
One of the main projects Thompson has worked on is the revision in
the budgeting of student activities.
"There have been some changes in
procedures and we just developed
a new position of a Budget Manager
that is looking to be filled."
Thompson has also been at BC
since the first ideas for a new University Center were developed around
six years ago. "Hopefully the plan
to build a University Center will go
on after I am gone. I have very close
feelings about the development of
a University Center. I even chaired
last year's committee on the University Center. I feel that BC does need
a University Center and I continue
to support the project."
"Bill Thompson is a very hard
working person and is also very
dedicated to his work," said Assistant Dean for Student Development
Michael Ryan.
Ryan also explained that Thompson has been playing in a Sandlot
Baseball League that consists of
teams from local towns around
Boston. He has been playing ever
since he arrived at BC, he added.
"Bill has also played a major role

in keeping and organizing the
Awards Banquet for Student Leadership. He also was the advisor to the
cheerleaders from 1979 until two
years ago. He even attended
cheerleading camp with them. Plus,
he and I are part of the selection process to pick the eagle mascot each
year," stated Ryan.
Thompson stated that he really enjoyed his position at BC and expressed his satisfaction to be in a position
that enabled him to have a lot of contact with students.
"It is always rewarding when a
graduate student comes back to let
us know that we've helped with their
growth process outside of the
classroom," said Thompson.
"It has been an enjoyable eight
years. I wouldn't have stayed so long
if I didn't enjoy my job. I'm going to
miss a lot of it."

Please note that all BC
administrative telephone extensions have
prefix 552 not 558. The
residence phones in the
dorms are assigned to
the 558 exchange as
well as other business
firms in Newton.
I

j

Great jobs available now!

Alpha Kappa Lambda
(founded in 1914) is a
social mens' fraternity

If you. love k»4s

c

which is represented by
more than 20 colleges

and universities across

the country. Currently,
AKL is known as one of the fastest growing fraternities in
the country with plans of doubling their number of chapters
within the next five years. We are looking for responsible
and intellegent men, who are willing to become leaders in
a fraternity that is looking forward to a successful future at
Boston College. If your college experience isn't reaching
its full potential, then Alpha Kappa Lamdba is your answer.
For more information, please call Colony President Mark
Gagliardi at 558-9241 or stop by Hillsides D-51. An AKL
representative will be on campus between October 6-18.
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Campus Police continues Escort Service
By CHRISTOPHER KARAGHEUZOFF
Heights Staff Writer
BC Police is continuing the operation of the Escort Service this year,
its usage remaining frequent among

students.

The service, which is available
daily between the hours of 8:00 pm
and 2:00 am through calling
552-3078, is manned by a combination of paid students and part-time
employees. Police involvement with
the service is limited only to those
instances when calls are received
after the service's designated hours.
The escort service was originally
operated years ago through funds
provided by the UGBC, but was later
incorporated into the budget of the
campus police.

According to BC Police Lieutenant
Tees, who in conjunction with
Lieutenant McGovern oversees the
department's operation, police
escorts were originally intended to
service unaccompanied females,
but he stressed that the service today is open to any student who feels
the need to use it.
When asked what motivated people to use the service, Teesresponded that there were a number of
students who are legitimately apprehensive about walking across
campus from dorm to dorm or to the
library after dark.
However, Tees was quick to point
out that the service receives many
more calls when the weather is cold
or rainy and is often used by students
who are "reluctant to walk."

United Way campaign
begins its efforts at BC
By

BOB CHERRY

O'Neill praised the efforts of the
solicitors. "One of the ways United

Heights Staff Writer
The annual United Way Campaign at Boston College is officially
underway.
The fund-raising campaign will
last one month, ending on
November 15th, the last date for
completed solicitations.
At an organizational meeting with
representatives from all areas of the
University, Assistant Dean of the
Graduate School of A&S James M.
O'Neill, the 1987 Chairperson of the
Bbston College United Way Campaign, thanked thesolicitors for their
interest and provided an overview of
United Way.
The United Way is a national
human service organization
operated, however, on a local basis
which raises and allocates funds to
area-based agencies which serve the
good of the whole community.
In the past 52 years, the United
Way of Massachusetts Bay has
allocated over $648 million to agencies in 81 communities making it the
largest
charitable
area's
organization.
A few of the 1987 United Way
agencies include the Boys and Girls
Clubs of Boston, Citizens Housing
& Planning Association, United
Cerebral Palsy of North Shore, and
the Salvation Army.

Way keeps the cost down [in raising
funds] is asking private corporations
and institutions in donating
employees' time during the campaign."
"Boston College has been very
generous in their donations to
United Way and we ask your continued support," Lisa E. Baffi, United
Way Loan Executive, told the

"

ing and it takes commitment, but it
is something which is enjoyable and
something where down the road
you can say you helped make a dif-

ference."

The Boston College goal for the
1987 United Way campaign is
$60,000, a seven percent increase
over last year's objective, according
to Joanne C. Brennan, Co-Chair of
the 1987 BC United Way Campaign.
Rev J. Donald Monan, SJ, President of Boston College, welcomed
the United Way effort. "We have an
ambitious goal, everyone in education is promoting human services.
The United Way is a vehicle of
reaching those needs that education
cannot."
Each solicitor is asked to individually contact every employee
in their department in order to sol icit
United Way, page 22
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Those not falling within the

established

boundaries are
Escort, page 22
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Newton Centre's Only
Fresh Fish Restaurant
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Lobster
Clams
| Mussels
I Bluefish
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Smelt

Steaks

Shrimp

Sole
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Mackerel
Oysters
And Much More
Beer & Wine Available
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take out service

-
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MENU INCLUDES:
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Discount with this Ad

[DINNER

I

I

?

the Cleveland Circle area to the east
(roughly bounded by Commonwealth Avenue, Beacon Street,
and Washington Street), and
Newton Centre to the west.
However, Tees also noted that the
police department did not carry the
responsibility to bring sudents to
and from, for example, Chestnut Hill
mall for shopping conveniences,
although it does fall within the

volunteer solicitors.
"The campaign is time consum-

y

OPEN MON.-SAT. 11 AM-10PM
suN 4PM " I pM

-

I Across from T
81R Union St., Newton Center, 965-8400

°
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J
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There are over 50,000 nuclear warheads deployed by both the Soviet
Union and the United States. The United States is building 3 more
nuclear warheads a day.
Just 200 of the existing warheads can destroy every city in the world
with a population of 100,000 or more.

ISN'T IT TIME YOU HELPED TO STOP THIS?
JOIN USS

STOP THE NEW BOMBMAKING

\u25a0?\u25a0

?

list. Students often calling for an
escort from upper to lower campus
may opt not to take a BC bus
because of its preliminary trip to
Newton campus, which the department did understand. Students' apprehensions followed, and rounding
out the list was the occasional
abuser.
Due to such abuses and confusion
concerning the distances escorts
would travel, geographicboundaries
were constructed by the police
department two years ago, according to Tees.
The boundaries are Route 9 to the
south, Newton campus tothe north,

When askekJ about the incidence
of crime at BC relative to the apprehension students may have about
walking, the lieutenant, who prior
to 1983 worked at Northeastern
University, in the heart of Boston,
responded, "I personally don't think
the campus is dangerous."
Tees continued that there are
times, however, when concern is
justified, and that he encourages use
of the service to those who feel the
need to use it. Nonetheless, Tees did
feel that the service was "abused
sometimes."
Ranking reasons for its usage, convenience appeared at the top of the

illa ~

'

of Newton

369 Boylston St.

Route 9 Newton

'

Call 527 - 3525 Ask for Bob or Apply in person daily

Our three-year and
two-year scholarships won't
make college easier.
Justeasier to pay for.
Even ifyou didn't start college on a scholarship, you
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
pay for full tuition and allowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with up to $1,000
a year. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
CALL TODAY FOR A NO OBLIGATION APPLICATION FORM
552-3230 or 437-2375

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

MARCH AND RALLY
Saturday, October 24
11 am-3 pm
Electric Boat Shipyard
Quonset Point, Rl
Speakers & Musicians including
Dr. Michio Kaku. Brigadier General Mackie, & RASH
Interpreted for the hearing impaired

STOP THE FIRST STRIKE TRIDENT 11/D-5

SHUTDOWN/BLOCKADE

Monday, October 26

6 am-9 am

Electric Boat Shipyard
Groton, CT
Nonviolence trainingrequired
Vigil for those not seeking arrest

Buses for the March and Rally will leave Boston at 9 am on Saturday,
October 24. They willreturn to Boston by 5:30 pm on Saturday
evening. Bus tickets are $12.00.
For more information, call Boston Mobilization for Survival at 354-0008.
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Your safety is your problem
Security on this campus is not as good as many people think.
Carolyn Dever, UGBC Vice President for Women's Issues, agrees.
"There's definately a feeling on campus that mentality that 'it can't
happen to me, it can't happen here' " she says.
Awareness is part of the answer.
Let the eye of the beholder judge the
The University is making an effort to make the BC Community aware book and the cove:
of the possible danger that people may face from assaults. BC Campus
To the editor:
Police have released the reports on four recent incidents, and have urg- To the editor:
seems to me that Kathy Adams
ed people to become aware of them. They say that some of the respon- In response to the article, "Fashion is Itsomewhat
of a hypocrite. In the
?

sibility for safety should be on students.
Campus Police have said that there is no indication that any of the
suspects in the four assaults are BC students.
The fact is that Boston College is an open campus. We're at the end
of the Green Line, and anyone is able to come on to campus.
While assaults are a problem, they are not the only problem. Thefts
and vandalism have occured as well.
The University is sponsoring a series of lectures, discussions and
debates next week. There are programs on aquaintance rape, and personal safety. (Check the Eagle's Eye on the back page for times and
locations.)

Awareness, however, is just part of the answer. Action is the rest of
the answer.
Take action to insure your own safety.
? When walking during hours of darkness, don't go alone. If you don't
have anyone to walk with, call the BC Police Escort Service at 552-3078.
Attacks have occurred on campuses well as off. Even in well-lit areas
like middle campus.
? When leaving your dorm room, even for brief periods, lock it. Check
your windows. Lock and shut your door.
? If any of the locks on your doors or windows do not work, get them
fixed. Call University Housing or your landlord.
? Don't prop open security doors. They are there to protect you, but

they obviously only work when they're locked.
? Keep your car doors locked, and park in well-lit areas. Boston is
statistically one of the worst cities in the country for car theft.
Boston College may never be totally secure. To fence in the campus
and turn the place into a police state might improve safety, but nobody
wants that. For now, awareness and action may be all you've got to protect yourself.

Angry?

Fire off a letter to the editor.

you off?
Write a letter to the editor 7 and let the world
know. All letters must be typed ; double spacletters
ed; and not longer than 500 words. All
must be signed ; and include phone and local
address for verification.
Is there something that really

sets

Horrors Invade," perhaps the
solution to these horrors would be
to distribute uniforms to all the
so-called fashion victims. This conformist of dress would eliminate
the six major "unfashionable"
categories (although the list could
go on and on.)

This seems to be a more peaceful
solution that nuking, axemurdering, or simply killing tose
who disturb our sense of what is
fashionable. Best of all, it would give
those who park themselves in the
quad and judgepeople by what they
wear before getting to know them,
something to do.
The reference to the rich snots
who buy their designs from black
youths on city streets is a whole
other issue in itself which should be
addressed, but I have wasted enough
time responding to an article that
should never have been printed
anyway.
Carolyn Shea, '90

To the editor:
Just who exactly is Kathy Adams?
And why does she have such a big
beef about what people wear?
Has she been in some terrible
accident lately? For only a near
brain-dead individual could have
produced such a shallow and
moronic account of the "fashions"
found on the BC campus.
Is Kathy repressing some latent
lesbian tendencies? Such a hostile
attitude held towards the male
population on campus along with
her claims to know what men
consider "seductive" give a lot of
credit to this possibility.
Perhaps she was trying to be
funny? But the total lack of wit and

September 28 issue of the Heights,
she writes what I guess is an
intentionally comic piece, which
categorizes, sterotypes and
ultimately, "kills, axe-murders,
nukes," patronizes and victimizes
the Boston College female
community. In this article women
wearing sweats to classes are
criticized for not being seductive,
women who dress seductively are
criticized for offering their "bare
chests for David Lee Roth for free."
The only clear message in the article
is that the is no hope for "girls" at
BC.
As if her article wasn't enough of
a self-inflicted insult. She then writes
a letter to theeditor in the October
sth issue of the Heights, accusing
Paul Vasington of "having nothing
better to do with his time other han
writing smart alceck, uncalled for
commentaries." It seems to me
Kathy, you should take some of your
own advice. That is not to say I
disagree with her point to Paul
Vasington. In this case, it is better to
be a hypocrite than a martyr.
Deana Cuadagno

the subsequent retreat to a caustic,
self-righteous stance blow that
theory out of the water.
Most likely, she is simply a very
superficial being who has yet to
learn that there is more to people
than how they look. Most mature
individuals understand this concept
and so are more likely to dress in
what is comfortable than what is
"fashionable."
Maybe Kathy might understand
this a little better if she were to reflect
on the old adage "Never judge a
book by its cover."
Peter Dolan, '88

Write for The Heights ; Meetings:
News:
Sunday7 7 pm
Sports:
Monday7 4:30
Review:
Monday 7 5:30
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Commentary Steve LeBlanc

Intellect, compasssion needed

I would like to make a brief reply
Driscoll's letter concerning AIDS advertising.
In his first objection to this important informational measure, Rev.
Driscoll argues that condoms
"manifest a disregard for the faith of
Catholic television viewers." He also
states that the ads fail because they
do not equate sex with sin. Television, however, is meant to serve the
interests of the entire viewing audience and not one religion's special
interest. The self-censorship that Rev.
Driscoll suggests has already had
dire consequences in other areas of
American life - most noticibly in
public school textbooks. Rev.
Driscoll's perhaps unintentional
equation of sex and sin continues to
promote the harmful notion that sex
(and by extension,pleasure) is an act
justifiablypunishible by death. But
sex is a gift, not a sin and AIDS is
a disease, not divine retribution.
In his second argument, Rev.
Driscoll complains about the "pornographic" nature of condom ads,
especially those in Europe. He
to Rev. William

neglects, however, to point out that
those same countries have a far
lower teen pregnancy and abortion
rate than the US, which has one of
the highest teen pregnancy rates of
any industrialized nation.
His third argument - that condom
ads would lead to "abortion mills"
and "euthenasia-on-demand stretches credibility beyond reason. It is
difficulttoimagine how products that
reduce the chance of pregnancy
could somehow popularize
?

abortion.

Rev. Driscoll draws other dubious
conclusions in his commentary. He
states that because condoms "are
not 100% effective," they can produce a sense of false security that
could prove to be an even greater
health hazard. Condoms are not
perfect, this is true, butfor those who
decide to have sexual relations with
someone other than a virgin spouse,
they do provide a great degree of
protection. Choice is thereal issue.
People must be made to understand
the protections and risks a condom
provides, and then decide for

Commentary Laurie Leonard

Reality v. tradition
In response to Rev. William M.J.
Driscoll S.j.'s commentary on condom advertising, I mean no
disrespect to the Reverend by asserting that I don't feel that he
understands the basis for debate of
this issue. I understand how such a
drastic step as advertising of contraceptives could be seen as the
quintessential symbol of the
downward spiral of society into
degredation and laciviousness.
However, the recent onslaught of
media attention has brought to focus
the reality of AIDS. Condom advertising is not merely a sign of the corruptive trends of a society, it is the
reaction to a major crisis of the
times. The Reverend's attack on
Planned Parenthood is unfounded
and his intense bias against it verges
on libel. He states, "They (Planned
Parenthood) have been pushing the
case that television in addition to the
usual suggestive, dramatic material
and spicy, sexy dialogue, ought to
mention contraceptives...." The wording of this insinuates that Planned
Parenthood is responsible for television sex scenes. True, to show condom ads would be to "manifest a
disregard for the faith of Catholic
television viewers," but perhaps
these viewers should be assaulted
with reality. Maybe this reality would
even infiltrate through to thechurch
itself. I see how advertisement of
contraceptives! would occasion
shudders of horror, but Puritan

doms and suggest that maybe they
should be as their life is presently at
stake.
The Reverend's deeming of Planned Parenthood as sexist is nonsensical and in fact incongruous with
his later expressed angst over the
cost of unwanted pregnancies,
whether in theform of abortions or
young unwed mothers on welfare.
Perhaps the Reverend holds the view
that Planned Parenthood exploits
women by holding up the option of
abortion, the lure, therabbit in front
of the greyhound. How evil,
manipulative and conniving of these
planned Parenthood People! What
sexists! Whereas the Catholic
Church is just so good to women,
not sexist at all. Planned Parenthood
provides counseling for just the sort
of problems that the Catholic
Church would respond to with a
scathing chastisment. Most people
of course do not advocate abortion
in and of itself. However the Church
must accept the fact that abortions
will occur whether legalized or not.
The Reverend's image of "abortion
mills" is perhaps slightly tainted
with a bit of paranoia. The abortion
issue is an interesting parrallel to the
contraception advertising issue.
'With both issues the discrepancy
that exists between the Catholic
Church's ideas and those of modem
society is a result of the Church's undying ideology that a chaste virginal
world can be a reality. Although a

themselves whether to use one. Rev.
Driscoll prefers to hope that the
world remain chaste and those who
deviate do so with the least protection and greatest risk.

Rev. Driscoll also states that AIDS
education must be given "by the
right people, at the right time.' Unfortunately there are not enough
"right people" and time is crucial
Rev. Driscoll's suggestions only help
to curtail and cloud any discussion
of the disease by suggesting that the
only people who contract AIDS are
those who deserve it. The American
people have a right of access to all
information concerning AIDS

-

Finally, Rev. Driscoll gives us the
wonderfully impractical advice to
'stay a virgin, marry a virgin, and stay
faithful.' In an ideal world, perhaps,
but in the fascinating and messy
world of human beings, these
platitudes ring false. 'Love' 'Sex'
'Desire' and 'Marriage' are not con-

and succeed?

Let's not forget that a human being's two greatest gifts are intellect
and compassion. Rev. Driscoll
seems to discourage both.

Commentary Paul Vasington

Arias plan: 'No bite.'
Oscar Arias, the president ofCosta while the US is prohibited from funRica, was granted the Nobel Peace ding the Contras, the Arias Plan
Prize last weekfor his efforts on forgallows the Soviets and Cubans to
ing an agreement to end warfare in continue to aid and arm the SanCentral America. He was the drivdinistas. In short, the Arias Plan ends
ing force behind the plan that was the democratic resistance in
named after him, and signed by five Nicaragua while doing nothing to
Central American presidents, instop the spread of Marxismcluding Nicaragua's Daniel Ortega. Leninism in Central America.
However, the Arias Plan should not
The Sandinistas claim that they
be accepted just because Arias won will comply with the democratizathe Nobel Prize. The plan is flawed tion "required" by the Arias Plan. To
in many ways, not the least of which show their sincerity, the Sandinistas
being the prohibition of outside funallowed the opposition newspaper
ding for insurgents (translation: no La Prensa, and theCatholic radio staAmerican aid to the Contras).
tion to reopen. These moves are enWithout American aid, the couraging in and of themselves, but
Nicaraguan resistance will be finishwhen the Contras are gone there
ed, and the Arias Plan has no proviwill be nothing to stop the Sansion for the Contras to be involved dinistas from closing them down all
in the political process in any way. over again. The Sandinistas are
The Sandinistas refuse to negotiate simply taking a page from Castro's
with the Contras because they repre- 'book by slightly liberalizing until
sent the only Sandinista opposition
their power is consolidated,
with any power. Ortega would rather whereby they will simply return to
negotiate with the American governtheir
agenda.
Communist
ment where he can at least get the
Remember that ethics for Comsupport of the "Sandinista Senators"
munists is defined as anything that
(Kerry, Dodd, etc.).
furthers the world Communist
Rep. Jack Kemp points out that revolution.
"Thereis a solution though, which
is more simple and virtuous. It is
called chastity and monogamy..." I
say this is tragically unrealistic
because it is a poingnant font fact
that after all these centuries the
Catholic Church still hasn't
recognized thefact that there always
has been and always will be sexually active people, some with multiTo the Editor:
ple partners, and some without.
Regardless, not all thesepeople are
I am writing in response to Daniel
the shallow, glandular beings P. McConnell's September 28
depicted in the "Like, uh, Bob," "Newsbrief" concerning the governscenario.
ment of Nicaragua.
Mr. McConnell correctly stated
that the Nicaraguan newspaper La
Prensa will be publishing again. He
failed however to mention the
reason why the newspaper was

The bottom line is that the Arias
Plan is simply a scrap of paper
unless it has something to ensure
compliance.
Otherwise, it
guarantees neither peace nor
freedom. The only thing that will
force the Sandinistas to comply with
the accord is the Contra resistance,
so it is vitally important that Congress supports President Reagan's request for 270 million dollars in aid
for the Contras.
Those people who think that the
Arias Plan is the greatest thing since
Yalta (a lesson in itself) should take
a good look at the 1973 agreement
between the United States and
North Vietnam; another piece of
paper without any means of ensuring compliance. Obviously, the
North Vietnamese had no intention
of complying with the accord, and
as General Vo Nguyen Giap said
after the 1973 pact was signed,
"Peace is the continuation of war by
other means."
Let's learn from our past, and not
make the same mistake again; at
least one nation's freedom is at stake.
The Arias Plan is like a barking dog
without any bite.

Those dirty Commies!

The ultimate immorality would be to sit by and let people whither
and die while espousing religious dogmas that paralyze one from
helping others.
heritage aside, there is a crisis at noble idea, this is simply not the
hand that must be maturely dealt case and thus society should be
with, namely AIDS.
treated accordingly.
Concerning the scenario the
By advertising condoms on TV
Reverend presents of the condom Planned Parenthood is not asserting
commercial, I really don't believe that they are the cure-all for AIDS.
that a steamy sex scene would be the He has been quoted quite extensivplatform for advertising a product ly but I will ventureone more time,
that possibly saves lives. UltimateUS Surgeon General C. EveretKoop
ly, erotica is not the purpose for asserts, "condoms are the best
which these products have been means of guarding against the
deemed necessary to advertise.Peospread of AIDS." As for the
ple have always been using prophylReverend's assertion that advertisactics, it's not a new concept ing on television would not "make
that the media is going to exploit more people aware of the devices,"
and send droves of young hormone frankly I disagree. Television is a very
drenched bachelors to decide to powerful force in molding the trends
lead the life of promiscuity. The aim and mores of a society. The
of the ads would be to reach out to Reverend's solution to the problem,
the already existing sexually active although perhaps very noble is
population who are not using contragically unrealistic. He says,

Jesuits. They
are real aspects of the confusing
world of human emotions. Rev.
Driscoll's ideal of the virgin bride is
offensive on several levels (valuing
women for their sexual status-i.e.,
virgins are more valuable than nonvirgins, regardless of the spiritual
and intellectual worth of the
woman), but perhaps for on other
reason than it steralizes human relations to the point of boredom. Who
would want to live in a world where
only virgins are allowed to marry
cepts for debate among

prevention, and the U.S. government
(and the media) has theresponsibility to make public this information.
No group, however passionate or
vocal, can be allowed to interrupt
thisvital communication. I can think
of no more dangerous an idea than
the selective exposition of information about AIDS and its prevention.

The Reverend concludes, "In the
end, the position of the Catholic
Church is the only one that covers
all the angles, and is the only real
aid in avoiding AIDS." Sure the
Church covers all the angles but

perhaps misses the major points.
The church while asserting very
idealistic and, once again I use the
word, noble views, still refuses to see
society realistically. Rather than condemn those sexually active sinners
with the pormiscuous tendancies,
the Church should realize that society must band toghether to fight
AIDS. Religious convictions aside,
the ultimate immorality would be to
sit by and let peoplewither and die
while espousing religious dogmas
that paralyze one from helping
humanity.

closed.
The publishers of La Prensa came

to the United States to raise money
for the Contra rebels who oppose
their government. This fact explains
why it was closed in the first place.
The same action was taken by the
United States when it was at war.
Hundreds of thousands of JapaneseAmericans were rounded up and
held in camps in the western United
States. Yet there was not one
reported case of one of them helping the enemy.
Imagine the New York Times supporting the Nazis during WWII. It
would be treason, which is defined
as "the betrayal of one's country,
especially by giving aid to the
enemy."
Mr. McConnell referred to the
legally elected Sandinista government of Nicaragua as "the Communist government in Nicaragua."
He must not be aware of the existence of six other political parties

in Nicaragua, including the Socialist
and Communist parties.
By the term "Communist," does
Mr. McConnell mean "Marxist/Leninist Atheistic Communism?".
If so, this definition would mean that
when the Sandinistas went into office that they abolished religion,
divided the economy, and killed the
capitalists.
These events have not occured,
nor do they appear likely to, which
thereforeeliminates that definition.
A more correct interpretation of
Mr. McConnell's term "Communist," would be "Marxist." This
definition means that the Sandinista
government believes that everyone
in their society should have their
basic needs met before any individuals can advance ahead.
This scenario is a reality today in
Nicaragua. Some 45,000 rural
households now own land, and
14,000 peoplehave electricity for the
first time.
In addition, the number of trade
unions has increased from 13 to
1,100. Membership in them has risen
from 27,000 to 233,000.
There are twice as many hospitals
now in Nicaragua. Also, student
enrollment has doubled due to the
construction of some 1,500 schools.
Those dirty commies!
Tim Aleck, '88
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Illegal acts of CIA for freedom
I have not yet had the pleasure of ar-

Continued from page 1

I maintain, Gordon Liddy and the
other enforcers still have today. The
ClA's job is to maintain that empire
by any means, legal or illegal,
necessary," said Hoffman.
"I think even Mr. Liddy would
agree that the CIA has broken scores
of laws since it was founded in 1947,"
Hoffman added.
According to Hoffman, the CIA
has violated laws against domestic
spying, and they have also violated
many international agreements such
as the neutrality act, thewar-powers
act, and the Boland Amendments.
"The CIA company joke is: treat
Congress like mushrooms; keep
them in the dark and feed them a lot
of manure," Hoffman said.
Addressing the subject of CIA
recruitment on college campuses,
Hoffman said, "The CIA has been
welcomed back to the University of
Massachusetts, but I have been
banned. I have been found innocent
by a jury. Recruitment could be
allowed if there was open, free,
honest dialogue permitted, and the
CIA stopped operating in an illegal
fashion, if they obeyed the laws of
the land.
"I would not be opposed to off
campus recruitment. But I don't
think BC would let the mafia come
on. I don't think they'd let pimps
come on and recruit prostitute rings
on BC. I'm saying that the CIA is
operating in the same frame of
reference as the mafia and pimps."
Hoffman concluded by saying that
until they get their act together, the
CIA should be banned from all the
universities in the United States.
Liddy began by recounting the
numbers of people he has debated
which he had arrested and added,
"I debate Mr. Hoffman tonight, but

same way we do it today."

Thus, according to Liddy, spies
have two main objectives: find out
what the enemies capabilities are,
and figure out their intentions.
"A nation's spies are their eyes and
ears, and without them you are blind
and deaf. That's what one portion of
the CIA does," said Liddy. It goes to
areas and collects information, he
by
added. However, according to Liddy, before that information is usable,
it must be analyzed, and assigned
a degree of credibility.
Liddy said there is a need for
clandestine activities, and covert
operations, "becauseif your govern- BC's Society for Young Victims released balloons Saturday as part of a
ment faces a situation against its na- nation-wide fundraising event to aid in the cause for missing children. BC
Political, page 23 raised over $800.

resting Mr. Hoffman."
"There's always hope," Hoffman

retorted.

Liddy expressed his belief that
Hoffman had addressed two completly different issues in his statement, the activities of the CIA and
the issue of accumulated wealth.
"The fact of the matter is," according to Liddy, "that the nations of
this earth have been spying on one
another, friend and foe alike." He
added that the first spies were in the
Bible.
According to Liddy, these spies
were dispatched by Moses with two
objectives, military intelligence and
agricultural intelligence. "That's the

Heights
Phot

Dan

DaSilva

SO YOU WANT TO EARN AN MBA
PRACTICAL ADVICE FOR PROSPECTIVE APPLICANTS

Over 6000 movies
for sale or rent
Rent VCRs and TVs
Latest Releases: Angel Heart Mannequin Brighto'
Beach Memoirs, Bedroom Window, Blind Dare. Burgic
Crocodile Dundee, Hoosiers, Police Academy Three
Amigos, Wisdom, etc

1280 Center St.
Newton Center

A THREE-HOUR SEMINAR

Presented by Kathleen Gwynn
Director of Admissions, 1981-85
Stanford University's Graduate School of Business
"Many people feci their long-term success is dependent on the schools that
accept them ...a majority of my people last year ended up at... the school
that was theirfirst choice."
Kathleen Gwynn,
Business Week; 3/9/87

D Acquire a comprehensive introduction to M.B.A.
programs and the M.B.A. application process.
D Obtain a step-by-step guide to the mechanics of the
application process.
D Receive an insider's advice on how to prepare the most
effective application possible.

17 Comm. Aye.
Chestnut Hill
964-0002

965-7120

Sheraton Boston Hotel & Towers
Boston
Saturday, October 31
9:30 A.M.; again at 2:00 P.M.
For additional information
and seminar registration,
call: 408/241-8222

T.G.I. Friday's features a fast pace, good
benefits, hours and pay, plus complete
training to make you a sure winner.
All positions are available including:

WAITERS/WAITRESSES
CASHIERS
STEWARDS
DISHWASHERS
COOKS

HOSTS/HOSTESSES
EXPEDITERS
BUSSERS

-

-
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We Are An Equal
Opportunity Employer
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Kathleen Gwynn
& Associates

P.O. Box 625
Palo Alto, CA 94302

impressive numbers:

Bentley's Master of
Science in Accountancy.
If your liberal arts background isn't paying off as liberally
as you'd hoped, you should consider Bentley College's
Master of Science in Accountancy.
The MSA program is designed to introduce the fundamentals of accounting to convey an appreciation of business management, and to advance skills in the intelligent
use of the concepts and methods of accountancy.
With the strong foundation supplied by a Bentley MSA,
you'll have the credentials to change career paths into the
public, private, or government accounting sectors, or to
further your present career. Which is a liberal benefit
indeed.
For further information, call

ML
V

$125.00 in advance
$140.00 at the door

Here's how liberal arts
graduates can tally some

Apply In person from Bam 10am or 2pm 4pm daily.

T.G.I. Friday's
26 Exeter Street
Boston, MA 02116
(617)266 0197

Fee:
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Graduate School Admissions
Waltham, MA 02254
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Under the modified radical

NewsBriefs

mastectomy, the entire breast is

removed along with the lymph
nodes and nearby tissue.
By having discovered the cancer
early on, Mrs. Reagan's full recovery
is expected.
Breast cancer is currently the
leading killer of women in their 40's.

By DANIEL MCCONNELL

First Lady Nancy Reagan
undergoes surgery toblerafst

remov

First Lady Nancy Reagan underwent a modified radical mastectomy
last Friday when it was discovered
that a lesion on her left breast was
cancerous.
TheWhite House announced last
Friday that Mrs. Reagan would be
admitted to the Bethesda Naval
hospital to undergo a biopsy to investigate a "suspicious lesion" in her
left breast. The lesion was
discovered through a routine mammogram examination during her annual physical examination ten days
earlier. Through the biopsy, the lesion was determined cancerous.
In response to the discovery, Mrs.
Reagan remarked, "I guess it's my
turn," referring to the many operations President Reagan has
undergone due to cancer.
Mrs. Reagan's condition was
reported as excellent and she was
said to be resting well after the
surgery.
Doctors for the First Lady said that
the cancerous growth was still too
small to identify under a physical examination of the breast. In fact they
added that if the mammogram examination had not been performed,
which is currently regarded as the
most accurate way to detect such
cancer, a "lump" may have been
noticed in about two years. By that
time, however, the cancer would
likely have spread to her lymph
nodes, nearby muscle, and perhaps
the surrounding tissue.

flation, stabilize the dollar and
steady the bond market, the Federal
Reserve, under its new chairman

Alan Greenspan, increased the discount rate to 6.0%. However, if the
dollar continues to fall, the FED may
still feel obliged to raise short-term
interest rates to ward off additional
fears of inflation.
Other key interest rates rose this
Stock prices plummet to week with many banks raising their
prime interest rate to 9 3/4 percent.
The prime rate is the rate these banks
charge their best customers. Also,
Stock prices dropped last week in the 30 year treasury bond's yield
record-breaking volume, pushing rose over 10 percent for thefirst time
the Dow Jones Industrial average to since 1985.
Many analysts believe that the
its largest one week decline ever.
Dow,
key
The
a
indicator of the FED may be reluctant to tighten
future health of the economy, fell a credit any further without running
total of 235.48 points, or 9.49 percent the risk of causing a recession.
Still more analysts believe that
to 2,246.73. Since its record high of
2722 on August 25, the Dow Jones the United States must seriously
has fallen 17.47 percent. Thedecline begin to reduce its enormous budget
has been attributed to a weaker deficit in order to put a real end to
dollar abroad and lower bond our country's trade deficit and thus
stabilize our financial markets. By
prices.
The lower bond prices have meant doing so, the government would
higher bond yields which draw have to reduce spending and/or incapital away from stocks. Also, a fall- crease taxes-both of which could
ing dollar reduces the demand for conceivably lead the economy into
stocks that run the risk of losing a recession.
their profits when converted into
their local currencies.
Toddler in Texas well is
The main pressure on the dollar
finally brought to surface
has been the United States widening trade deficit. Although it
decreased to $15.2 million, down
After being stuck almost 60 hours
$800 million from its record level of in an abandoned well shaft, 18
$16.5 million in September, month-old Jessica McClure of
America's exports abroad decreased Midland Texas was brought to the
enough to erode away investor surface by exhausted rescue workers
confidence in America's ability to ef- last Friday.
fectively deal with our trade imThe child had fallen in the well,
balance. These dismal trade figures which was barely large enough for
indicate that the dollar's value must her to fit in at eight inches in
continue to fall in order to make imdiameter, while playing in her Aunt's
ports more expensive and exports backyard. Because of the size of the
more competitive, thusreducing our well, rescue workers had to drill a
trade imbalance.
larger well parallel to the one Jessica
A declining dollar, however, puts was in in order to bring her out.
However, due to the solid bedrock
an upward pressure on prices, causing interest rates to further increase. in that area, the rescue effort was
very time consuming.
To offset the predicted increase in in-

recodlfwroenek

As volunteers drilled day and strategy to attribute some of the
night, Jessica lay in a seated position blame for the bad things that occurnear the bottom of the shaft. A large red in the Reagan Administration.
hose was connected to the opening
Jessica had fallen through to give her
fresh air and warmth. A speaker President Arias of Costa
system was also lowered into the Rica wins Nobel Peace
Prize
well enabling rescue workers and
relatives to listen and communicate
President Oscar Arias Sanchez of
to Jessica.
Finally, after 57 and one half Costa Rica was awarded the 1987
Nobel Peace prize for his efforts
hours, Jessica was brought to the surface and rushed to Midland towards reaching peace in Central
Memorial Hospital where doctors America.
In announcing the award, the
soon announced that she was in
good condition despite problems Norwegian Nobel committee commended Mr. Arias for his "outstanwith circulation in her right leg.
ding contribution to the possible
return of stability and peace to a
Vice President Bush official ybihdselcar region long torn by strife and civil
war."
The committee's reference was to
the Central American peace accord,
which Arias was the principle arIn Houston Texas last week, Vice chitect. Since the signing of this
President George Bush formally peace plan by the Presidents of Hondeclared his candidacy for the 1988 duras, Nicaragua, El Salvador,
republican presidential nomination. Guatemala and Costa Rica on
In his announcement speech, August 7, the region has been
Bush states that his campaign stands brought closer to peace than ever
for "a new harmony, a greater before.
tolerance and a renewed recognition
In response to being awarded the
that this country is and always has Nobel Peace Prize, Arias stated "this
prize is a recognition of Costa Rica,
been a partnership."
Bush is currently the front runner of the way we are and the way we
think, and what Costa Rica is worth
for his party's presidential nomination, however, his closestcompetitor, to the whole world."
Senator Robert Dole (R-Kansas), is
Arias added that "the eyes of the
closing in on the Vice President in whole world are concentrated on
terms of fund raising, organization this piece of land in Central
and most of all, public opinion polls. America, and that is why we just
Although 34 percent of those poll- cannot fail."
The Costa Rican government is
ed in a recent New York Times/CBS
poll or Republican primary voters the only government in Central
favored Bush, many believe that he American to enjoy a functioning
must overcome his apparent democracy and broad basic
"whimp-like" appearance in order freedoms. Also, this country does
to capture the 1988 republican not have any standing army.
Other recipients of Nobel Prizes
nomination.
competitors,
Unlike his
Bush can were Dr. Susumu Tonengawa for
base his campaign on the many medicine, Jean-Marie Lehn and
Donald J. Cram for Chemistry and
achievements of the Reagan AdKarl Alex Muller and J. George
ministration. However, Bush's opponents plan to use that same Budornz for physics.
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THE CHASE MANHATTAN BANK
Invites all Boston College
Students to a
Presentation & Reception
Hosted by

MICHAEL P. ESPQSITQ

JR.

Executive Vice President & Chief Financial Officer

Tuesday, October 27, 1987
6:00 P.M.
Board of Trustees Room
McElroy 2nd Floor
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Fly with the finest.
Get your career off to a flying start. Become a
Marine aviator. If you're a college freshman,
sophomore or junior, you could qualify for
our undergraduate Officer Commissioning
Program and be guaranteed flight school
after graduation. All training is conducted

:
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during the summer. There are no on-campus
drills. Plus, you receive $100 a month during
the school year.
Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer
Commissioning Program and attend training
after graduation.
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This is an excellent opportunity to prove yourself amongst the best and start off
>
making from $ 17,000 to $23,000 <
a year. See if you measure up.
Check out the Marine Corps Officer Commissioning Programs.
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FRESHMEN... SOPHOMORES... JUNIORS... To inquire about our Guaranteed Aviation Program
as well as our Ground, Law and Women Officer Programs, see Captain Mike Dun ford in the
lobby at McElroy today and tomorrow, ~T3 and 20 October, between 10:00 AM and 2:00 PM
or call the office collect

451-3012
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Catholic Relief Service pleas for El Salvador
BOB CHERRY
Heigltts Staff Writer
By

Editor's Note: In order to protect the guest
speakerpotnpossible prosecution anddeportation h' the Sdlvdthnui government slie
asked that her identity be witlteld.
"The worst violence in El Salvador
is poverty."
These were the words of a

Food Day
succeeds

member of the Catholic Relief Services (CRS) who spoke on the effects
that poverty, displacement and terror have on the people of El Salvador.
The lecture in Gasson Hall coincided with World Food Day. As a
Project Managerfor CRS, the invited
guest works on an eight member
CRS team and with cooperation
from counterpart agencies identifies
possible development projects in El
Salvador, providing technical
assistance as necessary and sub-

miting these projects to the CRS
headquarters in New York City for
funding.
Possible development projects include nutrition programs, rural
development, water and agricultural
projects and community promotion.
The speaker has also coordinated
workshop programs in Colomoncaqua and Tenancingo, Honduras for
some 1.14 million refugees from El
Salvador.
The speaker outlined a short

history of El Salvador'sCivil War and 1982, 2% of the people owned 60%
the disastrous predicament it has of the land in El Salvador.
placed on the poor in that country
"Most of the people live in a tiny
who are caught in the middle of the hut," continued the speaker. "When
struggle.
you ask them how many children
they have, they say to you, 'You
"When I first went down to El mean how many are left?'
In order to survive, the poor must
Salvador, I asked the people why
they were hiding in the mountains work in coffee fields on coastal
and they told me the Army wanted plains which are controlled by about
to kill them because they were 250 families of which 14 families are
the primary power holders in El
poor," she said.
According to the CRS speaker, in
Poverty, page 24

'

Market credit cards
one
Earn $200 in one week marketing
Mastercard to students on campus.

The BC chapter of MASSPIRG (the
Massachusetts Public Interest
Group) sold balloons on the
Dustbowl to raise money to help
fight hunger in the United States during World Food Day on Friday.
Approximately $125 was raised by
the MASSPIRG Hunger Campaign.
It will be divided between the National Student Campaign Against
Hunger and a local soup kitchen.
Twenty million Americans suffer
from hunger every year, including
twenty percent of the children in the
United States. But, as everyone
knows, hunger is not merely a problem here in the United States.
Hunger affects people all over the
world.
It is because of this worldwide
hunger problem thta the United Nations sets aside one day every year
to recognize the problem and raise
the public's awareness of the issue.
That day is October 16, and it is
known as World Food Day.
To prepare for the World Food Day
events, the members of the Hunger
Campaign polled members of the
BC community on their awareness
of hunger in the US and the world.
Only 19% oi those polled knew
that 20 million Americans suffered
from hunger. 56% did not know the
name of any local soup kitchens.
72% ot the respondants believed
that there will always be a percentage of homeless people in the US.
BCPIRG will also be selling
balloons at the Homecoming football game next Saturday, October

-

Call 848 3916
Hurry! - its a great opportunity!

Call Doug at 848 -3916
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Are youconsidering professional school?

STATION!

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

**

.0 R OF PRIME RIB
& POTABLE SPIRITS

nation's premiere banks

to your classmates.
Excellent Compensation.

Minimal time, Flexible Hours.

IVICTORIA

of the

from

\u25a0

JOHN F. KENNEDY
SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT

We Are Looking For Energetic
People To Join Our Winning Team

Is Lookingfor Future Leaders in Public Affairs.
ComeLearn AboutHarvard'sTwo-YearMaster's
Program in Public Policy, Leading to either
the Master in Public Policy or
City and RegionalPlanning Degree.

Positions Available:

Food Servers
- Bussers
Cooks
Hosts/Hostess
- Dishwashers
Salads
Hours
* Flexible
Good
Pay
*
Excellent Benefits
* Fun
Working Environment

-

JOrNT DEGREE OPTIONS AND CROSS-REGISTRATION
OPPORTUNITIES WITH OTHER SCHOOLS

\u25a0

*

Victoria Station
64 Sleeper St.
Boston, MA

Apply in person:

24.

Mori Sun
2 pm - 4 pm
\u25a0

Anyone interested in joining the
BCPIRG Hunger Campaign is encouraged to stop by McElroy 118 or
call 552-3515.

MEET WITHA KENNEDY SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVE

, Oct 29

DATE:

Thurs.

TIME:

11:00 am and 12:00 pm

LOCATION:

PLEASE CONTACT YOUR CAREER PLACEMENT
OFFICE FOR Tins INFORMATION

All Students, All Majors, All Years Welcome!

E.O.E.

Hammond Chamber and Folk Series
Hovey House
Boston College
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22ND

T>renda j\(oore :h[iller
j\mimv jllark

Tiano

Cello

What can you do with a college LP.?

Classical and Contemporary Chamber Works

Show it and get $10.00 off a great
haircut at

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12TH

j\enje

SHESIMAR SALON

Fotksi)n]t'r'(.juitaris.t

Traditional and Contemporary Folk Tunes; Swing;

55 Union Street
Newton Center
tel. 964 - 9225

Blues; and Gospel

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19TH

1 oncord $-}iv Woodwind '(Quintet
Featuring Works of Mozart; Hayden; Liadov;
Tschaikowsky; as well as contemporary pieces

964 - 9297
hours mon. thru sat.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 10TH
MANNHEIM QUARTET

V

All performances begin at 7:30 in the Library of Hovey
House (located at th£ corner
of Beacon and Hammond Streets)
Sponsored by ///?.

:ad Student Assoiuitions
the puhlu

('onceris are

IRhl: and open
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BC discusses the AIDS issue
longer just a virus; it has social,
political, and economic ramifications. He said that already the work
force has lost productivity from
AIDS-related deaths, costing the nation's economy at least $6000.
Kessler added that he believes AIDS
will be an issue in the 1988 election.
"It's not someone else's issue, it's
our issue," Kessler said. "Comfort,
support, and compassion must be
extended to AIDS patients," he

added.

covered a broad range. One student
asked that the panel address AIDS
on the college campus. Kessler
replied that although many of the
AIDS patients averaged 33 years of
age, most of them had been infected
at 23-24 years ofage. He added that
young people are therefore very
much at risk despite the deceptively long incubation period.
Another question, directed
towards Duffy, concerned BC's intentions towards the sale of condoms on campus. Duffy reiterated

decisions.
Another student questioned how
much difference education had on
the general public. Kessler cited a recent poll showing 78% of parents in
Massachusetts willing to send their
children to school with AIDS patients. This he felt was supportive of
by
the AIDS education policy
developed by the state government.
After the questioning period, Duffy closed the lecture stressing the
hope that fear and anxiety would be
lessened. He asked that students feel
a greater accountability towards the
Larry Kessler addressed the issue
disease and play small leadership Mass. AIDS Action Committee Director
the Commonwealth and among student populations.
of
AIDS
in
roles in the community.
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Wanted
Volunteer note takers for a disabled student for 2
classes:
M,W,F 10-11 Philosophy
T,TH 10:30-11:45 Political Science

A&S

Fair opens career doors

By TARA McDONALD
Heights Staff Writer
On Tuesday, October 6, the Career
Center sponsored its third annual
Career Information Fair for liberal

Please contact Karla in the Office of the Dean for
Student Development, McElroy 233, X3470 if
interested.

arts

students.

Held in Lyons Cafeteria from 4:00
to 7:00 pm, the Fair featured alumni
from the College of Arts and
Sciences who volunteered to answer
students' questions abotat possible
careers.

The alumni, from such fields as
advertising, law, publishing, government, and retail, are members of the
Alumni Career Network who live in
the Boston area, according to
Marilyn Morgan, Director of the
Career Center.
The eight hundred alumni in the
Network participate in panels at BC
throughout the year, and are also
available to talk to students individually at their places of business.
Through the participation of peo-

Princeton Beauty Salon & Barber Shop
\u25a0

Also Beauty Salon Sendee
Regular haircuts
1215 & 1215A Comm. Ave
Flat Tops
254-9527
& ROTC Haircuts $7

BORDER
THE
CROSS

Control Your Destiny
At this year's Northeast Computer Faire, thousands of
New England's computer enthusiasts and business professionals
are returning to take control of technology through:

A spectrum of computer systems, including the
new PS/2 family, as well as software, peripherals,
add-ons, supplies and more
? A 39-session conference program
? 16 separately-priced Professional
Development Seminars (In-depth coverage of
topics such as OS/2 for Developers, LANS,
Artificial Intelligence and others)
? TECH FAIR, a career advancement bazaar
(Friday and Saturday only)
? Dozens of dynamic hands-on demos, each day!
Free Desktop Publishing Classes
? In-depth vendor presentations
? Featured vertical market tracks and exhibits
We'll put the control in your hands.
?

Admission: $15-3 Days; $9-one day; Boston Computer Society and Students
with appropriateID-$7 one day. All prices include conference program and TECHFAIR.
For further information, call Andrew Shapiro
at (617) 449-6600, ext. 5077.
m m ?

s 5":
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The Control Key.

October 15-17, 1987 ? World Trade Center, Boston
Hours: Thursday and Friday, 10-6; Saturday 10-5.
The Northeast ComputerFaire

is

the Heights

BC's policy of education as a means
of making safer and more moral

Questions from the audience

Continued from page 3
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producedby The Interface Group, Inc.

VENDOR PRESENTATIONS
Thursday, 10/15
Friday, 10/16
Saturday, 10/17
CAD/CAM Journal
1:00-2:00 Digital Programming
Ergotext
10:30-11:30
CYMA/McGraw Hill 2:30-3:30 Services, Inc.
10:30-11:30 Ist Desk Systems
1:00-2:00
NTERGAID
4:00-5:00 ReferenceSoftware 1:00-2:00
SourceMate
2:30-3:30
Dragon Systems
4:00-5:00

pie from twenty-eight fields, the
Career Center accomplished its goal
for the event, which was to show
students "the wide variety of careers
available to A&S students," said
Morgan.
The Career Information Fair is just
one way that the Career Center helps
students to choose a career that is
suited to their talents and interests.
The Center, which is located at 38
Commonwealth Avenue, holds
various programs for students in all
four schools, including on-campus
interviews for seniors.
In addition, the Career Center
houses the Career Resource Library
and the computerized "DISCOVER"
Career Guidance System, which are
available to interested students at all
times.
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Defense outdone as Rutgers wins 38 24
By THOMAS KENNEY
Heights Staff Writer
Boston College lost to two teams
this weekend.
Sure, they were beat by Rutgers,

38-24, and sure the Scarlet Knights
are a fine club that has bowl
aspirations.
However, the real team that beat
the Eagles was Boston College.
The Eagles fumbled, miscued and
basically handed the game to
Rutgers, and the Scarlet Knights were
only too happy to take the generous
gift.
In the First quarter BC was in control. The Eagles threatened in each
of their first three possesions. But,
they could only manage a one yard
plunge by Willie Hislop and a 19
yard field goal by Brian Lowe, giving BC a nervous 10-0 lead.
To be honest, the Eagles should
have led 21-0, and the 29,000
Homecomers should have gone
home early.
In its second possession, BC converted on a key tourth-and-one deep
in Rutgers territory, only to have an
illegal procedure penalty (the Eagles
received five such violations)kill the
drive.
When BC got the ball back it
drove to a first-and-goal at the Scarlet
Knights' five. Three plays later they
were at the two and Lowe was
summoned.

Field Hockey

Heights
Phot
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fine day notwithstanding) dropped
one right in the mitts on third down.
BC punted and Rutgers took over
at their own 33 with less than three
minutes left.
Instead of sitting on their lead, the
Scarlet Knights went deep and found
another Eagle miscue. An assignment was blown and Young scooted
63 yards untouched.
Rutgers was capitalizing on every
BC error. "A guy misses a check-and
they go the distance", lamented
head coach Jack Bicknell.
The Eagles were down 21-10 at the
half and needed a miracle. They
didn't get one, though they did hold
the Scarlet Knights to a field goal on
the opening drive of the third
quarter.

Power tried to breath life in BC by
driving them 85 yards in 9 plays. The
signal caller scored himself on a one
yard keeper.
The Eagles are now back in it, only
down 7. However, 14 plays and a
Mike Sanders played well against Rutgers with one hundred plus yards in filling in for Jim Bell.
frustrating six minutes later, Rutgers
Quarterback Mike Power was parstarted when offensive hero Eric brush himself off, BC had the ball fullback Curt Stephens found the
ticularly frustrated by this lack of Young (two TDs) scored on an eight back at their own 47, the result of yet end zone and BC found itself in
deep trouble.
execution. "Down there (inside the yard pass from Scott Erney early in another procedure penalty.
five), a field goal is almost a
Eagles
The
had
see football, page 19.
to punt and
quarter two.
negative."
At this team BC makes anotherkey Rutgers took full advantage, marIt was a negative. The Eagles kept
mistake. Super-sub Mark Kamphaus ching 67 yards for a touchdown and
Rutgers in the game and paid for it,
comes off the bench and leads the a 14-10 lead. Local boy Bart Graf
dearly.
Eagles into Rutgers' territory.
(Lexington HS) did the honors on a
The Scarlet Knights scored on five
On third down, Kamphaus fourth-and-goal from the one.
consecutive Possessions during the
scrambles 18 yards to the Scarlet
Power returned in the next series,
second andearly third quarters. It all
Knights' 30. Before Kamphaus could But Tom Waddle (who had another

Emerald Isle
Classic

f

Two week odyssey ends with 3 losses

By LOUIS RICCIUTI

In an entertaining, but extremely
frustrating two week-three game
odyssey, the Boston College field
hockey team suffered three one
point defeats at the hands of Providence, Old Dominion, and
Northeastern.

The Eagles offense could generate
only three goals in the three contests, thus, dropping their record to
5-6.
At BC's first stop, on October 6 at
Providence, the explosivecombination of Maura Sullivan and Shannon
Murphy was turned off as the Eagles
were shut out, 1-0. Sullivan and Mur-

phy had offensively dominated
LeHigh University in BC's previous
outing.
The Eagles' fortunes did not seem
likely to improve as they prepared
to take on Old Dominion University at Alumni Stadium on October 9.
Old Dominion's quickness and no
bend-no break defense, led by AllWorld goalie, Chris Behrens, seemed insurmountable.
However, in the chilled night air
of Alumni, BC stormed out with intensity and vigor, determined to
knock off top ranked ODU.
Led by junior Kimberly Hollingworth and sophomore goalie
Wendy Carter, BC withstood rush
after rush from Old D's high
powered offense. Hollingworth
covered ODU's best offensive player,
Cathy Large, with crippling

effectiveness.

Carter matched Behrens save for
save, as the action teetered
precariously back and forth. The two
goaliesseemed locked in a ferocious
contest to see who could come up
with the most spectacular save.
Behrens made perhaps the finest
save of the night midway through the
first period when BC's Murphy
received a pass through the crease
from the right slot. Murphy fired
from about 10 yards and the shot was
deflected. It seemed headed for the
right corner of the goal when
Behrens' lunging slide tipped the
shot off to the side.
by But with 1:02 left in the first
period, Behrens. made her only
mistake of the night. Sullivan tapped
a pass t? Murphy, who from 45 yards
away \u25a0?ifled a hopping drive toward
the ; al. Behrens misjudged the
bounce of the shot, and jumped,
hoping to stop the long blast with
her padded leg. The drive stayed
down and rocketed between her

Heights
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Fitzparick
The BC field hockey team lost three games in a

two week span.

-

legs and into the goal.
In their jubilation, BC's intensity
flickered. With a minute to play,
ODU, led by speedstress Jill Fisher,
roared toward the BC goal. A shot
bounced slowly past Carter on the
left side. It seemed destined to tic the
score, until the steady Hollingworth
appeared to knock it away.
ODU raced out at the start of the
second period as they pinned the action primarily in BC's zone. With
16:30 left in the game, Old D's rush
was simply too much for Carter and
Company. An erratic pass from the
right slot evaded the BC defensebut
found the stick of ODU's Lisa
Doran. She drilled it into the left corner past the spralling Carter.
Melissa Pan ana Katny uworek
steadied BC's defense down the
stretch. Neither team scored in the
remainder of regulation, thus, a ten
minute overtime was needed.
With 6:40 left in the overtime, the
contest was decided on a penalty
stroke. It was called when a shotsliced past Carter and Hollingworth
once again tried to knock it away.
This time the shot deflected off her
shin, which is illegal. ODU's Large
converted the stroke for the victory,
2-1.
BC had taken a superior ODU
team to the limit. However, on October 15 at Northeastern, they suffered a letdown. According to coach
Sherren Granese, the Eagles 'simply played terrible in the first period
as we allowed three goals in the
period...We dominated them [Northeastern] in the second period,
though.'
Still, it was not enough. Hope Sanborn and Elizabeth Keeling added a
goal apiece in the second period,
but the Eagles could not overcome
thethree goal deficit as they took the
loss, 3-2.

mirom page!
Rugby but it will not be difficult to
mark out the lines necessary for football. "Lansdowne is very attractive,
it is a marvelous choice," said
Hederman.
There are no facilities for cars so
there won't be any tailgating but the
Millennium committee is preparing
other activities.
"We hope to have horse racing,
and perhaps greyhound races. There
will also be a major ball for the
alumni," said Michael Flood, chairman of the committee.
Although the game hasn't been
scheduled for American broadcast
yet, it is going to be shown nationally in Ireland.
The game is being promoted by
the Millennium brochure as "The
United States Inter-Collegiate football game, Boston College vs. West
Point Military Academy." The game
is being heavily pushed by tourists
boards as well.
The official tour operator for BC
is BMIT They are offering 6 different
packages to accomodate everyone's

schedules.

The Emerald Isle Classic offers
many attractions to the students and
the alumni. There is obviously the
draw to a foreign country but also
"it will be more of an intercultural
event than any other football game,"
said Father Monan.
Father Monan added that when he
travels with BC teams he is often told
that "BC students are one of the
most welcome groups
and they
have a wonderful time."
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EagleSportsNotes:
Bits and Pieces

Pellagrini
leaves BC
Edward Pellagrini has resigned as
head baseball coach, effective

Team Statistics

BC

NJ

FINAL SCORE
FIRST DOWNS

24

38

21

24

-

THIRD DOWN ATT. CON.
THIRD DOWN %

37.5%

53.8%

384

526

63

81

6.0
150

6.5
247

37

49

TOTAL NET YARDS

Total Offensive Plays
Average Cain Per Play

NET. YARDS RUSHING
Total Rushing Plays
Yards Lost Rushing
NET. YARDS PASSING

NA

NA

234

279

QB Sacked - Yards Lost

1-10

0-0

26 -18

32 -17

1
4 38.5

0
3 43.7

0
137

0
121

3-40

3-15

6-97

3-83

0-0
5-40

1-41

-

PASS ATTEMPTS COMP.
INTERCEPTIONS THROWN
PUNTS: NO. AND AVERAGE

-

Punts Blocked

TOTAL RETURN YARDS

No. - Yards Kick Return
No. - Yards Int. Return
PENALTIES - NO. - YARDS
FUMBLES - NO. - LOST
No. Yards Punt Return

TOUCHDOWNS
Rushing
Passing
EXTRA POINTS MADE - ATT.

-

FIELD GOALS MADE ATT.
TIME OF POSSESSION

-

2-15

1-1
3

1-1

2

3

1
3-3

2

5

5-5

1-1
28:51

1-1
31:09

Cycling club forming
By TIM ALECK
There is a new addition to the
clubs on campus, the Cycling Club
of Boston College. The club is open
to cyclists of all levels of ability.
According to club president Matt
Tullai, the club was created to
organize the many cyclists on campus. Tullai hopes the club will encourage cycling as a recreational
and racing sport.
1 The club will be associated with
the United States Cycling Federation, as well as the Eastern Collegiate
Cycling Federation. The latter
organization includes as members
the majority of east coast colleges.
Tullai had attempted to form a
club last spring, but was unable to
overcome problems with the issue
of insurance with the school's administration.

Tullai believes that BC has qualiin the racing
circuit, which will be headed by
sophomore cyclist Henry Kirn.
Tullai is optomistic about the goals
of the club, "We have the riders to
become a major force and even to
win the New England title."
The club will have a "Fall Foliage
Ride" on Sunday October 25.
Cyclists will leave the main gate on
Comm Aye. at 10 am for the scenic
ride to Walden Pond. Once there,
fruit will be provided, as well as a
van to pick up tired riders.
ty cyclists to compete

The club also offers training rides
open to everyone. These rides are on
Saturdays and Sundays at 10 am
from the main gate.
For more information about the
club and its activities contact Matt
Tullai, 558-8568.

Heights Sports Writers
Staff Meeting Today
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following this spring, after 30 years
of service and a record of 330-298-7.
Pellagrini was the first coach BC
Athletic Director Bill Flynn ever
hired. Editor's note: The Heights
wishes him well in his future

endeavors.

\u25a1
Bill Toof head ski coach has announced that Wednesday at 5 pm
in the Eagle Lounge at Roberts
Center is the last day for all potential ski candidates to meet.
\u25a1
BC's leading rusher Jim Bell sat
out Saturday's Rutgers game with a
pulled hamstring.
C
Jim O'Brien has recovered from
his recent disk surgery and has been
seen directing practice once again
down at Roberts Center.
\u25a1
Assistant Football Coach Barry
Gallup is now the proud father a
third time as wife Vicki gave birth to
Barry Gerard [9lb. loz.] on October
14. Barry Jr. joins his older sister Lisa
and big brother Darren Douglas.
Congratulations!

SportsQuiz

John Kane from the Intramurals
Office is happy to announce the recent addition of 5 new Lifecycles
and 5 new Nautilius machinces Editor's note: Writer Katie Canty
down at the Plex.
spent some time combing through
D
the record books and found 25
Both women's head basketball sports questionsfor you to ponder.
coach Margo Plotzke and men's The answers will be in "Bits and
basketball assistant coach Joe Pieces" in the next issue of the
Gallagher report two good weeksof Heights. Someof these answers are
heavy recruiting, and are looking fairly easy to get but some may proforward to the signing date of 11/7 ve to be quite a challenge.
for early recruits.
\u25a1
1. Only 2 numbers have been
Former Heisman Trophy winner, retired in the history of BC, name
Doug Flutie started his first game as them.
a New England Patriot replacement
G
successfully, engineering a 21-7 vic- 2. Who was the Big East Player of the
tory over the Houston Oiler year for 1980-81?
replacements Sunday in Houston.
\u25a1
Flutie passed for 199yards on 15/25 3. What former Holy Cross graduate
passes, with 1 touchdown pass and and Ex-Boston Celtic coached BC
0 interceptions. He also rushed for basketball from 1963-1969?
43 yards. Flutie is happy to be back,
C
as he told the Heights recently that 4. When was the first football game
it would be "great to be back in New played at Alumni Stadium, and
England," where most everyone is against who?
excited to see him back.
G
C
5. What game did Doug Flutie first
The Boston College Hockey team appear in for BC?
had 36 skaters report to practice in
C
West Roxbury last week. Seventeen 6. Name the Eagles all-time leading
of the players are returning and ten rusher and scorer?
G
freshmen reported to practice.
The latest preseason hockey polls 7. Who was the captain of the 1956
put the Eagles in third place behind BC Hockey team. Hint: He is aslo
the Maine Black Bears and the presently the associative athletic
University of Lowell Chiefs in the director.
Hockey East standings.
8. Who was known as "The Iron Major", and had a movie made about
him?

Karate alive & kicking

Co-president of the club, described
the teachingphilosophy. "We want
to teach a sense of perseverance
but
we don't want to set unrealistic"Are you sweating yet?" asks semgoals."
pi (teacher) Kevin Downey. "No,"
In turn, the "mind over body"
shouts back the Boston College
mentality
carries over to other acpushups,"
Karate Club, "then more
tivites. Denise Waite, the other cocommands Downey.
And down go 40 heads. Justwhen president and a brown belt, said,
it seems the heads won't come back "Sometimes when I'm cold, I can
up, and the last ounce ofenergy has convince myself not to be cold
anymore."
been used, the heads rise again.
Part of developing inner strength
Instead of cursing and collapsing,
the students shout or kie, releasing is being able to walk away from trouble. The club's motto is "Walk in
their pain and frustration.
Gentle
Strength." They emphasize
Then they go down again and
learning
they
Karate for self defense and
again until
receive the comprovoking
not
for
fights.
mand to stop.
This
72
semester
students are
Crazy, you are thinking? No, just
disciplined. This discipline and members. The belts range from
determination is an example ofwhat white belts (beginning members) to
is taught in the BC karate club, brown belts. Every semester theclub
participates in promotions, which
besides championship karate.
allows students to move up to the
degree belt.
The 1987 NewEngland Collegiate next
All the BC students that went up
Karate champions are the only stupromotions several weeks ago,
for
dent run, student taught athletic were successfully
promoted. In
group at BC.
order to promote, you have to perThey are a member of the New
England Collegiate Karate Confederation that consists of 12 New form katas and some sparring
England colleges. Last spring they techniques.
Kata is a logical arrangement of
won the New England tournament
that pits NECKC teams against each blocking, punching, striking and
other in competition that includes, kicking techniques in certain set
sequence.
sparring and kata.
The katas are designed so that you
The BC club began in the 60's and
will
be prepared for any situation
is flourishing in the 80s. They have
might require self-defense.
which
regularly won events in the NECKC
Sparring
techniques include
and members successfully compete
blocking,
kicking
and punching. In
in other private tournaments around
competition,
points
are awarded
New England.
punch
when
a
or
kick
lands betKarate means "empty hand" and
hips
ween
the
and
the
shoulders.
is a martial art of self defense. The
style of the BC club is Shotokan,
which teaches equal use of hands
Competitions also include team
and feet.
katas and sparring. During team
sparring, a member from
The BC club works out four times each team fights one-on-one, with
a week for two hours each session. the same point system being used.
The practices begin with strenuous
Katas can be done synchronized,
warm-ups that include knuckle with three to five menbers doing the
push-ups, sit-ups, and repetition of same Kata together.
all the basics.
Each semester the team parPractices often include punching ticipates in at least one tournament
overa hundred times or standing in and promotions usually are available
one position for several minutes at two or three times.
a time.
The benifits of belonging to the
Although physically and mentalBC club are multi-fold. Physically
ly challenging, these work-outs Karate tones and stregthens thebody
create discipline that pushes the and the challenge strengthens the
members to continue. Jim Dentzer, mind.

BY ANDREA MUNSTER
Heights Asst. Sports Editor

9. Who led the nation in '84, with 8
pass interceptions?
r~

10. Name the first bowl game BC
ever went to, against who, and the
final score.
G
11. When was BC first nationally
ranked number one, and what team
in NFL were they compared to?

12. Name the major league baseball
player who had 1 arm? Hint: He
shares the same name as the
Number 96 for the BC football team?
13. Name The quarterback who
threw the first touchdown pass in ,i
superbowl game?

14. Who was the speedskater who
won 5 gold medals in the '8.1
Olympics?

15. Name the major league pitchei
who struck out 10 men in a row in
1970?
16. Who were the following? The
Iron Horse?
The Yankee Clipper?
Charlie Hustle?
The Galloping ghost?
17. Who was the Gipper in "Win
one for the Gipper"?

18. Name the only baseball player
to get the MVP in both leagues?

19. Who rushed for an incredible 12,
312 career yards?
20. Name the football coach who
was fired for striking an opposing
player during a bowl game?

21. Who won the '81 world series?
22. Name the first college varsity
football player to become Pres. of

the U.S.?

G
23. Pres. Gerald Ford played for what
college football team?
C
24. Knute Rockne coached what
football team?
G
25. Who won the 73 and 74
Superbowls?
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Hockey Preview

Nomadic Eagles deal with Olympic losses
By

JOHN VALENTE

Heights Sports Editor
The Boston College hockey team
will not only play this season's
games without a home arena but
they will play without five of last
year's top seven scorers, leaving the
1988 team a mobile and young unit.
As any Eagle hockey fan knows
last year saw the team boarding
buses to go to practice at area rinks
and games at one of three "home"
sites. The road tour will be no different for the Eagles as once again
they will climb into mass transit
vehicles to be transported to BU's
Walter Brown Arena, Northeastern
University's Mathew's Arena or Harvard's Bright Center.
When one considers that those
trips will be made without
defensemen Greg Brown and Brian
Leetch, forwards Craig Janney and
Kevin Stevens (all of whom will be
representing the stars and stripes on
the 1988 Olympic Hockey team),
and Ken Hodge (who decided to
forgo an education to play for the
Minnesota North Stars), things don't
look too fun.
As far as offensive potential goes
those five players accounted for
more than half of the team points
and 111 goals.
"We go into this season facing our
greatest challenge in many, many
years," said head coach Len
Ceglarski.

Sixteen lettermen return for
Ceglarski and of them junior
goaltender David Littman may prove
to be the most relied upon during the '88 campaign. Last year Littman shared the duties between the
posts with the now graduated Shaun
Real, posting a record of 15wins and
five losses, a 3.45 goals against
average and a .889 save percentage.
Littman will again have those circular pieces of hard plastic flying at

him again and will be required to
make some big plays.
"Our most important areas of concentration will be in total team
defense, including goaltending,"
said college hockey's all-time winningest coach. "Our defense will be
tested early and often this season
because Hockey East is a much
more competitive and balanced
team than a year ago. Last year many
of the teams in the league were
basically young."
Handling the defensive chores for
the marroon and gold are juniors
Paul Marshall, David Buckley and
Mike Mullowney. Then the Eagles
get young, fast. Sophomore Tim
Shenkand freshmen Darren Emery.
Steve McCool and Mark Dennehy
will be baptized with fire as the
season progresses.
The scoring potential for BC will
rest largely in the hands of senior
Dan Shea and junior Tim Sweeney.

Shea found himself on the second
team ALL?HOCKEY EAST last
season with a second place finish in
league scoring.
Sweeney had five game-winning
goals in the '87 run for the national
championship, proving that he can
score when the going is difficult.
John Devereaux, Chris Stapleton
and Mike Gervasi all bring three
years of experience to the front
fireline of BC and could prove
menacing to the opposition if given
the chance. All three have the ability to score.
Sophomore returnee Steve Scheiffele (13 -13 - 26) tailied 13 goals and
13 assists while playing on the
Hodge/Stevens line last season. He
could be the most potent scoring
threat in BC's young arsenal as his
skating abilities have been heralded
by coaches, players and fans.
Scheifele from Greenbelt, MD was
one of the first two BC players ever
to not be a native of Massachusetts.

Last year's hockey team captured the HOCKEY EAST Championship and enjoyed the celebration.
nament bid are longshots for the
He is in good company, the other is up for Ceglarski and company for
and
Pergola
Eagles.
the
first
David
Leetch.
time.
"Because of a number of different
Juniors Richard Braccia and David Emma, who traveled to West
with
the
National
circumstances
Kennedy
will
we have lost 19
Germany
Shawn
also have a
Junior
chance to use the experience they Team could have an immediate players over the past two seasons,"
said Ceglarski. "Manyof those were
gained last season to put the Eagles effect.
Ceglarski knows that a fourth our most prolific performers and
into a winning position in the polls.
Insofar as incoming players are straight Hockey East regular-season scorers in history and you don't just
replace people like that very easily."
concerned, 10 players will be suiting title and a fifth straight NCAA tour-

Men's Basketball Preview

O'Brien faces another challenging season
By Steven Condon
Heights Staff Writer
Basketball fans across the country
are eagerly awaiting the advent of
the college basketball season. Unfortunately for BC fans, this season
could give turn out to be something
not worth the wait.
The Eagles are coming off a disappointing 11-18 season one year ago,
and this will be another
"rebuilding" season for coach Jim
O'Brien.
BC will be led by junior Cocaptain Dana Barros. The local product from Mattapan averaged close
to 40 minutes a game last year, and
his two years experience will be the
key for the team.
Barros will be counted on for his
scoring. Last season Barros led the
team with 18.7 points a game, and
there will be added pressure for Barros to score more after the graduation of Troy Bowers, who was good
for ten points a game last year.
In addition, Barros led the squad
with 110 assists and 36 steals.
"There will be a lot of pressure on
by
Dana this year because of the level
of player he is. Other teams will be
keying on him," BC Assistant Coach
Paul Ward noted.
The Eagle coaches hope to take
some of the pressure off Barros by
getting more players involved in the
The Eagles will need a productive year on the inside from Tyrone Scott. offense.
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The seniors will be a vital part of
the Eagle season. Co-captain Tyrone
Scott started 26 games last season,
and his inside game will open the
outside for Barros.
"Tyrone has a fantastic work ethic,
and we will need some inside work
from him this season," Ward
explained.
Scott feels this will be a productive season for him.
"I'm looking for a better season.
I want to make more things happen
this season than before, " Scott
added.
The play of Skip Barry has been
inconsistent since he arrived at the
Heights three years ago. After making the Big East Freshman Team,
Barry slumped his sophomore year.
Last season however, he came back
to score 8 points a game as a junior.
"We will look for Skip to play
more inside than before to help
Tyrone out in the key, " Ward said.
Jamie Benton is thethird senior on
the squad. He will probably start in
the backcourt with Barros, and like
Barros, he will be counted on for
scoring. Benton's scoring talents
(Ward: "Jamie is just a very good
scorer") will be needed to relieve
the pressure off of Barros.
The coaches will look for contributions from Steve Benton and
Bobby Francis. Benton played 16
minutes a game last year, and at
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Standout guard Dana Barros.
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Sweet loss leaves Plotzke with young team
By KATIE CANTY
Heights Staff Writer
The BC women's basketball
season will be underway in just a
few short weeks, and coaches Margo
Plotzke and Kerry Phayre are filled
with excitement and anticipation.
Enthusiasm and confidence are
only slightly dampened due to the
loss of three key senior starters, Kathy
Sweet, Pam Thornton and Kelly
Hart. Plotzke will look to others for
leadership and experience.
Assistant Phayre says "Last year we
had more seniors and experience,
this year we are real young and have
only one senior. Since there are no
real standouts, it will be more of a
team effort."
She adds, "Last year's freshmen
got some playing time, so that will
help."
be
a
year,
Phayre
says,
Reflecting on last
season,
were
regular
"After the
we
disappointed, we lost four games by
one point, and one game by three.
We had a chance to win them all,
but making the Big East finals got us
through the summer."
Summer wasn't so bad knowing
that there would be two great recrtuits to pick up the slack for the 87-88
season. Tabatha Riordan, a five foot
guard from St. Peter's high school in
New jersey, averaged 15 ppg, and 8

Preview

also help. Wenger blocked a record
7 shots in the Big East semi-final to
Tabatha is a great shooter, hustler
help
down Providence by one point.
player.
and good defensive
helping the inside game is
Also
Stephanie
is
The other recruit
junior
co-captain
Sue Maher, who
Byrd, a 511" swingman from
will
be
for
6
weeks
due to a bike
our
Nashua High School who won 69
provide
accident.
She'll
needed
games in a row and was ranked
leadership
and
scoring.
number one in the country
Rounding out the inside game is
according to USA Today's high
yet just as necessary,key to
subtle,
a
school poll. She averaged 19.2 ppg
Sophomore Ellen Niehaus
winning.
and finished with 1,296 career
last year and, with her
on
walked
points. Byrd is a good runner and
practice and dedication, she is a
plays good defense.
positive influence on the players.
Plotzke just got back from a three
Plotzke says "Sheknows her roll and
week recruiting stint for next year,
is respected by all."
and mentions the paradoxical
Plotzke's game plan and primary
qualities of "looking to thefuture yet
focus
this year is on the running
concentrating on the present." She
game,
defenseand the new addition
and Phayre also just completed a
three-point shot.
of
the
video to show potential recruits the
co-captain Ann O'doy will
Senior
appeal of attendingßC. Included in
needed experience and
provide
the
city
the video are footage of Boston
the
leadership
team craves and will
prolife, the school, and theathletic
the
key
3-point
be
in
shot. Plotzke
gram here. Both agree this will
feels "Annie isreally cominginto her
tremendously help in recruiting.
own."
Plotzke feels the inside game may
Margaret Grierson, a senior
be a weakness with the loss of Sweet
transfer, can shoot from anywhere
- the 63" center who was the Big
on the court, and her strength is in
East Conference women's basketball
hershooting and in her ability to run
scholar-athlete of the year, and
the ball.
netted pver 1,000 points.
Sophomore Sue Fritsch, who will
Looking to pick up the slack are
be
out for three weeks due to foot
after
Bridget
Cody. Cody is back
Jr.
problems, provides the ability to run
having knee surgery last year, but
the ball, and coming through in the
Plotzke says, "She had a great sumclutch,
as she did in the Big East
what
do.
she
knows
to
mer and
The women's basketball team will have have to fill a void left by seniors. championship.
Sophomore Amy LaCombe is
another three-point threat and can
run two key attributes that fit into
the coaches plan.
Plotzke says the starting five is
hopes and aspirations fill the air for of the Big East. Last year, Pitt tied sophomores Mark Tillmon and
the conferences' nine schools. SureGeorgetown and Syracuse for the Dwayne Bryant, both members of "wide open" and will be "fought
ly some of our heroes of the past, regular season title after compiling theall-Big East freshman team a year
namely Georgetown's Reggie a 12-4 league record to go along ago, along with junior Bobby
Williams, St. Johns' Mark Jackson with a 25-8 seasonal mark. This year, Winston, will form a solid
and Willie Glass, and Providence's the Panthers once again have cham- backcourt.
Billy "the kid" Donovan have left for pionship caliber talent and, with seto once again give opponent fits as
the pro ranks. Yet, its for certain that cond year coach Paul Evans at the the Hoyas try to defend their title.
A year ago, the Syracuse
names like Sherman Douglas, Perry helm, could possibly be the team to
Charlie
McDonald, Charlie Smith, Dana
by
beat. Led
senior center
Orangeman lost to Georgetown in
Barros, Jerome Lane, Delray Brooks, Smith, an all-big East selection a the Big East Tournament finals, but
Doug West, and Derrick Coleman year ago averaging 17 points per then Went on to the NCAA finals
Margo Plotzke
will make these past stars nothing game and 8.5 rebounds per game, were they were edged by the Indiana
more than a fond memory.
Pitt figures to be strong inside.
Hoosiers. Last year's 31 victories was hard for". She feels that "there will
With the dawning of the new
To go along with Smith, Pitt has a school record, yet the Orangeman be equal time amongst everyone"
season just over the horizon, one the top rebounder in the country in may have difficulty approaching that and that "we will be even more
question must be answered: who
66" junior Jerome "crash" Lane, total this season. Returning three competitive in the Big East." There
will dethrown the HOYAS as the perhaps the most physical player in starters from last year's squad, in- schedule, in addition to the Big East,
beast of the BIG EAST?
the Big East who averaged 13.5 cluding slick Sherman Douglas, includes Old Dominion who are a
Looking into our crystal ball, it is boards per contest a year ago. RounRony Seikaly, and freshman sensatop 20 team, and Ohio State who
clear that this year's race for the Big ding out thefront line will likely be tion Derrick Coleman, Syracuse were ranked in the final 8.
East title may be the best ever. While explosive senior Demetrius must hope that Derek Brower, HerPhayre feels that the Big East "will
all nine schools have a legitimate Gore (12.9ppg). In the backcourt, all- man Harried, and Keith Hughes can be very balanced, more so than last
shot at claiming the crown, it apBig East freshman Rod Brookin make valuable contributions on the year, basically because of the great
pears that the Syracuse Orangeman, (10.2ppg) will team up with much front line. Perhaps the biggest quesrecruinting years that Connecticut,
and improved playmaker junior Mike tion mark facing head coach Jim
Panthers,
Pittsburgh
Syracuse, and Pitt had."
Georgetown Hoyas are best equipGoodson. Despite the solid starting Boeheim is who will join Douglas
Plotzke feels good about the year
ped for the battle.
in the backcourt? Sophomores Steve
five, Pitt's strength this year will unand "everyone has worked real hard
doutedly be their depth. Coach Thompson and Earl Duncan appear andis looking good, although the
After not joining the league until
1982, the Pittsburgh Panthers have
Evans will now have solid backups to be the most likely candidates. bulk of the championship team is
quickly climbed the latter to the top on the front line in high school all- Boeheim must hope that last
here, it's a new team with a new and
American forwards Bobby Martin season's last second defeat to Indifferent personality." Her goal as
and Brian Shorter who both diana in the finals will not have a always is "to do better than last
measure in at 67". In the backcourt, lastingeffect on this year's squad and year", and to "work at having a lot
freshmen Darelle Porter and Scan that the trio of Douglas-Seikaly- of fun and winning seemingly will
Miller along with sophomore Pat Coleman will be able to keep the take care of itself."
Cavanaugh should all contribute off Orange juices flowing.
the bench.
The Providence Friars, last year's
coach Lou Carnesecca faces one of
Once again, the Georgetown Cinderella story, compiling a 25-9
his tougher rebuilding tasks. Last
Hoyas will be a force to reckon overall record and a birth in thefinal
squad posted a 21-9 record
year's
four,
will once again be a solid team
with. John Thompson's crew surand
earned
yet another NCAA tourdespite
departure
the
of
prised many last season by this year
nament berth, yet top scorers Mark
compiling a 29-5 record to go miracle worker head coach Rick
Jackson and Willie Glass have now
along with a Big East Tournament Pitino and captains Billy "the kid"
championship and a final eight ap- Donovan and Ernie "pop" Lewis. In departed for the NBA causing conpearance in the NCAA's, despite a the off season, former assistant cern for the Redman's offense.
only one coach Gordon Chiesa took over the Coach Lou is counting on juco
very young squad
senior, Reggie Williams. We!!, this reigns as head coach and will liketransfers Greg "boo" Harvey and
Michael Porter along with returning
year, Reggie is gone but the Hoyas ly continue the work ethic and winsophomores Elander Lewis and Marreturn 11 "regulars" thanks to
ning attitiude installed by Pitino.
playing
Thompson's philosophy of
Former Indiana Hoosier Delray cus Broadnax, to shore up the
Brooks, one of the best three point backcourt. On thefront line versatile
everyone who dons a uniform.
Leading the way will be senior all- shooters in the league, will team up Shelton Jones, the top returning
Big East selection Perry McDonald with sophomore Carlton Screen to scorer, will play alongside rugged
juniorMatt Brust and center Marco
(13ppg,6.5rpg) who will be counted form an impressive backcourt. Up
on heavily to assume a leadership front, Chiesa is counting on senior Baldi.
Only two years ago, Seton Hall
role for the Hoyas. Fellow senior, Steve Wright and 6-5 swingman DarRonnie Highsmith, a member of the ryl Wright to pick up the slack left was the perennial doormat of the Big
East, but the Pirates have since come
by U.S. national team for the 1987 behind with the graduation of forWorld Games, will also be vital in ward and second leading scorer a long way. This year's squad led by
hopes that his aggressive play will Dave Kipfer and center Jacek Duda. senior center Mark Bryant will likerub off on some of the younger Steve Wright and 65" swingman ly give the rest of the Big East more
Hoyas. On thefront line, Thompson Darryl Wright to pick up the slack than they want. Point guard James
has plenty ofcombinations available left behind with the graduation of Major (17.6ppg) will team up with
with the likes of Jonathan Edwards, forward and second leading scorer juniors John Morton (10.4ppg) and
Gerald Green in the backcourt.
Entering his 20th season as menSam Jefferson, Anthony Allen, and
Jim O'Brien's Eagles.
see 'Nova, page 18.
Ben Gillery. In the backcourt, to of the St. Johns Redmen, head

rebounds a game this past season.

Although there is a big void to fill
hands from almost anywhere on the
losing Kathy Sweet, I really believe inside. Bjerstedt started every game
that Bridget is capable of filling up last year and will provide necessary
the middle, playing good defense experience. Plotzke says "She is going to be a major factor in our line
and really being a scorer for us."
will
also
be
a
Bjerstedt
this season."
Leslie
Jr.
Sophomore Carla Wenger will
key, as she can shoot with both

Big East lacking a dominating team

By GEOFF MACKEY
Heights Staff Writer
Their faces told the story; the
whole story. John Thompson's wide
smile, Jim Boeheim's endless frown.
What a story. Last season's episode
of Madison Square Garden Madness
(ie.Big East Basketball Tournament),
ended with the "Babes in
Hoyaland", the Georgetown Hoyas,
defeating the oh-so talented
Syracuse Orangeman for their third
Big East Tournament championship
in five seasons.
So now, as we prepare to add yet
another chapter to this wonderful
story of Big East basketball, high
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Stevie Benton is a key returner for
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Keith excited about '88 indoor track season
By

JAMES E. ROONEY

"Obviously in Indoor Track you
run indoors in Outdoor Track you
run outdoors," explained Karen
Keith, the new varsity track and field
coach.
But she did point out other differences as well. The tracks events
are run in shorter distances during
the indoor season. Thefield events
are cut some as well, the pole valt,
javilin, and discuss are deleted.
The hammer throw is replaced by
the weight throw, men 35 pounds,
women 25 pounds.

Keith refuted another misconception about Indoor Track. Indoor
Track is not a training camp or
warm up for the outdoor season.
"BC track begins on day one when
you get to school, there are three
distinct seasons, Cross Country, Indoor, and Track.
Because of the cold weather in
New England and school ending in

Joe Rocha 10,000k man as well as
from returning All ICYA, New
England, Big East and Greater
Boston long jumper Ray Hawkins.
Other reasons for Keith to get excited are high jumper Ken Moody
as well as promising red shirt
freshman Kevin Nicholes, a shot

May the Indoor season is the big
one".

The new coach will have some
help preparing for her first big
season. "Randy Thomas, the Cross
Country coach, is new in track. He
has a lot of expertise to add to the
team."

putter.

Keith is anxious about starting her

Keith has already started building
for the future with incoming
freshman Demont Fitzpatrick. In her
dual role, Keith can get twice as
excited.

self, "Obviously we have some
history behind us, last year we were
men and women indoor champs in

New England, to repeat is not out of
the picture but we'll have to do our
best."
Keith thinks whatever accomplishments are earned this season BC will
continue to be a force in New
England as well as in the Big East.
The Indoor teams are preparing for
the upcoming season, thefirst meet
is a dual meet against Harvard
December 5.
In this inaugaration of coach
Keith's first season she has an abundance of talent. Keith expects big
things from returning All-American

She not only has an abundence of
talent on the men's team, but she has
people like Jenifer Weeks the senior
co-captain, All-New England 1500
runner and senior sprinter Bey Luker
running for the women.
Future planning for the women
has begun as well, freshmen Candy
Nicholes and Linda Mclauglin
should see action.
Coach Keith has another
motivator besides talent, "as far as

m

Rob Davis exhibits theform which he will use to his advantage indoors.

I know I am the only woman coach and Field has been receiving much
of mens varsity track.
attention from the media.
Keith hopes this wears off on BC
I don't see it as an issue, but they
will make it an issue. I just want to "I really think kids should come out
be a good coach." As long as it is and support their student body, we
looked at differently Keith will let it have a lot of talentand its realistic for
inspire not intimidate her "people BC athletes to be in the Olympic
will look at us more, which means trials."
we will just have to be great".
That isn't what Keith looks for as
This is a big year for track and a coach but is a nice extra for her. A
Keith realizes it. The Olympics will season were everyone does their
be held this summer in Seoul, Track best would be nice as well.

Commentary

What goes around comes around in the East
Gone from last years squad are:
Clark Donatelli and Scott Young to
the United States Olympic Team,
defensemen Scott Shaunessy to the
Quebec Nordiques and Jim Ennis to
the Edmonton Oilers. Also gone are
netminders Terry Taillefer and Bob
Deraney.
Left amidst the ruble are centers
Mike Kelfer (21 goals, 19 assists for
40 points), Mike Sullivan (13-18-31)
and Eric Labrosse (10-12-22).
Parker, wbo has an impressive
lifetime record of 296-144-20, faces
a difficult, but not impossible,
challenge.
His main concern revolves around
scoring as only three players with
more than ten goals return. Possible
scoring threats appear to be Joe Sac-

One final Husky note, Rico Rossi,
Newhouse, Craig Charron and Gary facing nearly 40 shots a game.
Valimont.
is
the
new
the
Huskies tough guy, has totalled
Denver Moorehead
Defensemen Scott Drevitch man in goal, whether he likes it or over 200 penalty minutes the past
(3-25-28) and Tim Foley (10-14-24) not. His sparkling GAA of 8.25 is two seasons. If he keeps that up,
they'll have to name the penalty box
also return to anchor a strong something to write home about.
defense.
NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY in his honor.
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
In goal, steady Dave Delfino
It's nice to know that somethings
The other ugly ducklings of
(14-6-1, 4.18 goals against average) is
never change. Once again, NU
back. Ken Stein and Peter Harris are (AKA the Huntington Hacks) will Hockey East, the Friars are another
the probable backups.
lead the league in penalty minutes, team that's trying to rebuild.
The only difference between PC
Lowell, thanks to depth and Riley's if nothing else.
By KEN CARTY
abilities,
again
will
be
Coach
Flaman
is
the
midand
motivational
Fernie
UNH is Friar goalie Matt Merten
and
(4.29
with
GAA, 30.2 saves per game
the
first
division.
dle
of
his
lifetime
contract
Norin
DAN DaSILVA
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
theastern. And the progress that he's average). Coming to Merten's aid
Heights Staff Writers
Welcome to the newest pit in colmade over the years is, well...inwill be defenseman Shawn
lege sports, Maine's Alfond Arena, teresting, very interesting.
Whitham (9-11-20).
What goes around does indeed
The offense is, however, inept to
where the Black Bears were 16-5-1.
Northeastern will again try income around. When Hockey East
Maine, once the laughing stock of timidate the opposition. And again say the least. After Gord
was formed four years ago, Boston
the league, will have a 25-plus win they will fail.
Cruickshank (27-18-45), coach Mike
College, Boston University and ProMcShane will be hard pressed to
Which is too bad because Norseason, thanks to some incredible
talented
find
scoring.
depth.
theastern does have the
(3.99
goal
hopefuls include left wing
Walsh
GAA,
coach
Shawn
acRacine
in
His
fact,
In
Bruce
tually will have a problem of trying 10-16-3), to go along with forwards Rick Bennett (15-12-27) and center
to figure out who to dress for his Dave O'Brien (16-24-40) and Kevin Andy Mattice (13-14-27).
contests.
Heffernan (14-22-36).
PC must find scoring. Otherwise
The first and foremost name to run
Back at the blueline will be senior last year's 7-23-3 record will become
through Hockey East is Capuano. Claude Lodin (2-23-25).
another shocking reality for PC fans.
them,
David,
Maine has all three of
Danny and Jack.
David, Maine's leading scorer last
year, (18-41-59) will team with Mike
McHugh (21-29-50). Jack Capuano
was the leading scorer among
defensemen in Hockey East
(10-34-44). Other offensive threats
include Mike Golden, Guy Perron
and Dave Wensley.
While the Maine offense was
registering 4.91 goals a game, the
defense was second in the league to
BC, thanks to goaltenders Scott King
and Al Loring. Only a freshman,
King posted impressive numbers
(11-6-1, 3.13 GAA). Both are back and
will provide the backbone of the
Black Bear defense.
by
NEW HAMPSHIRE
There's trouble in Durham. With
head coach Bob Kullen recovering
from heart transplant surgery, former
UNH mentor Charlie Holt returns.
However, that will not enough for
the Wildcats, who suffered through
Craig Janney will be representing the red, white and blue in the Olympics
a dismal 8-27-3 record.
vidence College were the teams to co, and Mike Lappin. Also watch for
The main problem is depth, or
and
Ryan.
beat.
Tom
Jeff Sveen
lack thereof. The UNH offense was
BU also must find a goalie. InexMaine and Lowell, both expana pathetic sight. James Richmond
sion teams, were tabbed as the cellar perienced Peter Fish is the leading was the leading scorer with a whopdwellers. In between, amidst the candidate. Parker and Co. appear ping 16 goals, 29 assists for 45
confusion, stood New Hampshire destined for another middle of the points.
road finish.
and Northeastern.
Holt will have the steady David
That was four years ago.
UNIVERSITY OF LOWELL
Aiken and Steve Homer back, each
Today, Maine and Lowell, along
Bill Riley's squad has made the having 19 goals.
jump
with BC are the teams to beat. BU
from Division 2 in four short
Other than this trio, offense will
and Providence have holes that must years. Coach Bill Riley raised his be at a premium.
be filled. And yes, UNHand Norlifetime record to 324-192-15 after
While their offense can't put the
theastern are still goingdown a one last year's 22-12-2 record, which was puck in the net, the defense can't
by
good for third place in Hockey East. keep it out as evidenced by last years
way street in the wrong direction.
Lowell should again be atop the goal against (270 goals allowed in 38
Here's a rundown of the teams:
league standings as only two players games) Hint: the Montreal CanaBOSTON UNIVERSITY
The Terriers are coming off of a from last year's squad were lost to diens of the NHL allowed 271 goals
disasterous 1986-87 campaign. graduation.
in 80 games.
Greg Rota was heroic in a losing
Jon Morris (28-33-61) and Randy
Jackie Parker's squad was supposed
(20-19-39)
challenge
to
for the National ChamLeßrasseur
return to ancause. The since graduated /expionship. Instead, BU came away chor the offense. It doesn'tend there. hausted netminder had 957 saves in Dan Shea was named as co-captain with John Devereaux.
Riley also has forwards Jim 34 games, which means that he was
with a 19-15-3 record.
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BC athletic greats honored in Hall of Fame
By GEOFF MACKEY
Heights Staff Writer
It's been many years since they
scored their last touchdown, pitched their last shutout, shot that game
winning free throw, or ran thai last
race, but their names and faces remain vivid memories for thousands
of Boston College sports fans and
alumni.
Truly, these athletes' remarkable
talents will never be forgotten. Foi
years, they put forth the time, dedication, and effort that champions are
made of.
Today, these outstanding athletes
have been recognized as members
of the Boston College Hall of Fame.
In 1970, the Hall of Fsme was
started to honor the fantastic athletes
that are part of Boston College
athletic history. The selection of
these athletes was based upon the
contributions they made while at
Boston College.
Each year the Hall of Fame induction committee, composed of

Frank Leahy, Art Donovan, Ed Carroll and Jack McDonald are all members of the Boston College Hall of Fame.
Hall of Fame, I was so surprised. I
members of the school's athletic
was on cloud nine to be such a part
department, administration, and
of BC history."
Varsity Club, nominate and then
select the athletes.
Jack McDonald, former track great By RUSS KENN
in the first round of the NHL supand currently the assistant athletic and ROMAN J. USCHAK
plemental draft and played in his
Among the first members indirector for Boston College had
ducted in 1970 was former Celtic
third Olympic Festival.
these thoughts about being acThe torch has been passed.
The 170-pound forward is the
great Robert Cousy.
His fantastic coaching career at cepted to the Hall of Fame in 1982.
Seniors Dan Shea and John team's top returning scorer with 66
the Heights made him the first non
"At first, being accepted to the Devereaux have been elected cooverall points last season.
Hall
of Fame didn't really sink in, but captains for the 1987-1988 Boston
graduate
to be
Boston College
Devereaux is 22 years old and is
by the time I was formally accepted College hockey team.
currently pursuing a degree in
inducted.
at the induction dinner, I was really
Other noteworthy athletes inIt was the first step towards a return marketing. He was drafted by the
excited.
great
football
It
feels
so
to
be
such
greats
trip
to the NCAA Hockey TournaHartford Whalers in 1984.
ducted in 1970 were
Frank Cavanaugh and Arthur
a part of BC athletic history."
ment for the Eagles who are a young
He is the third returning scorer
team in search of leaders following and appeared in every game last
Donovan, along with baseball coach
the loss of five of their top seven season. In that campaign he scored
Edward Pellegrini.
scorers during the off-season.
In 1981, the first female athlete,
14 goals and 20 assists for a careerBeing elected captain has a great high 34 points.
Mary Kay Finnerty a four year varsideal of meaning because of the great
ty swimmer, was inducted to the
When the team opens at Providence
Hall of Fame. Since then, five
tradition of the BC program.
on
October 25, Devereaux will play
women have been inductee'
"It's a dream for everyone to come
in
his
100th career game.
Shea,
coming
years,
play
here and
It is clear that in the
at BC," said
a
"|
o
hn
and Dan are tremendous
female
will
athletes
Quincy, Massachusetts native. "And
more and more
the ice, both possess exworkers
on
accepted
the
Hall
of
bascaptain
really
be
to
Fame
then to be elected
is
ceptional talents in all parts of the
ed upon the success of Boston Cola great opportunity."
game and we look forward to them
lege womens teams in recent years.
Scituate, leading us to another successful
Devereaux, from
Bill Army, one of the slickest
season," said head coach Len
Massachusetts, shared Shea's senstickhandlers and passers in Eagle
timents. "It's an honor that the other Ceglarski.
history, was overwhelmed when ackids thought enough of me to make
"Both have been regulars these
cepted to the Hall.
kids
captain.
It means a lot when
past three years and have the honor
"When I got the letter about the
me
you play with every day have the of continuing the excellent brand of
hockey shown during their time
confidence in you to make you caphere," said the all-time winningest
tain."
hockey coach.
Shea,
speechcollegiate
old
year
a
21
tremendous optimism surrounding
Scott added, "A lot of magazines
going
"We're
to be young, inexmajor,
communications
tallied
72
the Eagles.
are picking us to finish last in the
hard working,"
perienced
in
but
we're
points,
including
goals
27
his
first
"We're very optimistic since we league. We may have lost last year
two seasons at the heights and has said Devereaux. "We havekids comhave players returning and new a lot, but this season could be difattended several national sports ing back who never quit last year."
freshmen," Ward said.
ferent."
festivals as well as the junior "We're just going to go out there,
championships.
have fun, play hard and everything
else
will take care of itself," said
Over this past summer he was
selected by the Pittsburgh Penguins Shea.

1988 captains named

Coaches optimistic about future

Ufrom page 75
times, he showed that he can be a
valuable offensive weapon. Francis
played only half a season last year
after transferring to BC from Marist.
Francis showed some promise inside, and you can expect to see a lot
of him this season.
The incoming freshmen will be
counted on for immediate help.
There will be five new faces on the
team this year, and Ward is optimistic about them.
"The freshman will be important
for us, and they will help us out immediately."
Doug Able (65", 180 lbs.) was a
city all-star in Baltimore, and he is
expected to be an agressive defender. Corey Beasley and Wiley Foley
are both 69", and they will be used
to relieve Scott in the middle. Bobby
Moran (6-4, 180) and Rob
Schnatmeier(6-2, 190) will be used
to help Barros and Benton in the
backcourt.
As for the play itself, the Eagles
will attempt to create a more exciting game. They will have a more
upbeat style to create more scoring
opportunities for each player.
"We feel we have enough players
to do a fast game. On both offense
and defense, we want to create
chances for more shots and steals,"
Ward explained.

The addition of the talented
freshmen will hopefully allow
O'Brien to rest some of theregulars,
who played a lot of minutes last year.
It was the feeling among players and
coaches that the close losses from
a year ago were the result of a tired
team toward the end of those games.
"We had no bench last season for
someone to come in for a few
minutes here and.there. With the extra talent, we will win some of those
games that we lost last season," Scott
noted.
Nevertheless, like the beginning
of any season for any team, there is

'Nova returns nucleus

recruits, which include DeMatha
Ufrom page 15
High alumnus 62" guard John
.Meanwhile, Seton Hall will also
Gwynn along with forward Willie
McCloud, the brother of former
feature the Big East's version of Mugjuco
transfer Seton Hall scoring ace Andre
gsy Bogues, in 5-3
"pookey"
Leland
Wigington. Head McCloud.
coach P.J. Carlesimo hopes his
The Boston College Eagles 11-18
playmaking abilities make a difference for the Pirates as they con- record a year ago included many
tinue aiming for a top division Big tough luck losses (10 by six points
or less) and many feel that second
East finish.
year coach Jim O'Brien's squad will
year
be much improved this season. 5-10
Coming off a 15-16 record a
ago, many questions face coach junior dynamo Dana Barros will
Rollie Massimino's 1987-1988 once again lead the Eagles. The
Villanova Wildcats. The cats return here-there-everywhere player who
a solid nucleus in senior forward led BC in scoring last year with
Mark Plansky (11.5ppg,5.9rpg) and 18.7ppg will be joined by stocky offleading scorers Doug West (15.2ppg) guard Jamie Benton. Forwards Skip
and Kenny Wilson (13ppg). Un- Barry and Steve Benton will team up
doubtedly, the key to the Wildcats' with leading rebounder Tyrone Scott
season will be the play ofsophmores at center to round out the starting
Tom Greis and Barry Bekkadam. five. The Eagles are heavily counting
These two players struggled last year on the play offive freshmen recruits:
as freshmen, but must assert guards Doug Able, Bobby Moran,
themselves this year since they Rob Schnatmeier and forwards Correpresent Villanova's inside game. ey Beasly and Willie Foley to
Massimino is also hoping that 67" strengthen the bench and challenge
sophomore Rodney Taylor can com- for considerable playing time.
mand a presence on the front line.
So now as we prepare to embark
Perhaps this year's biggest suprise
on another exciting season of colmay be the improvement of the Conneticut Huskies. Coach Jim Calhoun legiate basketball Big East style, it is
by is confident of fielding a solid team clear that eight talented teams await,
after only losing one starter in center ready to dethrone the mighty Hoyas.
Gerry Besselink from last year's But even though our crystal ball remains a bit cloudy, it appears that
squad. Leading scorers Cliff Robin1987-1988 just might see the Pittand
Phil
Gamble
son (18.1ppg)
(12ppg) will lead the way for the sburgh Panthers add the next
Huskies this season. Calhoun also chapter to the Big East's ongoing
has high hopes for his freshman story.
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West Virginia looks to spoil BC homecoming

By JAMES E. ROONEY
The wild and wonderful state of
West-Virginia is a place famous for
feuding and moonshine. The
citizens of this fine state probably
wish these oddites were forgotten.
There are things they would like
people to remember, one for instance, is that magicians such as
Doug Flutie were never able to enchant their moutaineer football
team.

In fact, last year's 19-10 victory for
the Eagles seemed like thefirst win
since the Hatfields and McCoys
were feuding (actually since 1977.)
Although West Virginia is not a

tackle, 64", 262 lb., Rick Phillips.
They have a host of tailbacks, including Pat Phillip, Don Nehlen,
and A.B. Brown, and Eugene

name mentioned when one talks
about the Eagles difficult schedule,
The Moutaineers do plan to be a
menace once again.
West Virginia radio announcer
Jack Fleming says"The season has
been marked by tough defense but
lose the ball too much on offense."
They have had 19 turnovers in their
first four games.
The Mountaineers handled a
mediocre Ohio University team
rather easily in their first outing.
Then they went on to lose 24-3 to
Ohio State.
WVU split their nexttwo beating
formidable Maryland and losing a
close game to Pitt. After a week's rest
they trounced an improving East
Carolinia program
Offensively West Virginia is strong
but not balanced. "They run a lot,"
explained Fleming. "Their net
rushing is 1,112 yards and net passing is 317, so you can see that they
run."
The Mountaineers' strength is
their offensive line. They have
juniors all across the front, led by left

Napolean.
In their multiple I offense, they
will also use fullbacks Gary Basil,
Craig Taylor, and redshirt freshman
Rico Tyler.
The Mountaineers have talented
recievers, with split end Harvey
Smith and junior John Talley, who
Fleming says "is so talented, that
they should be giving him the ball
more often."
This leaves one offensive position
to discuss, the quarterback. Coach
Neilhen will not admit it, but there
is a quarterback controversy.
West Virginia started the season
with the very mobile Major Harris.
When Harris ran into problems,
Neihlen went to the dropback and
read style of Mike Timko.
This continued until he started
Junior College transfer Ben Reed in
WVU's trouncing of East Carolina.
At the present time, however,
rumor has it that Harris will try to

.

shoot down the Eagles.
West Virginia has credible special
teams with Charlie Baunerreturning
from injury to do the placekicking,
Brad Carol handling the kickoffs,
and Lance Carion punting.
Defense has kept WVU in. this
season, Ohio State transfer Terry
Wight is their inspirational leader.
Fleming explained "they have no
one as exceptional as (Zeke) Gadson
(the Pitt linebacker who almost beat
Mike Power to the snap) but they are

good."
Darnell Ellis , Robert Pickett and
Chris Haring are those linebackers.
WVU can put pressure on the
quarterback from the line as well.
This should be another great
Eastern Independent match-up, of
course the rest of the country will
probably be watching one of those
close Oklahoma-Wichita State
match-ups, prediction our Eagles
should prevail but WVU will be
ready.
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Volleyball team gets 6th win
By ANIL ADYANTHAYA

Heights Staff Writer
The Boston College women's
volleyball team improved its record
to 6-5 (2-1 in conference) with a victory October 6 at the Recreation
Complex against Big East rival
Connecticut.
The scores were 15-11, 15-2, 11-15,
15-9.
The play of both teams suggested
that each was more than prepared
for the match, as the intensity level
was very high. Neither the Eagles or
the Huskies would let a single shot
go without making a valiant attempt
for it. There were countless dives to
the floor and the spikes were hit with
more emphasis.
However, UConn looked like it
had the first game won as they surged to a 9-3 advantage. The Eagles
would not give up, and with a corn-

bi nation of touch and power, stormed back with seven unanswered
points to capture the lead.
Connecticut would later tic the
score at eleven, but BC was in firm
control for the rest of game one, even
though they had a point taken away
for an improper preserve alignment.
Game two was an impressive one
for the Eagles. Leading 2-1, BC took
over the game with ten unanswered
points. UConn appeared to have lost
some intensity between games one
and two, and they often made silly
mistakes like bumping into each
other and losing track of the ball.
The combination of the game
score and her team's play frustrated
Connecticut's head coach, as she
continually lambasted her players
and even received a penalty card for
arguing with thereferee. Regardless
of Connecticut's troubles, BC was
playing extremely well.

Coach Gary Gildea called the
match the "cleanest" the Eagles had
played all season. Ellen McCarthy
served out the final points of the 15-2
romp.

Realizing the urgency of the situation, being down two games to
none, the Huskies played improved
volleyball in game three.
From an early 3-3 tic, UConn took
command with ten of the next thirteen points to lead 13-6. BC rebounded with five unanswered
points of their own to come within
two. BC appeared on the verge of
taking game three.
The rallies at this point were very
long and only served to heighten the
tension.
Despite the clearshift in momentum to BC's side, the Huskies were
able to squeeze out two points and
a 15-11 victory.
Coach Gildea was not happy that
13 of UConn's 15 points in game
three came off BC errors. "We beat
ourselves", he commented.

Football loss at Rutgers
Ufrom page 13

Once again Powerresponded. He
drove the Eagles all the way to the
Scarlet Knights' four. Then disaster
struck. Sophmore tailback Michael
Sanders (who rushed for over 100
yards as a replacement for Jim Bell)
coughed up the ball and Rutgers had
it.
BC got another chance when the
Scarlet Knights fumbled with six
minutes left. Six plays later Kamphaus, replacing the shaken-up
Power, hit Tracy Giles on a five yard
touchdown pass.
Down only seven, the Eagle
defense had two key third down
situations and failed on both. On the

Steve

second one Henry Hendersonbroke
a tackle and cruised 52 yards for a
touchdown and a fitting exclamation
point on the game. Or is that a question mark?
Bicknell sounded miffed as he
tried to analyze the game. "As bad
as we played, we had a chance to
win it-we just didn't do it."
All-America linebacker Bill
Romanowski offered no excuses for
the defenses pensive effort. "We
needed that extra push and we didn't
get it."
The Eagles will need that extra
push if they are to pull the season
together as Tennessee, Notre Dame
and Syracuse (who could be 10-0
coming in) looming on the horizon.

Fitzparick
West Virginia comes to Chestnut Hill looking to ruin homecoming.
Boston College looked much
McCarthy "blocked well for us on
sharper in game four. Their power the weak side." Gildea also noted

dinks were being used with extreme that the team received "outstanding

effectiveness and they continually blocking" from Karen Ramsey.

kept Connecticut, off balance.
Senior tri-captain Midge ConnolAs a result, BC staked themselves ly said that the 1987 Eagles were
a 5-0 lead. The Huskies would get "the hardest working team we've
as close as 9-6, but the Eagles mainhad since I've been here."
tained the upper hand and won 15-9
on a tremendous spike by Eileen
The Eagles, who had 8 service
Hoban.
aces for the match, were led by
Coach Gildea was very satisfied McCarthy with 3 and Connolly with
with the overall outcome of the 2. Of BC's 64 kills, 16 belonged to
game. "We played very disciplined, Terri Shanahan and 15 to Hoban.
controlled volleyball."
Defensively, Ramsey had 5 of the
He had nothing but praise for team's 16 blocks. Hoban and Bettino
each member of the team, but he had 16 digs apiece. Shanahan had
was especially pleased with the play 14 and Maja-Lisa Keane, 11.
of Rita Bettino, who was playing her
After the match, the Eagles were
first game since coming off of an headed to Syracuse for the Marine
ankle injury. Bettino was "super for Midland Bank Tournament and a Big
us in the middle; she. passed ex- East match against Syracuse
tremely well."
University.

Good Luck Cross-Country in
Big East Meet at Franklin
Park on Saturday Oct. 24
Congratulations

to

Ed Carroll

for his induction to BC Hall of Fame.
Alumni/ Homecoming Road Race
Sat. 0ct.24, call Alumni office 552-4700

Boston College Hockey
Home Opener vs. Team USA
Heights
Phot Oct. 28 at BU, call ticket office
by

Kristn 4 Eagles returning on Team USA
Blue Chips of Boston College
Suretc
?

Darren Flutie endured the game with a cast on his right hand.

?
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Sailing team cruises to victory consistently
By LOIS STIGLMEIER
There are several varsity sports offered by Boston College which appeal to a greatvariety of personalities
and talents. Football, basketball,
hockey, sailing, and many others.
What was that? Sailing?
Yes, unbeknownst to much of the
student body at BC, this University's
athletic program does indeed support a sailing team. It is not a club,
but an actual varsity sport.
Just like its more well known
counterparts, the team receives
financial support from the BC
Athletic Association, and drug
testing is mandatory for all team
members.
It may seem odd that a sport at a
school such as BC, whose entire
sports program has been on a steady
incline for several years, could be so
utterly lost.
There is, however, a rather simple
explanation. The Boston College
Sailing Team does not have a coach.
The University does not have a boat
house or boats of its own. Also, there
is no scholarship money allocated
for use by the team.
According to co-captain Steve

Regine, these three factors make women headed off to Tufts, while the
recruiting "virtually inpossible", and freshmen travel to Dartmouth, and
as a result of this, recognition on a other team members are scattered
national level, and even within the throughout the east at the Coast
Guard Academy, BU and Harvard.
University, is minimal.
There are two separate sailing Performances at the daily practices,
seasons, one in the fall, which is curand at the regattas of the preceding
rently in progress, and another in the week determine which team
spring which begins in March.
members sail at each location.
BC competes at both times against
Thus far, the fall season has been
other Division 1 schools, both from a relatively successful one, and
Regine is very pleased with the
New England, and around the country, in small boats, usually about results posted by all team members.
fourteen feet in length.
"We have done extremely well
Despite the disadvantages which locally," he said. "Nationally we
accompany the lack of coaching and haven't done as well, but
facilities (the team must travel daily establishing ourselves locally is very
to practice at MIT), BC has managimportant."
ed to keep pace with other UniverThe first weekend of the season,
sities such as Harvard, BU, Brown, or the "kick-off", as the team refers
and other schools which have rich to it, was the weekend ofSeptember
traditions in the sport.
fifth and sixth, when the team comTwo years ago, BC was ranked fifth peted for the Harry Anderson
in the nation. Last year, the team was Trophy.
ranked eigth in New England at the
BC finished twelfth out of twenty
end of the spring season.
schools competing from all over the
Each weekend is a big one for the nation. "Considering this was our
thirty-six member team, for there are first regatta," said Regine, "we were
several regattas in which the team very pleased with the overall perforcompetes every Saturday and mance of the team."
The following weekend, the team
Sunday.
A typical weekend might see the sailed in the Bag-A-Deuce Regatta,

Women's tennis downs Brown
By JAMES MURPHY
Tough and aggressive play led the
women's tennis team over Brown 8-1
this week. BC won all three of its
doubles matches and only lost one
singles match out of six.
The victory was unexpected for
the team and coach because BC narrowly edged Brown last year by a
score of 5-4.
It came down to thefinal doubles
match of the day last year and the
BC team was very happy to come
away with a win.

Heights
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Fitzparick
Mark Burn's team downed Brown.

Coach Mark Burns said "this is
truly a wonderful experiencefor us
to beat Brown so bad. We expected
them to have a tough team after last
year's close match and it makes me
feel good in beating one of the top
teams in the Ivy League."
BC's number one player, Amy
Richardson, who is recovering from
mono and a sore foot looked a little sluggish in her match. But she
was able to defeat Brown's Samantha Shea in straight sets, 6-4, 6-4.
Richardson served some booming
shots to keep Shea off guard.
Sophomore Christine Wood recorded a straight set victory over Jill
Dunkel.
Berit Hanna and Katie Sullivan
both posted straight set victories.
Hanna dominated her opponent
with tremendous top spin on her
groundstrokes. While Sullivan made
it look easy with a 6-4, 6-0 trouncing
of Brown's Linda Molumphy.
The only loss of the day for BC
came when freshman Regina Fagan
lost a tough, enduring three set
match to Brown's Stephanie
Hiedemann.
Fagan commented, "She kept on
getting the ball back and she was
her
very consistent with

groundstrokes."

BC also had a solid outing with
the doubles teams, marking three
victories. Richardson and Sullivan
defeated Gillian Leonard and
Dunkel. While Wood and Heidi
Kunichika posted an easy victory.
The number three doubles team
of Hanna and Sara Donahue also
looked very impressive in their win.

But the most exciting match of the
day was BC's seniorco-captain, Lisa
Rosamillia, against Leonard.
Rosamillia was down one set and
trailing 2-4 in the second set when
she started to make her move. Her
experience and very solid groundstrokes guided her comeback
victory.
She ended up winning 4-6,7-5,6-4.
Rosamillia commented after her victory, " I am very excited about this
win because I was down and I was
able to pull a victory out."
Brown has a very young team with
four freshman on the varsity squad.
Freshman Jill Dunkel promised,
"We are all getting experience now
and we will definitely be a quality
team after a few more matches."
Brown is currently 1-1 with a victory against Rutgers University.
Meanwhile, BC continues to win.
The Eagles are currently 4-1 with victories over Providence, UConn., BU,
and Brown. Their only loss was to
a tough Vale team.
Their next match will be the Big
East Tournament in New Jersey. This
will be a very tough and competitive
tournament this year and the Eagles
will definitely have to be in top form.
Rosamillia commented "it is important that we win the Big East
because we will be able to gain a lot
of respect from our upcoming opponents."
BC women's tennis team is on the
move and they are definitely proving to be a quality team in the East.
Coach Burns' enduring practices are
beginning to pay off and the team
is looking very confident.

Women's soccer wins 1 of 4
By PAUL-JON McNEALY
Heights Staff Writer
The lady's soccer team fell three
times in the past two weeks, but rebounded Thursday night over Providence with a 4-3 victory.
The Eagles were downed by archrival Harvard in a tough game, 1-0,
October 7.
BC dominated first half play in a
physical match, but the Lady Crimsons adjusted to the turfbetter in the
second half, which resulted in one
of the Lady Crimsons' breaking in and
putting one past the outstretched
arms of senior Maggie Basa.
Columbus Day Weekend in
Florida found BC falling victim to
highly ranked Barry University, 4-0,
and also ranked Central Florida
University, 2-1, in a tightly fought
contest.

Barry University proved to be too
much for the Eagles, as they were
unable to even stop the shutout.
Central Florida marked the return
of Sophmore goalie Diane Cordano,
who almost saved the game. C.
Florida was awarded a penalty shot,
and Cordano stopped it, but the officials ruled that she had moved
before the kick, and the second attempt got by.
Sophomore Katie Connelly netted

the only BC goal.

This past Thursday, the Eagles

travelled to Providence and downed the Lady Friars, 4-3, to get back
on the winning track.
BC found itself without the ser-

vices of forward striker, Connelly,
due to an injury, but freshman Gina
Vasallo came through with a big
game, scoring two goals.

Vasallo's feat was matched by
another forward, junior Kris Johanson, who also struck for two goals.
The win over Providence is timely because this week, the Eagles face
their two biggest challeges of the
year, against the always tough
University of Conneticut Huskies,
and state rival, the University of
Massachusetts Minutemen.
UConn is presently ranked in the
top ten, and, UMass is currently
ranked second in the nation, and has
been there for most of the season.
The UConn game is Tuesday
night at Conneticut, but the UMass
game is Friday night at home at 7:30!
A strong fan showing to support the
team is in order, in appreciation for
all that the team has done, as well
as to see a great game. Be sure to be
there! It's free, too!

a national competition held at
Maine-Maritime- a site where traditionally, BC has done very well.
Fine performances were turned
in by Regine and Scott Ollson in the
single-handed division (one
member per boat), and by the teams
of J.P. St. Germaine and Elizabeth
Denton.
Tim Curran and Karen Sullivan in
the double-handed division (two
members per boat.) Regine's performance was good enough to earn
him a spot in the New Englands,
which will be held in Maine on October tenth.
If he wins there, he will qualify for
nationals. Overall, the team finished a very respectable fourth out of

fourteen teams.

Regine has been especially pleased with the performance of the
women's team, and the freshman
team as well. On the weekend of
September twenty-sixth and twentyseventh, the women competed at
both Tufts and BU.
They were led by the team of Martha Pfarr and Kathy Girr, who finished fourth in their division to lead the
team to an overall finish of eigth
place.
Likewise, the freshmen overcame
what team members termed
"bizarre" wind conditions to sail
very well. Fine performances were
turned in by Kerry Tyson, Charlie
Flather and Ken Perser.
The Danmark Trophy was also
held that weekend, at the Coast
Guard Academy. "The competition
was unbelievable" said senior Kevin
Beaulieu, who, along with crew
member Paula O'Brien, and the
team of Curran and Sullivan, paced
BC to a finish of 13 out of 18 teams.
Among the teams competing were
Old Dominion, Navy, Stanford,

Notre Dame and Michigan. "With
that kind of competition," Regine
said,"we were extremely pleased
with our finish."
The fall season has only three
weekends left until the War
Memorial Trophy, the fall championships, is held on Halloween
weekend at Navy.
After that, the team has a four
month lay-off before they resume
competition in the spring. During
this time, the team will elect new
captains for the spring season. By
replacing Regine, and co-captain
Keith Longson, both seniors, with
new captains who will return in the
fall, they hope to make the transition
into next year a smooth one.
As for the future of the team,
Beaulieu expressed a great deal of
optimism. "There isalotof youth on
the team," he said. "They should be
very good for the next couple of
years."
Regine echoed Beaulieu's opinion, "There are a lot of juniors and
freshman on the team (14 juniors, 9
freshman), and a lot of depth. It is
always a bonus to get talented
freshman, considering we don't do
any recruiting.
So, we should do real well in the
future."
The sailing team is definitely in an
unenviable position. It is a constant
battle for the team to gain any sort
of recognition within the University.
At the same time, they are fighting
for respectability against some of the
most talented fleets in the country.
Without a coach, and with deficient fan support, team members rely heavily on self-motivation, hard
work, and enthusiasm to propel
them through competition. Thus far,
this formula has proven to be a successful one.

Living with athletes
Heights

Flutie, Bell, Romanowski,Power and
Graham Murphy?the lone lacross
player?who lived with Romo and
Bell last year.
by Romanowski and Bell do most of
the shopping for the Hillsides apartment, which is really quite an undertaking when you consider nine
gallons of milk are consumed per
week in this room, as well as $300
Bill Romanowski
in food.
Bell and Romonowski also do
By JIM DOHERTY
most of the cooking, despite Mike
Bill Romanowski a guitar player, Power's dissenting opinion on this
(possibly the next Bob Dylan?) Jim topic, that he's become quite an exBell a "green grocer?" Darren Flutie pert at cooking bacon and eggs,
a "heavy-metal freak?" Mike Power mind you.
Murphy usually handles all of the
taking unwanted abuse, and not
from an opponent's defensive line? monetary aspects of the room. "I
Although not a Heights sports manage all of the money in this
place." Romo, thinking of himself as
news scoop, this information is correct; your eyes haven't deceived you. a paternal figure to the other romConversations about more topics mates, without becoming too verthan football occur in the Hillsides bose, became the unofficial
spokesman, "I pretty much regulate
apartment of some of BC's athletic
people cleaning up - once or twice
stars.
a week ."
A recent interview with roomWhen asked who is the messiest,
mates Darren Flutie, BC's star wide
reciever, Graham Murphy, a BC Romo curiously enough seemed to
lacrosse player, Jim Deines, red-shirt have plenty to say about everyone
football player, Jim Bell, the Eagles else, excluding himself. " Graham
leading
rusher
and
Bill last year was the messiest, but this
Romanowski, BC's All-American year he's helping out." Power addlinebacker, revealed the other side ed, "we all try to pitch in as much
of the Eagle athletes.
as we can."
The musical tastes of these parJim Bell, dawning a white and
green Celtics cap, explained how ticular roommates is actually quite
they all came to be roommates.
diverse. Flutie prefers hard rock,
"Romo and I started rooming alleged to be a "heavy-metal freak"
with each other freshman year since by several of his roommates.
we were both from Connecticut. We
Romo, while unconsciously
met each other at the Alabama game
strumming on a guitar (giving a
(in 1983) on one of our visits and
plausible rendition of "Knocking on
we'vebeen rooming with each other Heaven's Door" by Bob Dylan), has
favorites which include Cat Stevens,
ever since."
When Mike Power was a senior in Neil Young and Elton John.
high school, his host at BC was Bill
Jim Bell is even a fan of - brace
Romanowski. Power and Bill have yourself - Michael J.
Finally, the topic everyone on
thus been friends for a long time and
now are roommates.
campus has been waiting for Jim Deines was a transfer from women. Sorry girls, there is only one
Coffeeville Community College and roommmate without a girlfriend.
his host was Darren Flutie. After livThat's the blonde haired, blue
ing in the Mods, Jim moved in with eyed Jim Bell.
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United Way funds children organizations
contributes 1% or more of their ansome 1.7 million people in Eastern
nual salary to the campaign before Massachusetts including food and
November 15th will receive an ad- shelter, child and spouse abuse
prevention, drug and alcohol
ditional vacation day in 1988.
Voluntary contributions made to counseling, day care and help for the
United Way fund nearly 200 agen- handicapped.
cies that provide vital services for
United Way provides $7 million to
42 agencies serving hungry and
homeless families in the Boston area
and over $22 million funds agencies
that help teens cope with a variety
of problems such as teen pregnancy, drug and alcohol abuse and

Continued from page 5
and collect pledges. Employees may
donate with cash, check or payroll
deductions.
As an incentive for giving, any
employee of Boston College who

Escort van provides
safe rides to students

Fenwick gates, which, according to
Tees, cannot be accessed by car in
the evening. If opened to allow
vehicular access, the police department asserts that other cars would
immediately proceed to follow and
block fire lanes during the brief time
of the drop off.
Residents of Upper Campus are
encouraged to wait for the service
in a well lit area, and, if possible
(College Rd. residents, for example),
to remain inside the dorm by a door
or window until the van arrives. The
Upper Campus pick-up location is
most often by Roncalli on College

Continued from page 5

discouraged from calling the service, as it will recommend the use
oftheMßTA, acab, or a friend's car.
Stranded persons may call 552-4440
to talk to a police official, rather than
the student receiving the incoming
escort service call. It is this police
official who would render a final
decision.
Response to calls vary. The time
of an incoming call and the time the
student is picked up is recorded, and
an estimate of how long it will take
for the service's one large maroon
van to arrive.
Road.
Escorts also serve students living
Sunday through Wednesday
to
be
proven
nights, the van has
in off-campus housing within the
stipulated boundaries to and from
arriving
highly responsive, often
Thursday
of
call.
campus.
within minutes a
through Saturday evenings are often
backed up, and it may take a good
deal of time for an escort to arrive.
In such cases the student may be
asked to supply a call back phone
number.
While the service is primarily
door to door for Newton and Lower
campus residents, Upper campus
residents are left by Fitzpatrick or

suicide.

Robert L. Gass, a 1968 graduate of
Boston College and Deputy Director of New England Home for Little
Wanderers, an agency funded by
United Way, spoke to the faculty
members and administrators serving
as solicitors for the BC Campaign.
"My plea to you today is for a fervant fundraiser for United Way," he
said. "United Way is Little League,
Red Cross, fundamental programs
that keep kids off the street. The best
activities are those that keep kids involved."

The United Way in the past year
provided $1 million of the $8
million operational budget for New
England Home for Little Wanderers,
an agency which is dedicated in
educating and sheltering runaway
children.
"There are more kids born into
than any other segment in
society," said Gass. "Children are
the fastest growing population in our
society. The need is great. Don't be
quick to make value judgements."

poverty
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enjoy 20% off your next
large pizza order.
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opportunities.
So to increase your chances
of getting into your first-choice
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"MBA fever" struck 10 years ago.
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and business school admissions
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Political rivals debate government actions
Continued from page 8
tional interests somewhere overseas,
and you do not possess such assets,
then your options are limited to two,
and they are equally extreme.
"Option number one is that you
justsit there and do nothing, and let
the situation deteriorate until it finally goes down the drain, carrying
with it all your interests in that area.
Option number two, go to war.
Clandestine operations give you option number three."

Liddy said that this third option
has not been available to our last
presidents, because it had all but
disappeared. It has been built up
again by the late CIA director,
William Casey. He also remarked
that it rates third among top intelligence agencies in the world,
behind the Soviet's KGB and DRU.
"From time to time laws are
broken. There is no question about
that; there is no argument about that.
It is indeed a paradox. But we must
learn what the penalty is, if you give

[§E@i@fflD@OE[J] OS SBgQBjJ]
is looking for qualified individuals to fill
full and part-time positions. If interested
contact Fran Russell at 787 - 6673.

up these protections,"

Liddy said.
"Ifyou fol low the advice of my opponent, your social programs will be
those of the KGB, and the DRU.
Everything has its price in this world.
Nothing is free, especially freedom."
Liddy concluded by saying that
new US CIA Director William
Webster was Reagan's worst appointment, who after making the FBI
a "basketcase," now had thechance
to do the same to the CIA.
Hoffman, in his rebuttal, said that
). Edgar Hoover, not Webster,

Efm
VJ I I I

Eddie Bauer Incorporated, located at the Chestnut Hill Mall is
seeking stock runners for the
following shifts:

,rom BOSTON I
start at :

Cablevision is an EEO/AA employer

Yy\

S& Round Trips

.L

42.?

destroyed the FBI, because he used
his power to blackmail five
presidents, and he infiltrated the offices of Martin Luther King.
According to Hoffman, the CIA is
responsible for US involvement in
Vietnam. He claims that in 1964 the
CIA manufactured evidence to support the claim that North Vietnam
was attacking South Vietnam. This
led to the first air raid on North
Vietnam.
Liddy, in his rebuttal, said that the
Vietnam war began long before

_
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unify the fatherland. "The North was

supported by the Soviets, and the US
was only aiding its allies."
Liddy suggested to the audience
that when they listened to the Star
Spangled Banner they should listen
to the words and realize that while
the US is the "land of the free," it is
simultaneously "the home of the
brave."
The speakers addressed many
topics during the question and
answer session including the KGB
threat and how high the price of
freedom should be before we give
up our ideals.
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Reader
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Earn Extra
Spending
Eddie Bauer Inc., located at the Chestnut
Hill Mall is seeking cashiers for the following shifts:
9am- 6 pm Mon. - Sat.
spm-lO pm Mon. - Sat
The schedules are flexible including one
weekend day. Apply in person,
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If you are a high-energy go-getter who likes to earn $7-15/hour,
then come talk with us.

conveniently located at 316 Washington St. in the lobby of
the Howard Johnsons over the Mass. Pike.
(Just 10 mins. from BC Campus.)
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bartenders, hostesses and cooks.

Come
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316 Washington Street
Newton, MA
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patterns that can't be beat!!
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? 16 hours pay for 12 hours work
? 36 hours pay for 24 hours work
? 15% increase in pay in lieu of our excellent
benefits package
We are convenient to the Green Line and the Harvard
Street Bus Line with free parking.
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Mrs. Crowley, Director of Nursing at
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Poverty is 'worst violence' in El Salvador
Salvador. The workers must get up
at 5:00 in the morning and are provided with only a quart of water a
day.

Pesticides are constantly dropped

on thecrops even while the workers
are picking. These workers are paid
for less than what they actually picked in the fields.
The CRS team is helping develop
programs for the poor in order to
make themselves self-sufficient and
get them away from the Seasonal
Labor on the coastal plains. The people have a desire to be independent
and want to show it, according to the

self-sufficient."

Developing programs has been

difficult, mainly in part because of
themilitary presence, she expressed.
"People live in brutal poverty
because the Army withholds
delivery ofshipments at centerposts
in towns at the bottom of the mountains. The military decides what is
too much for people, they will only
allow 5 pounds of rice per family.
No medicine is allowed to pass

speaker.

"Our agency and others are try-

?
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We need people with a sense of
responsibility and pleasant telephone
personality to dispatch service calls for our
members.
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We will pay you to study!
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ART ET COIFFURE

Rt. 9

large numbers are forced from their
only aspirin," said the speaker.
Even if certain villages in the homes and villages by thp Army and
mountains have begun to prosper National Guard.
and reach self-sufficiency, the hopes
"The military cannot cover the enof the people are shattered by the tire country, so once they move on
military.
from one section, the people move
"The military will come into the right back in. These people are
villages and burn the crops right in labeled by the government as
front of the people," said the speaker. guerillas, subversives and com"In one incident, two young people munists," said the speaker.
The Catholic Church has played
in a village were taken, stripped naked and shot and then dragged from an influential role in not only preserbehind a horse throughout the ving peace but in stimulating the
village. The military use these tacpoor.
"The people in El Salvador realize
tics in order to terrorize the populathings are going to change they
if
tion."
have
to make that change
These terrorization tactics have
been successful to a certain extent, themselves. It was the Church that
yet the will of the people in El helped the people transform realiSalvador remains strong, even when ty," commented the speaker. "The

ing to respond to the poor. The poor
know what they need more than us,"
said the speaker. "I think a lot of
charitable agencies push the 'guiltbutton' to help make people give
donations for the poor. I think this
is sad because the poor teach us
how to give and make themselves

Continued from page 11
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Jesuits were one of the first ones in
the late 1960's and early 1970s who
went out and lived with the
peasants. Thpv helped the people
reflect on the Gospel message in
their own lives."
The Civil War continues in El
Salvador today and is disrupting and
ending the lives of thousands of poor
people throughout the countryside.
Catholic Relief Services, which
was founded in 1943 by the Catholic
Bishops of the US, continues to assist
the poor and disadvantaged outside
this country. Last year alone over
$160 million was given for development assistance in countries like El
Salvador and another $83 million
was used tor disaster and emergency relief.
The CRS speaker ended on this
note: "Maybe it's worthwhile learning about thesepeople and maybe
it is worth listening to these people
and the problems they are facing.
The people learn how to analyze
situations through their suffering.
The poor have said, When we have
justice, then we will have peace.'
Justice means enough food, an
education and a place to sleep and
call home."
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BOSTON BALLET'S "GISELLE" IS EXQUISITE

By PAMELA NEWTON RENNA
Special to The Heights

languishing form, she Forgives him his
deception and provides a refuge until the

EDITOR'S NOTE: This ,s the first in a
continuing series of article* by member* of the
Boston College Fine Arts, Theatre, English, and
Speech Communications departments. Their
contribution to this section should provide valuable
and heretofore unexplored insights and opinions.
The Boston Ballet's production of the
classic ( '.iselle was exquisite. Housed in the
ornate surroundings of the Wang Center,
the ballet transported the audience back into
a nostalgic time of simple peasant life and
noble feelings. The intermingling of story
miming and dancing wove a delicate thread
of longing throughout the evening, a
longing for the magic of theatre as much as
for the heady sentiments of romantic love.
The ballet opens in a simple peasant
village. Giselle is loved by Albrecht, a count
who has disguised himself to woo her even
though he is already engaged to another
woman. Bathilde. Hilarion. a gamekeeper,
also loves Giselle, and he eventually reveals
Albrecht's identity in an attempt to seek
vengeance on the lovers. Giselle cannot take
the shock and dances in her madness until
she dies at the end of Act 1.

In Act II the grieving Hilarion is also
killed, but the ghostly Giselle saves
Albrecht from the Wilis, a band of young
maidens who have died before their
wedding day. Protecting him with her

break of dawn when the Wilis must
disappear. This last section of the
production is lengthy, but the beauty of the
dancing keeps it from becoming boring.
How much of this is due to the production
itself and how much is due to the artistry
of the principal dancers is an important
question. The answer will rest in looking
back at the entire series and will have
much to say about the growth of the
Boston company. The performance
reviewed here was only the second
performance of an eleven day run.
First produced in France in 1841, Giselle
depicts the romantic theme of star-crossed
love and early death. The Boston version is
a period piece far excelknee, a beautifully
staged and luxuriously costumed revival of
the Russian choreographer Lavrosky's 1944
landmark production. Though Giselle
disappeared from the French theatre for
some time, it has always been a favorite in
the Russian repertoire. It was fitting that
Anna-Marie Holmes should mount a
version here that she has researched actively
behind the Iron Curtain, having studied
Russian ballet technique and Stanislavski's
acting approach during the past twenty-five
years. The attention to detail is captivating,
especially in gesture and line, and the depth
of character development is breathtaking at
moments. The one exception is Carla
Stalling's Myrtha. Queen of the Wilis.
Though her dancing is precise and
technically flawless, her portrayal of

coldness lacks the spark that makes one
identify and fear such a malevolence. A
different use of her upper body or a slight
shift of facial tension could have added
some heat to the ice.
The Boston Ballet's Giselle is a clear
success, but, as always, there are some
weaknesses in the production. Deirdre
Myles brings too much tension to her role
as one of Giselle's Friends; apparent stage
fright. The corps are beautifully rehearsed,
but some of the male dancers simply need
more training. The acting is generally
excellent (Sydelle Gomberg's warm presence
is in contrast to the occasional breaks in
character in some of the younger
performers), but the simple steps and jumps
are sometimes executed in a brittle manner
and without the follow-through of clear
intention. In spite of the need for technical
improvement. I found the young dancers
engaging in their obvious enjoyment of the
performance. They have all been well
coached. After they warmed up the packed
house, they all seemed to relax and enjoy
being inside the spectacle of painted scenery
and lavish costumes.
Marie-Christine Mouis' performance as
Giselle was awe-inspiring. Technically
gorgeous, she filled the part with a pathos
and subtlety that boggles the mind. In spite
of trying to twist herself into a smaller
physical persona, she still created a lovable,
haunted woman on stage. This role has
been danced by some of the greatest
ballerinas in history, Carlotta Grisi and
Anna Pavlova among them. Marie-Christine

Mouis etched her own place in memory
with a sensitive, questioning performance
that went even beyond the purity of the
choreography and the melodic Adolphe
Adam score.
Frank Augustyn was an adept Albrecht;
however, his slight build and somewhat flat
stage presence kept him a pallid lover in
Act I. Fortunately his well-executed leaps
and a new panache exonerated him in Act
11. The reviewer finally understood why
Giselle had chosen him over Christopher
Adams' Hilarion, who cut a jaunty (though

desperate) figure

on stage.

This ballet was chosen over a more
experimental piece by choreographer Mark
Morris (which had originally been
announced for the opening). The romantic
magic of Giselle still holds its power. The
Boston Ballet's current production is a feast
for the eyes and a welcome respite from the
hectic autumn city atmosphere. If future
events are as well rehearsed and lovingly
performed, the Boston Ballet will surely be
valued as a more solid company. Though it
was a loss not to be able to see the Morris
work, it was an indisputable gain to have
this Giselle at the Wang Center: evocative,
spellbinding and a poignant glimpse of live
dance history.
Pamela Newton Remia is a member of the
of the Robsham Theatre Arts Center where
she teaches dance and movement classes. Among
her recent contributions was the fine choreography
for the Dramatics Society's production of WES I
IE STORY last sp-ng.
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OLD MUSIC: NEW DISGUISE "DING ROOM" A HIT!

By MATT BROWN
Heights Music Correspondent

melody and guitar drive of the EP. The

The press kit that accompanies Green On
Reds new Killer Inside Me touts the album's
contents as "music from the American
Revolution." Revolution? What revolution?
The "New American Music" that the
media is presently making so much of is
really just the "Original American Music"
that has formed rock and roll's heritage.

could you miss?

What goes around really does come
around. Down South, bands such as REM,
The White Animals, and Let's Active are
exploring the chiming guitars and pop psychedelic melodies of the Sixties. Out
West, revivalists such as Green On Red, The
Bodeans, and X are reaching further back to
their rockabilly roots. And here in the
Northeast, the dß's, Dumptruck, and Tite
Smithereens are grinding out vintage garage
POP-

compact disc version of The Killer Inside Me
includes No Free Lunch, so get that. How

The dß's just get better and better. Here it
is. 1987. and on The Sound of Music the band
is churning out vintage Nuggets - era pop.
The subject matter of songs like "Working
for Somebody Else," "Never Before and
Never Again," and "Looked At the Sun Too
Long" stays simple, as it should: this is
music for the music's sake, and writer Peter
Hobsapple's knack for quirky, tuneful
melodies makes the whole trip worthwhile.

Here in my office, located in the musty
catacombs under McElroy, it's getting so
you can't swing a dead cat without hitting
three or four new albums by new bands
doing old music. As long as we're down
here, let's look at a few of these, shall we?

Boston's own Dumptruck is among the
nation's foremost pop revivalists, but on
their new For the Country, they take a step
backwards from last year's near-perfect
Positively Dumptruck. On this latest outing
the quartet strays from its strength, guitarbased pop, to explore more ponderous
material. The experiment fails; the words of
"For the Country," "Barking Up the Wrong
Tree," and others bog the music down, and
vice-versa. "Going Nowhere" and "Wire,"
however, are melodic garage pop gems
which prove that the band is still capable of
musical success.

Well, the word on Killer inside Me from
Green On Red is that it just isn't as good as

ten-year dialectical shift from

-

their 1986 EP No Free Lunch. But then, how
could it be? That EP was the perfect
showcase for the post - Chuck Berry, pre
Rolling Stones quintet, containing rock
("Honest Man"), roll (Willie Nelson's "It's
Funny How Time Slips Away"), and the
exhilerating anthem "Keep On Moving."
The good news is that The Killer Inside Me is
almost as good, which is plenty good
enough. From the slightly skewed
"Clarkesville" to the mournful title track,
the album is a tour of backroads America,
haunted by howling winds and lost souls.
It's a solid work, but it lacks the catchy

On See How We Are, X completes their

rockabilly With ex-Blaster and

punk

to
current

Allmghter David Alvin joining the seminal
LA agregation for a one-time-only deal (he's
credited here as "alumnus") to fill in as
guitarist, the new record is the band's most
listenable. The album's best tracks are
Alvin's proto-rocker "4th of July" and the
beautiful title track. This is even better than
No Free Lunch.
When including Alex Chilton in a
discussion of modern revivalists, it's
important to note that he was around the
first time. As the singer (at age 16) of Box

By BRIAN FLATLEY

A.A. Gurney's The Dining Room is a
collection of mini-plays, all of which are set
in, well, a dining room. The playlets
overlap and bump off each other, calling for
an actor playing a child to play a
grandfather the next minute; an actress
playing a mother must become a teenager
in thirty seconds. The dizzying speed of
the costume changes in itself is amazing.
Performed at the Robsham Theatre this past
weekend, student director Wayne Wilderson
crafted a generally excellent production with

few shortcomings.

More impressive than the rapidity of the
changes was the ability of each
performer to adapt to the wildly disparate
roles he or she had to play. The performers
seemed at home with each persona they
adopted. One particularly successful scene
was a kindergarten birthday party. Four
twenty-year-olds became six-year-old brats,
much to the delight of a girl of six sitting
in the front row. Anne James and
Christopher Hill appeared to be especially
costume

at ease playing

children.
Kurt Hochkeppel gave a remarkable
performance as a father and grandfather.
His well-oiled style and voice control belie
the fact that this is his first production. It's
too bad that Hochkeppel waited until his
senior year to delve into drama.

lops classics like "The Letter" and "Soul
Deep," Chilton has already carved out his
niche in music history. On High Priest.

Chilton's first album in seven years, the
singer/guitarist mines the Gospel and R&B
of his youth in Memphis for a strong
collection of artifacts and originals. His
interpretation of Ground Hog's "Take It Off"
as a sort of racy "Poke Salad Annie" sets
the record's tone and leads into standout

Christopher Hill worked best as a college
student and Andrew Turner made a fine
blue-collar character. Andrea Beutner cast a
matronly sexiness to the back row. Valeric
Doran showed her experience, adapting to
several challenging serious roles.
If there is one shortcoming it lies in the
script itself. Several playlets often take place
simultaneously, with one play beginning as
another ends. There is an opportunity here
for interaction between characters of one
play and the next, an opportunity not
exploited. Also, seeing performers appear in
such extremely different roles in such a
short time sometimes strips a character of
its identity. A granddad isn't very
convincing if he was a schoolboy two
minutes

ago.

The play progresses from a theme of
youth and levity in the first act to tackling
more serious issues in the second. In one
scene, Anne James played a young woman
who must inform her father that she is a
lesbian. Another scene dealt with senility
and death.
But the continuity of the play is not
completely felt, as we meet interesting
characters and never revisit them. The
theme of the play is apparently one of
family and the nurturing of youth, but we
never see the characters grow up. The DiniiK
Room, as a play, is an assortment of
excellent fragments which could have been
fused into a superb whole.
like "Make a Little Love." a sax-based
Stax classic. High Priest sounds like nothing
so much as Leon Redbone on speed backed
up by the Meters, which is a very good
cuts

thing

.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Matthew my friend, now
that you've gotten a crack at these albums, how
about returning the Dumptruck and Alex Chilton
discs you borrowed so that I too can enjoy
them.
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PHOTO EXHIBIT DESERVES A LOOK

By TAMMY ROORDA

THREE PHOTOGRAPHERS: An exhibit at
the Trustman Art Gallery of Simmons College
featuring the works of Betsy Fuchs, Linda
Mahoney, and Bonnell Robinson, all Boston-area
photographers. Ttie gallery is open Monday
through Friday from 10am - 4:iojm. Tins exhibit
ends October }Qth. For more information call
7SB-ZIZ4.
After entering the Trustman Art Gallery
Simmons College I studied the Three

at

Photographers display and wondered why
Linda Mahoney photographed students in
front of smudged chalk boards and why her
subjects look so posed? What caused Betsy
Fuches to photograph isolated New England
Houses and Bonnell Robinson historical art
and the tools of an artist? 1 found each
style fascinating but only understood their
messages after interviewing the creators
who put so much of themselves and their
views of art into their photographs.
1 first talked to Linda Mahoney and asked
her about the smudged chalk boards and
the posed look of the students. I wondered
why she didn't catch them by surprise?
What I did not understand was that she
was trying to capture the various
personalities of each of her subjects by
seeing how they reacted to a dominant
force.
What dominant force? A large looming
camera, about the size of a human face,
stares at the subject. The subject stands in
her chosen outfit at a fixed spot, lifts her
head, looks at the now dominant camera.

and zap, Mahoney snaps the picture giving
the person before her only a split second in
which to pose. How does the student react
to this stressful situation? Some look
defiantly toward the camera determined not
to let it make them submissive. Others
looked fearful, obedient, relaxed, and some
even managed to half-smile. When the
viewer looks into the eyes of these subjects
he/she then becomes the subject of a
powerful, dominating glance. This
"dialogue and role reversal between the
subject and viewer fascinates Mahoney and
fulfills her ultimate goal.

I then moved on to Betsy Fuch's portraits
of different New England houses,
representing a variety of architectural styles.
Each house exudes a radiant feeling. Some
appear stately, others haunted, and some
quite peaceful, but all seem to be isolated,
abandoned, and in posession of a distinct

personality.
Fuchs responds to early architecture,
especially to houses in which different
architectural styles have been employed. She
sometimes finds herself outside in the snow
in front of a stranger's house at 5:30 am in
order to capture the perfect lighting on the
subject. Winter cold gives her photographs
a clear, crisp look because of the lack of
moisture in the air, while summer weather
gives them warm, soft edges. Most of the
houses she photographs can be found in the
National Register of Historic Places.
Bonnell Robinson fears the fragility of art,
since art becomes too easily damaged and

people do not generally appreciate it
properly. In museums, people walk by
incredibly beautiful works of art and only
glance at them. She describes her passion
towards taking photographs of historical art
as a longing for something she feels in

.. .

passing. She wants to capture historical art.
since it may not last, and also the tools by
which these works were created. Her
inspiration comes from a passage by
Boudeiaire, "let (photography) rescue from
oblivion those. ruins, books,
prints. which time is devouring precious
things whose form is dissolving and which
demand a place in the archives of our
memory. ."
All three photographers live in the Boston
area and have interests other than
photography. Linda Mahoney has taught
photography and art history at the Windsor
School, a private school for girls, for five
years. Betsy Fuchs is the Conservationist
Chairperson for the Appalachian Mountain
Club Boston Chapter. She also does stock
photography. Bonnell Robinson has taught
photographic history and art history at the
Art Institute of Boston for the past seven
years. She also enjoys writing.
Even though I have explained the themes,
styles, and moods behind the photographs.
I have deliberately left out a detailed
description of the many fine works featured
at The Trustman Art Gallery. I have left
much to the imagination. The gallery at
300 Fenway is a short walk off the D - line.
This is a special exhibit that deserves a
personal visit and a long look at what is. in
the end, an exciting form of art.

In January of this year I heard a disc
jockey say that The Alarm had broken up,
much to my chagrin. However, last week
The Alarmput this erroneous rumor to rest
with the release of their fourth studio effort
Eye of the Hurricane.
After hearing this album, I wish the
rumor had been true. Never before has Tlie
Alarm put forth such banal, lack-luster
material. The songs here are not bad, folks,
just painfully boring.
The Alarm, best known for their strong
anthems and ballads, have been around
since 1983. At their best, they are
passionate and inspirational (a la UZ) with
the help of the emotional voice of Mike
Peters, David Sharp's brilliant guitars, and

Eddie MacDonald and Twist keeping a
strong marching beat on bass and drums,
respectively. Unfortunately, none of these
superlatives appears on Eye of the Hurricane.
With the album's title, perhaps the band
was trying to insinuate that the songs here
are the calm of the storm, but the idea just
didn't work. Rather than putting out an
album of slower, more melodious material,
the listener is treated to every unadulterated
cliche7 known to commercial music. The
Alarm's intentions are surely good and they
are capable of producing quality songs.
Songs like "Tell Me" and the poignant
"We Are the Light" from earlier albums
manage to be effective without being trite.
However, some songs on Eye of the Hurricane
are just plain lame. They have no passion,
no edge, and no strength. Their sound has
become watered-down and does nothing to

DON'T BE AFRAID
OF VIRGINIA WOOLF
By WILLIAM LACH
Heights Staff Writer
WHO'S AFRAID OF VIRGINIA WOOLF? a

play by Edward Albee. At the New Ehrlich Tlieatre
through October Zsth. Directed by Richard
Freeman. The New Ehrlich is located at 5i9
Fremont Street. Call 48Z-631b for ticket
information and show times.
The New Ehrlich Theatre opened its
1987 88 season with Edward Albee's
classic play, Who's Afraid Of Virginia Woolf?
The tense drama opens when George, a
history professor, and his wife, Martha,
invite a young couple back to their home
after a party given by her father. Nick, an
athletic, brilliant biology professor and his
'slim-hipped/ ditzy wife, Honey, are
subject to an evening of adult "fun and
games" which lead to startling realizations
about themselves and male-female

-

relationships

in

general.

Because of the static setting and minimal
action in the play, Who's
Afraid Of Virgina
relies entirely upon the actors' ability
Woolf?
to craft Albees' spear-throwing dialogue and
caustic humor into revelatory personalities.
The highlight of the New Ehrlich's
production lies primarily in Jackie Bain's
fiery characterization of Martha, who uses
the third degree of mockery when
condemning her husband's weaknesses, yet
allows sifts of jealousy and desperation for
his affection to seep through.
Providing an excellent foil to Martha.

Michael Goodson presents George, the
lanky, erudite professor, as a submissive,
order-taking husband when the play begins.
However, as the dialogue progresses, he
reveals depths of unexpected malice, strong
enough to outwit his wife.
The third primary character, Nick, acted
by John Sheridan, is noticeably dimmer
than the other two actors. A young
"golden-boy" professor who represents
much of what George had long given up
striving for, Nick is an innocent bystander
who soon becomes prey to George and
Martha's tactics. However, actor Sheridan's
portrayal of Nick seems single-faceted and
ill-cast.
The fourth character, Honey, as Nick's
young "delicate" wife, is portrayed by Gaila
Newburg. Newburg's character, though of
lesser importance than the other three,
balances out the cast well, providing humor
through her naive adoration of Nick
without appearing silly.
Throughout the play, Bain and Goodson
interact with knife-slicing precision and also
work collectively, creating intense friction
between themselves and Sharian and
Newburg. With this effective acting and
Edward Albee's brilliant script, the New

Ehrlich production of Who's Afraid Of
Virginia Woolf? is a play that provokes the

questioning of one's own idea of love and
the paradoxical nature of the barriers and
half-truths that one erects to prevent others
from truly understanding ourselves.

BMUSIC ITS
LISA MUNROE

..
.

Throwing Muses will be at the Metro this ;
Wednesday night, October 21st, performing
!
an all-ages show at 10 pm. Throwing
Muses is currently supporting their latest

effort, The Fat Skier. .Also on October 21st

and on the 22nd Suzanne Vega will be at
the Orpheum Theatre. Tickets are still
available for both shows. Axis, once
again, will be bringing you more great local
bands this Thursday night, October 22nd.
The Zulus and The Tribe will be featured
downstairs, while One Life will be playing
upstairs at DVB. The Zulus, in particular,
are a powerful band live and this show is
highly recommended. .Cloud Factory, the
new EP from O Positive, is now out.
Containing five new songs, this EP has
lived up to the highest of expectations. If
you still haven't done yourself a favor and
seen this band. O Positive will be at The
Paradise this Thursday for a record release
party. Dr. Black's Combo will be
opening. Some great acts will be at TT
the Bears this weekend. Let's Active will
be playing with the Raindogs on Friday
night, the 23rd, and Washington Squares
will be performing Saturday the
24th. Speaking of Saturday the 24th. on
this day Gang Green will be performing at
the Channel. Not only is this a record
release party, but it is also their last show
before embarking on a European tour. The
Bags and Buzz and the Gang will be
opening. Tickets for two BIG shows went
>n sale last week. Public Image Limited.
Ed by John Lydon (aka Johnny Rotten),
sustain the attention of the listener. Instead
kvill be appearing at the Orpheum on
of the usual powerful instrumentation there November 20th. supporting their new
are a token few guitar riffs thrown in here
ilbum Happ\'<. There is no performer quite
and there, some weak drums, and a nonlike John Lydon. so if you like PIL. I do
existent (for all intents and purposes) bass.
suggest you go because they put on a fun
At times, though, the old sound creeps
-.how - just don't sit in the first few
through. On the title track "Eye of the
rows. Squeeze tickets also went on sale
Hurricane," Mike Peter's voice has some of
last week. They will be performing two
the old emotion and on "New Town
shows on November 16 and 17 at the
Jerico" Davis Sharp demonstrates prowess
Wang Center with The Silencers. Squeeze
on the guitar. Those familiar with Ihe Alarm
is another band that everyone should see at
live will recognize "One Step Closer."
least once. They are fun. whimsical, and
which has only been performed in
they always put on a good show. Finally,
concert. until now. This is a lone
get ready to plan a break from your finals!
standout on an otherwise dismal album.
Scruffy the Cat will be at The Paradise in
Well, Eye of the Hurricane has proved to be
December, but more on that later.
a rather hackneyed, dull combination of
rock cliches. One can only put on one of
The Alarm's earlier albums and hope that the
hurricane soon passes.

-

ALARMINGLY BAD LP
By LISA MUNROE
Heights Music Correspondent
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"MAURICE" SOARS
DESPITE FLAWS
By AILEEN PARK

though, our protagonist steps outside of his

rigid social circles and finds true love and

sexual acceptance in the person of Clive's
gamekeeper, Alec Scudder (Rupert Graves).
James Wilby, Hugh Grant, Rupert Graves, and
Ivory skillfully highlights the passion of
Denholm Elliot. Now playing at the Nickelodeon
their relationship by making those
and Janus Cinemas. Rated R.
surrounding them seem serene and lifeless,
especially the relationship between Clive
and his new bride Anne. The complete lack
When Maurice (pronounced Morris) Hall
of urgency and lust in their affection for
Games Wilby) first caresses the head of his
one another is always apparent; in their
beloved Cambridge friend Clive (Hugh
Grant), one feels moved rather than shocked scenes alone together Clive is often
wistfully staring in the opposite direction.
at the sensuality of his gesture. This feeling
the
There is one funny moment when Anne,
Maurice,
wonderfully
sets the tone for
Merchant-Ivory
up
accidentally catching a glimpse of her
non-commercial
follow
View.
husband naked, turns away with an
to A Room With A
embarrassed and sheepish look on her face.
E.M. Forster (surprise!) wrote Maurice in
Newcomer James Wilby unfortunately
1914 as a semi-autobiographical confession
does not have what it takes to carry the
of his own sexual orientation and, due to
title role. His Maurice is a nondescript,
its nature, the novel was published
wandering soul with all the definition of a
posthumously in 1971. What makes the
flaxen-haired lump of rice pudding. This,
screen adaptation so refreshing is that rather even, is somewhat appropriate for the first
than a homosexual case study, the film
part of the film, but by the latter half his
turns out to be a rather simple story of a
character still lacks the clarity and strength
man in search of love and sexual freedom
it really needs. Maurice's only apparent sign
in the midst of English upper-crust society.
of any growth or maturity is his acquisition
Maurice's world is so stiff, ordered, and
of some facial hair.
Despite its problems, though, Maurice
proper that you straighten up in your seat
just watching it (where is Emily Post when remains a worthwhile experience. The
you need her?). This long relationship with supporting cast, which includes Denholm
Elliot and Ben Kingsley (as an American
Clive is restrained and remains a platonic
psychiatrist who attempts to "free" Maurice
one, even after their admission of mutual
from
his problem), is wonderful, the
love. A particularly winning scene is their
breathtaking and the story
scenery
violent break-up, a meeting that is,
intriguing because of its contemporary feel.
ironically, their most physical one. Finally,

MAURICE

a new

film by James Ivory. Starring
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THE BOTTOM OF THE NETWORK HEAP

critic at large!

Ron Hebshie

As much as it was nice to take a look
last week at the best of what the networks
had to offer, the real fun is ripping into
those hundreds of other shows that just
plain stink. To whittle the list down to ten
is a tough job. I mean, do you realize how
hard it is to separate the likes of The
Charmings, My Sister Sam, Who's The Boss?
one another? To alleviate the
this
is not so much a ten worst
problem,
list as it is the ten most disappointing
shows on TV list. series that had the
potential to be great, but screwed up
somewhere along the way. In any event,
the qualifications remain the same; the
show must air between 8 and 11pm, be on
one of the five networks (ABC, CBS, FOX.
PBS, or NBC), and have been on the air for
at least a half a season. On that note, we'll
begin at the top of the bottom and work
our way down to the bottom of the
bottom.

.

10) MAX HEADROOM (ABC)
This show is the equivalent of a

beautifully wrapped Ghristmas package
with nothing inside. The show is so devoid
of anything worthwhile that it opts to sit
there basking in all of its gadget-filled glory.

On top of this, to ask anyone to endure the
annoying sputtering of rubberhead
Headroom for a full 60 minutes is just
pushing it. This is one British import that
should have sunk before it made it out of
the channel. (NOTE: ABC just cancelled

this program less than one week ago)
9) WEREWOLF (FOX)
Great make-up effects do not a series
make, and this lame entry from Fox is
proof of that. Not only is the show plain
stupid, it's resoundingly dull. Aside from
the effects, there is some nifty infra-red
photography that simulates the wolf's eye
view, but that was ripped off from a film
called Wolfen that was out a few years back
In any event, this wolf's howling at a blue
ratings moon.
8) KNOTS LANDING (CBS)
I can look out my window and into
Hillsides and see more sex, drama, and
action in one hour than this show serves
up in an entire season. Besides, any show
that features Lisa Hartman, kills her off,
and is then stupid enough to bring her
back, deserves to be raked over the coals.
7) PERFECT STAGNGERS (ABC)
Should be re-titled Perfect Crap to more
accurately reflect the general quality of the
show. Featuring Bronson Pinchot and
something named Mark Lynn Baker, two
marginally talented guys at best, this socalled comedy is bland, repetitive, and

ultimately pointless.

6) DESIGNING WOMEN (CBS)
This is one frustrating show to pan.
Given the calibre of the cast, this should,
for all intents and purposes, have been a
great sitcom, but it isn't. The laughs are
forced, the writing stale, and the situations
nothing we haven't already seen on a

million cancelled pilots from seasons past.
And people, if you're going to blatantly ripoff The Golden Girls at least do it right!
5) HOTEL (ABC)
Thank God for this show because
without it where else would "stars" like
Sonny Bono, Tom Bosley, Donna Pescow,
aand Gladys Knight be able to get jobs?
You know, ever since we lost The Love Boat
and Fantasy Island things just have not been
the same in the land of has-been television
stars.

.

4) MIAMI VICE (NBC)
An hour-long ego trip in pastel. or
whatever color scheme those two dopes are
into these days. Tacky, muddled, and much
too downbeat for its own good, this is a
prime example of how not to do a cop
show. But take heart, once this junk heap is
cancelled we'll have the budding singing
careers of Don Johnson and Philip Michael
Thomas to tide us over. oooooh, I can't
wait.

.

.

3) HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN (NBC)
Or how about Rocky Road lb Hell? Once
series star Michael Landon cuts his hair,
goes back to the family he bandoned for
some teen-age tart (and he's playing an
angel. hah!), and ends the torrid love
affair he's been having with himself, I can
address this show in a semi-serious manner.
Until then, no dice.
2) MURDER, SHE WROTE (CBS(
What drug addict writes these completely
unsolvable mysteries and who the hell is

out there watching them, huh? Poor Angela
Lansbury having to put up with such
shoddy material and Tom Bosley's
annoying Pepperidge Farm-esque New
England accent. Angela, go back to doing
quality stuff, it suits you so much better.

..

1) COSBY (NBC)
This may be a mute point, but when are
people going to realize that this show
really. well. sucks? The talents of the
entire cast are wasted on a show that,
shock, shock, is a fantasy land view of the
typical black family in America. When
viewers wake up and realize the fact that
they are basically seeing the same show
week after week after week, then maybe
the lofty ratings will go down. Until then,
we're stuck with the inflated ego of Cosby,
his goony grin, bratty kids, and a show
that depicts what the white folks would
like to think all people of color (or for that
matter, all people in America) live like. It's
the perfect microcosim of Reagan-era
television and, unfortunately, it's all a lie.
Stick that in your pudding pop and suck on
it Cos!

Wow, that felt good! Incidentally, the Cos
has been under much critical fire for the
past year for, among other things, practicing
reverse discrimination on his show. The
only Caucasian featured on his show is a fat
little kid who is the butt of frequent jokes.
The same pattern is continuing over on the
Lisa Bonet spin-off A Different World. I guess
children do follow their parent's bad habits
sometimes. in this case both in front of
and behind the cameras.

.

HOMECOMING: WHAT'S TO COME HOME TO?

By KATHY ADAMS
Heights Lifstyle Correspondent
EDITOR'S NOTE: Thank

you

for

the response,

positive and negative, to Kittliv's past few pieces.
Though the overwhealmmg ma/ority of you haw

enpved the articles, there have been a few
complaints. Please remember, it's all in the spirit oj
fun and it's only one person's opinion.
Those of you who didn't have the

priviledge of attending the Homecoming
bash Friday night missed a hell of a fashion
show. From my vantage point at a corner
table, I was able to watch the fashion
parade march by. So. what were the bold
and the beautiful strapped, snapped, and
squeezed into the other night?

Fashion key words for BC girls: strapless,
sequins, and taffeta. Thrown all
together in one outfit, these variables have
the potential to create a devastating fashion
extravaganza or a horrific fashion fiasco.
First of all. a lot of BC girls the other night
thought they could get away with wearing
strapless. Get a 36DDD cup in one of these
numbers, wearing a strapless elastic-band of
a bra, pump her up with a few rum and
(diet) Cokes, and you've got nothing but
pure, unadulterated moving cleavage on the
dance floor. This can be dangerous.
mini,

..
.

especially when the floor gets crowded. I've
been hit with speeding boobs before - it's
not a pleasant experience. Seriously, why do
girls this. umm. well-endowed continue
to wear dresses that are strapless and
usually too tight? Are they just trying to
make the flat ones jealous? I'm sure we

Also, wearing a shorter slip would help
alleviate those troublesome transparency
problems so often associated with the mini.
At Homecoming one didn't need X-ray
eyes to recognize some of the more familiar
brands of underwear gyrating under the
disco lights on the dance floor.

Second, and not surprisingly, the mini
was a "bitchin' hot" fashion item at
Homecoming. There's a lot of debate going
on now about the mini. Some say. "It's the
attitude that counts. You can be 45, not
have great legs, and absolutely radiate in a
mini." Unfortunately, I'm one of those who
ascribes to the popular "If you're fat. old.
and/or have ugly legs, everyone will laugh
at you in a mini." Luckily. BC girls are, for
the most part, young nubile, and the proud
owners of a nice pair of legs. However, as
with many fashion items, some BC girls
insisted upon abusing to death the concept
of the mini. For example, wearing a mini
demands a certian amount of decorum out
of the wearer. In other words, if you sit
with your legs spread wide open on one of
the benches in the lobby of the Sheraton,
convention-goers might start thinking
certain. unmentionable things about you.

Sequins seemed to be another item that
captured the fashion fancy of many a BC
girl. I must admit, most of those girls who
dressed in sequined dresses looked fantastic!
The major problems here cropped up in
terms of a certain clutch of girls under the
spell of sequin lunacy. That is, what
happens if you throw a sequined dress,
matching sweater, headpiece, pumps, and an
evening bag all in one outfit? God help us!
Put all of that reflective power under the
dance floor lights and we could all be
talking about a massive outbreak of
flash-blindedness.
One girl in particular who succumbed to
this sequin frenzy the other night was the
one I dubbed "The Mermaid." Squeezed
into a green dress, embellished with huge
green sequins from head to toe, she would
have glowed in the dark even in the murky
depths of good old Boston Harbor.
Similarly, there was a little overkill in the
taffeta department. Dresses made entirely
out of the stuff tend to pose the most
problems; they're usually huge, hoop-skirted

32A's wish we could command such
"presence." but the other night it was just
(laughably) vulgar. Does Jane Russell go to
BC now. hmmmm full-figured gals?

.

fiascos that make it impossible for one to
walk through a narrow doorway, sit in a
regular chair, and go to the bathroom in
one of those tiny stalls (I hope not many of
these girls were forced to hold it all night).
The biggest problem with taffeta is the fact
that it's so loud. By midnight, the dance
floor was emitting dangerously high levels
of rustling swishing and crinkling.
Finally, what better way to complete an
outfit than with big hair, a lot of make-up,
and Tan-o-Rama tan. lines. I really don't
have to elaborate here, since these things are
naturally the icing on the fashion travesty
cake. Let me just say that, although there
were many frightful fashion fiascos to
choose from the other night, for the most
part, everyone looked "good" (such a
general term!). Although I smelled too
much Giorgio and saw many blush lines and
left-over high school prom gowns. I think
the Sheraton survived this fashion assault.
Oh yeah, what about the BC guys the
other night? Let me say that there was a
lot of gelled hair, a few Hanes leisure suits,
and a surprising amount of clip-on ties.

.

NEXT WEEK: Kathy tosses aside her
poison fashion pen to bring us an indepth, two part review of local record
stores. It will be your complete guide of
where to buy (and not to buy) that
album you've always wanted!
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Yellowman, one of Jamaica's most original and unusual reggae artists, was in Boston

at

the Paradise Friday night.
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anything in the water is his sister-in-law
Sara Ferguson.

John
Dear

Dear John,
What would you do if you were
grunting internally but audibly and after
you did this you turned to your comrade
and asked, "Can you hear this?" And the
comrade insisted that he didn't, but you
then found out the comrade really did
hear it and was laughing at you all along.
Is this justification enough for the
grunter's ire?

Dear John,
I signed up to be in a graduate level
course with the man I have been in love
with for some time, unfortunately he
doesn't even realize I'm in it and I can't
bring myself to say "hi." Please help me
with this dilemma Pm facing losing
both my cume and the man of my
dreams.
-Desperately seeking love

-

A sense of calm and cool set in this week
in Johnville as our three writers put their
noses to the grindstone to churn this baby
out. Before we delve into the muck and
mire that is Dear John, would the "Furry
Animal Killers," "Sick and Tired," and
those who,pump out The Observer please be
sure to pay special attention to the closing
paragraph of this column. Until
then. .onward:

.

Dear John,
What is the source of naval lint? How
and why does it accumulate in my bellybutton? This could be embarrassing!
-A blushing 'inny;
Dear Inny,
I don't know, I have no belly-button. My
umbilical cord is still attached.
s

Dear John,
What ARE the estimated income for
philosophy student after graduation?
-Ode

to

a

a Grecian Earn

Dear Ode,
Well that all

depends upon where a
philosophy graduate GETS a job. If they
can't find something in a related field, they
can always get $3.55 an hour plus good
times, friends, arid flexible hours at
McDonald's!
Dear John,
For Christmas I want a giant "erector"
set just like the one BC is toying with
next to Alumni Stadium.
-Tonka

Dear Tonka,
Well, when you start erecting it will you
whistle and yell at all the attractive women
who pass through your hard hat area?
Dear John,
We have a beef with McElroy, baby!
Why did they revert to using the
miniscule crystal shot glasses? In order to
quench a normal person's thirst, it
requires 6.239 of these glasses. We have
decided to form an organization to break
at least one glass every time we eat at
McElroy. Our organization is called
CUPS Coalition Of Undergraduate
Parched Students. We would appreciate
your cooperation in helping us! By the
way, we still think your column sucks!
The cups

-

Dear Cups,
Good question, baby! But if you're the
Coalition Of Undergraduate Parched
Students, isn't that COUPS? Anyway,
thanks for the feedback. I've forwarded
your letter to the McElroy Police, baby!
NOTE: We do not suck, we only blow, thank you
very much! -Ed.
Dear John,
What exactly is Water Polo? I mean, do
the horses really go into the water and, if
so, who teaches them how to swim - or
do they just drown?

-Speedo freak

Dear Speedo,
I was just talking

to my good friend and
favorite polo player, Prince Charles, and he
said the only horse he has seen playing

GRAPEVINE

.

By JIMMY OLSEN & LOIS LANE
Heights Gossip Hounds

Well, the first Grapevine was so popular,
we've decided to put two new dirt diggers
into the field to see what they could come
up with. Remember, this is their first time
so be kind, won't you.

.

ONE BIG TAILGATE: Just to comment on the
success of the Army game last weekend - otherwise
known as "senior parent's weekend." Unfortunately,
some unaware seniors had the folks up the
traditional time. .probably the same people who
couldn't get dates for homecoming (details on this
next issue).
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ONE LUCKY WINNER: CO. and J.W
weren't the only lucky ones at the "suitcase
rat" last week. J.H. was escorted home by
DH. (and you thought he was a married
man). Apparently, it was no one-nighter
either. He was seen at her place again only
24 hours later (plenty of time to change his
clothes) to attend a party, with live
entertainment of course.

ONE SENIOR ACTIVITY. Hats off to the
many seniors involved in the limo races two weeks
ago. But then, it was probably just another night
on the town for the hot-shots in >A and 10A.
ONE BEER TOO MANY Looks like our
president got motivated to check out the
female scene. Granted, maybe she was no
prize, but hey you have to start somewhere
(we like to think it was inspired by this

column).

ONE "FESTIVE" NOTE: The party scenes lately
have been categorized as "lame." Possible
explanations include: overpopulation of
underclassmen, inclement weather, bad PR, and/or
just plain routine scenes. Some hosts of these
exciting (yawn) gatherings: 8.L., A.H. MM
A.K.
ONE CELEBRITY VISITOR: How come no
one let us know D.H.s girlfriend is a former Miss
Teen America? She visited a few weeks ago and
somehow managed to avoid the press and
autograph hounds while mixing with us plebians
at a

few parties.

.

ONE SUBMITTED NOTE: From a
source in the field. apparently, senior year
has strengthened the relationship between
aerobic wunderkinds K.H. and J.L. Rumor
has it that these two have been seen
canoeing and even apple-picking together.
Cute. .real cute.

.

????~..........................................,..;.,

Feel free to send any bits of gossip you
may stumble upon as well as corrections,
clarifications, updates, and details. Just drop
your note in the Dear John/Who Knows?
Who Cares? box in The Heights office
(McElroy 113) and mark it "GRAPEVINE."
Next week look forward to
"Homecoming: What Really Happened."
Who was drunk, who can't dance, who
switched dates, who couldn't go, the
tackiest dress award and much, much
more. including the addition of FULL
FIRST NAMES. You demanded it and next
time we'll give it to you!

.

Dear C,
It's funny you should ask, because this
happened to me last week. As 1 began to
get embarrassed, I thought of the starfish,
who turns his stomach inside out and
pushes it out through his pectoral orifice as
a means of capturing and digesting its food.
I then reached down my throat and
grabbed my left foot from the inside and
pulled it up and out my mouth. Grunting
fast became the least of my troubles.

Dear Desperate,
If your problem is the fact that he doesn't
know you're in the class, you have a few
options. You can shout "HERE" extra loud
when your name is called. You could call
up Student Agencies and have balloons
delivered to you in class and pretend to be
surprised. Or you could shave your head
and have a realistic tattoo of a scar drawn
on your scalp, like the girl at the Odeon in
that book.

Well, that's about it for now. save for a
few closing remarks. To the writers who
were ''sick and tired" of "still unknown's"
childish antics, I say you find her and push
the loony into the trash compactor outside
of McElroy. To the "furry animal killers,"
though 1 would have liked to let the Johns
have a go at your letter, I'm afraid that
some of it was a bit. offensive, even for
John. In any event, thanks for the support.
Finally, as I was wiping my feet on the
latest copy of The Obsenvr, I noticed a few
things of interest. Congratulations on your
new review "section." Though you only
have two writers (one of whom is also the
editor), it's flattering to see you
borrowing the title from us. Hey, if
you're gonna take, why not take from the
best. Also, to the poor slob who writes that
other "borrowed" idea, Cornelius X.
Chesterfield: I told you when I gave you
that check to run those two Dear John
pieces that I wanted them in bold face and
italics. 1 know you use the Mac, but I'm
sure it can do both of those things. Jeesh,
that's the last time we'll pay for publicity
in your publication! Until next time. keep
those cards and letters coming!

Dear John,
Have you ever noticed that every
academic building on campus has at least
one set of double doors for

entering/exiting? Thus, it

seems to me

that if I were to enter or exit a building,
I would use the door to my right. Then,
perhaps you can tell me why, when the
student body of BC, at any given time, is
changing classes, this supposedly
intelligent group of individuals tries to
push through one door? Wouldn't it be
easier just to open the other door? I
could be out of line here, but I'm tired of
having people bounce off me because
they've run into the closed door they
should be going through.
-007 and his PPK

umm.

Dear James and Walther,
As I'm sure you know, in recent years BC
has attained international appeal and so our
lovely campus is now graced with students
from all over the world. This would
account for the doorway confusion, because
in some countries, it is proper to open the
left door. Incidentally, I never tire of having
people bounce off me.

.

.

.

KNOWS? HOC
W ARES?
on the clock so that within a week or so
both the ringing of the bells and the hands
of the clock will once again be working
harmoniously to bring us both the sights
and the sounds of the passing of time. So
get on the horn right now and explain to
Mom and Dad why the central time piece
of the college they're sending you to was

Dear Who Knows? Who Cares?,
Is there a bell missing in Gasson? It seems there
should be four rings on the auarter hour. I only
hear three. What's the deal?
Q. Mow

Well, Quasi, your question is an
important one indeed, involving all those
BC students and their neighbors who have
not functioning properly during parents'
the blessed ability to hear. I imagine anyone weekend and how the situation is now
who frequents Chestnut Hill has
under control. We know our parents would
experienced the uneasiness of not hearing
revel in such happy news from their
the familiar echoes chiming from the bell
college-aged "pride and joy."
tower of Gasson Hall.
Well, now that that's all cleared up, lock
We can all put our minds at. ease,
the doors and get ready to learn about the
however, with the knowledge that all four
spirits and spectres that haunt our
bells are resting securely in their designated
campus. .we'll tell you all about it next
positions in the tower. The fact that no
week. Until then, please explore
bells have been removed does not answer
monogamy. Happy hunting.
the question as to why one of the bells is
not singing along with the rest. To resolve
this question we must travel back in BC
history to a time of blue skies, open fields,
and a larger Chestnut Hill resevoir. So come
on, it's not far away.
interview
The year was 1913, and it was in the
chill of February that the bells for Gasson
tower were contracted. In May of that year,
Meneely and Company of Watervliet, New
«\u25ba
critic at
York installed the four bells which were
then christined Ignatius of Loyola (Do - the
at
largest); Franciscus Xavierius (Fa); Aloysius
Gonzaga (So); and Johannes Berchmans
(La). This faithful quartet was mechanically
attached to the clock system and would
ring in systematic harmony with Gasson's
new
two clocks. As time went on, however,
:\u25ba
conspiring neighbors, disturbed by the bells
ringing at all hours, forced the mechanical
system that governed the chiming of the
bells to be replaced by an electronic one
which would be separate from the clock,
allowing the bells to ring only when BC
officials (and BC's neighbors) wanted them
to. The system has run rather well until
recently, when what appears to be electrical
failures have kept one of the bells (whose
name cannot be determined) from ringing.
Fortunately, sources have informed us that
work is being done on the bells as well as

.
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"At J.E Morgan,
systems professionals are
part business person,
theoretician, and technician!'
As a leading global financial institution, J.R Morgan
is among the most sophisticated users of the most
advanced information and communications systems. And as a firm at the forefront of a rapidly
changing industry, we are continuously involved
in the design and implementation of innovative
systems for complex worldwide financial applications. If your goal is a career in systems, J.R Morgan
has rewarding opportunities to offer both technical and non-technical majors. They begin with
comprehensive classroom and on-the-job instruc&HHBHBBBHHI
tion and lead to a choice of
Information Presentation
C
1
*
1
options ranging from technical
specializations to management.
If you'd like to know more about
J.E Morgan, please meet with us
at the time and place indicated.
?

?

a

Tuesday, October 29

6:00-7:00 p.m.
McGuinn-3rd Floor Lounge

JPMorgan
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Help Wanted
Evening sitter needed for my 2 year
old girl. She's a great kid! 3:30-9:30, 3-4 nights a week.
$5.00/hour. Call Susan at
325 0234.

I

?

$$ Money $$ looking for reliable

babysitters. Flexible hours. Walking,
distance to campus. Call Linda
969 6760.

-

Chestnuts Hill Mall full and part
time sales and stock and customer
service to Christmas. Immediate
openings in fine jewelry, gifts, silver
and china. Flexible work schedule;
day, nights and weekends. Some
knowledge
experience
or
desireable. Interested applicants call
the manager: Shreve, Crump and
Low. 965 2700.

-

DISCOUNT TICKET 50* OFF
New England's biggest

(i

I

Inst

Halloween Fun House

Experienced mother's helper needed evenings for three children ages
6, 9 and 12. Twenty hour week,
within easy walking distance from
main BC campus. Call 734 - 3942
after 5:00 pm, weekdays, any time

weekends.

Travel Field Opportunity. Cain
valuable marketing experience
while earning money. Campus
representatives needed immediately for spring break trips to Florida.
Call Campus Marketing at 1 - 800 282-6221.
Help wanted seeking students with
own vehicle to deliver pizzas, wage
package. 8-10 dollars per hour. Flexible hours. Apply at pizza wheel or
call 254-2022 after 5 pm ask for
Larry or Frank.

Mother's helper wanted 3-4
nights/week. 5-8 pm. Brookline
family close to BC. Call 232-5912.
Part time work available no experience necessary waitress and
waitresses $8.00 per hour at LANTANA. Call Peter:
Female student wanted for live-in
babysitting. Private room and board
in exchange for 15 hours/week.
Children 7, 4/2 and one expected.
Call Beth immediately. 969-1164.

Immediate opening in 2 person

Newton home ofice for highly
motivated individual. Duties: perform diverse office tasks. Type, run
errands, assist with special projects
related to planning parties. Flexible
hours. Part time. Call 244-7465.

LAW OFFICES
\u25a0 younglife V
2001 BEACON STREET
BROOKLINE, MASSACHUSETTS
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617-232-7755
Criminal Law
Personal Injury
Landlord Tenant
General Practice

V
in
MB

Free Initial Consultation
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Do you need transport?

Iflft iW: litt &II

We can help.

.

BRC Van/Limo Service has service to Logan
Airport, NYC, Atlantic City, concerts.
any
people.
activity involving travel up to 14

-

BRC Van/Limo Service

Fri. Oct 23 Sat Oct 31, 1987
Open every night 7 p.m. Closed Monday
NOT VALID WEEKENDS

-

Admission $3-50

call 296 - 3280
for reservations
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Job opportunity Do you want to
stop nuclear build-up and aid to the
contras? Work for SANE and get
things done. Call 354-2169 for
interview.

Field staff Committee seeks part
time petitioners for social justice
issue. Make a difference and earn
$6/hour. Call 523-7625.
Security guard needed, two nights
a week. Good pay. Hours 8:00
pm-6:00 am. Company vehicle provided. Patrol large condominium
dite. Call
Babysitter neededfor a beautiful 3
month old boy. Experience with infants. Weekend evenings. Please call
Mona or Sam Ross at 332-0095 in
Newton Center.
Babysitter wanted for 7 yearold boy
in Chestnut Hill. Tuesdays and
Thursdays 1:00 to 4:00 pm. Car required. Call Jackie Kaye 332-9395
evenings.
Babysitter for adorable one year old
boy in Needham needed either
Wednesdays 9:30-11:30 am or Mondays 12:30-2:30 plus other flexible
times. Should have own transportation. Call 444-8193.
Immediate openings for waiters and
busboys. Enthusiasm, good attitude
and experiencepreferred. Must be
aable to work both nights and days.
Inquire with the manager. Cityside
at the Circle. 566-1002.
Babysitter needed for twin toddlers
and newborn. Flexible hours, Firday
am is preferable. One block from
BC. 322-8365.
Work study students Biology majors
with interest in Education needed as
Gallery Guides. Formal/informal
teaching of exhibits. Call New
England Aquarium Education
Department. 973-5297.
Babysitting Occaisional eves;
$4-5/hour. Two boys ages 3 and 5.
Also need 4-5 hours. Friday during
the winter vacation. 964-7641.
Two young adorable children need
fun loving babysitter fro Saturday
nights. Position available immediately. $5.00 per hour. Call late afternoons or evenings 965-7677.
Part time help needed. Excellent
salary. Flexible hours with school
schedule. Best positions available
now. Data entry, Gallery Sales.
542-0030.

Apartments/Roomates
Apartment for rent Roommates
wanted! Great location - "T", BC
Bus on corner! We need female
roommates (up to four) ASAP! 2
bedroom
and
$235/month
utilities. 734-5406.
Chestnul Hill share charming 2
bedrom townhouse. Free parking.
469-0048. Call before 10 am, after
7 pm.
Seeking male freshman roommate
to share apartment with four other
male freshman. Three bedrooms,
living room, kitchen, foyer and
porch. Only $280/month, heat included. Great location at Cleveland
Circle. Ask for Dave 558-9514 or
277-5527.
Male roommate needed fro second
semester to replace roommate going abroad. Single room in clean
apartment shared with three others.
Conveniently located 3 blocks from
campus and Cleveland Circle. Call
Matt at 254-7359.
?
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Services

ResumesWriting and printing basic

hhe^^k^^^^Sbh^''\u25a0

package $12. Extensive printing options available including laser
printer. Cover letters and other professional writing also. Call Rick
558-9192.
Disc-jockey Sonic sound mobile Dj
sercie plays all types of music for ail
occasions. Lighting and special effects. 787-16g1.
Does food control your life? Stop
binging, lose weight; gain control
with supportive counseling.
B/ookline office conevenient to T.
Bingyou, M.Ed., 731-3305.
' Donna Leigh Typing ServiceProfessional typing at student oriented
prices. Half mile from campus, on
j T line. Call 738-9607.

/udithW
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@@iaoas@B
Seniors who have not had
their picture taken have one last

shot, Monday, October 26th
from 8:30 ~ 5:00.

ESDBBBS
will he from Tuesday, October
27th through Friday, October
30th ONLY. There will be ass
CASH sitting fee for all retakes.
Call 552 - 3493 or come to McElroy
103 to sign up today.
Also, don't forget to reserve your copy of the 1988
yearbook. It's selling out quickly. Bring a deposit
down to McElroy 103 as soon as possible.
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Programming for the Week of October 19, 1987

Monday
7:30-9 am 'Momingline' radio
show hosted by Jeff Richman.
(Tune in to WZBC 90.3 FM).
5 pm Activities Funding Committee Executive Meeting,
McElroy 141. (Tony Varona 4822).
Part I,
6 pm Henry IV

-

x

Shakespeare film series, the
Media Center. Sponsored by the
English Association.

6.30 pm Gold Key Spaghetti
Dinner, movie to follow, Murray
House. (Lisa Fucile 3497).

x

lO pm Catholic Mass, St.
Joseph's Chapel, Gonzaga
Basement.

Tuesday

"20
show hosted by

7:30 9 am 'Momingline' radio

Donnamarie
Schmitt and John Valente. (Tune
in to WZBC 90.3 FM).

4:30-6 pm 'Time and Stress
Management' Club Officer's
Meeting, Murray House. Club Officers and Advisors are encouraged to attend. Spaghetti
dinner follows. Sponsored by

ODSD (552-3480).

6-8 pm Residence Hall Coun-

cil Leadership Workshop,
O'Connell House. (Fran Giavaras
552-4720 or April Pancella

552-3490).
6:30-8 pm 'With Open Arms',

Barat House, Ist floor, Newton. Part
of a six-week introduction to the
faith of Catholics for the curious,
the rusty, and the well-informed.
All welcome. Sponsored by the
University Chaplaincy (Kerry
Moloney, 552-3475).

7 pm 'Understanding Aging,'

Putnam House, Newton Campus.
Seminar leader Judith HealeyWalsh, R.N., C, M.S. comes wellqualified to discuss the care of
the aging. The program will cover
normal changes and aging-the
physiological and psychosocial
adjustments. Also, caring for aging adults, overcoming guilt,
problem-solving and resource
finding will be discussed fully.
Sponsored by the Women's
Resource Committee, Alumni Office. Enrollment is $20.00 Please
call 552-4700 for information
and registration.

8 pm 'The New Professional
Woman
and
Gender
Roles.Are We Going Forward?'McGuinn Auditorium.
Speaker will be Patricia
Mcßroom, author of (ft234) The

.

Third Sex, The New Professional
Sponsored by the
Woman

Career Center, the Women's
Studies Program, and SOM.

x

(Marilyn Morgan 3435).
9 pm Self Hypnosis, Relaxation and Mind Skills for Test
Taking, Shaw House Lounge, Upper Campus. Lecture and group
participation with the skills mentioned above to help you
prepare yourself mentally for
tests. (Matthew Pye, 558-8558)

10 pm Catholic Mass, Barat
Jesuit Community.

Wednesday

21

7:30-9 am 'Momingline' radio
show hosted by Liz Collumb.
(Tune in to WZBC 9Q3 FM).
5 pm Faculty Fellow Dinner,

featuring a movie with Leo
Buscaglia, Barat House Basement. (Kathleen Zinzer 558-9655).

6 pm GSA Council Meeting,

Hovey House. Bob Mehallow

x8706.

6-8 pm Residence Hall Coun-

cil Leadership Workshop, Barat
House. (Fran Giavaras 4720 or
April Pancella 3490).

x

x

6-8 pm Intercultural Cafe.
McElroy Cafe, third floor. The

Cafe will offer exotic coffees,
desserts, and hors d'oeuvreswith
music from around the world.
Please stop by with your friends
for a relaxing evening. Light
snacks served?meal points.
Sponsored by ODSD, Dining Services and the Armenian Club

(x8005).
7 pm Date Rape/Assault,
O'Connell House Grand Hall. A
film and lecture to be followed by
discussion and question and
anwer period. Lt. Tees of Campus
Police will be the speaker. Sponsored by Upper 'B' ResidentStaff.
Christina Mikus, 558-8401.

7 pm Acquaintance Rape' &
' Someone You Know,' Keyes
North Lounge. Movies and
discussion on Date Rape. Sponsored by WRC and University
Housing.

7 pm Inter-racial Relation-

ships, Lyons Hall 301. Sponsored
by NAACP (Gabrielle Hamilton or
Domenic Bozzotto 3238).

x

7:30 pm Ringling Brothers
Barnum and Bailey Circus,
Boston Gordon. $9.50. (Joe
Bouvier, 558-5904).
8 pm 'The Jabberwocks,' Walsh
Hall Pub. $3 to see a nationally
famous acapella group Sponsored by UGBC (Mike Muller
3490).
lO pm Catholic Mass,

x

Manresa House (Fr. Paul Carrier,
SJ 552-8440)

Thursday

22

7:30-9 am 'Morningline' radio
show hosted by Lara Cumstock.
(Tune in to WZBC 90.3 FM).
11:30 am -12:30 pm
Dialogue/Discussion with

Patricia Mcßroom, Women's
Resource Center, McElroy 213.
Noted author to lead discussion
on the role of the modern
woman in the professional world
is it possible for her to play two
roles at once? (Cheryl Whitney

-

x3489).

1-2 pm Discussion on Male
and Female Relationships at
Boston College, Women's
Resource Center, McElroy 213
(Cheryl Whitney 3489).

x

4:30 pm Information Session on
the Requirements for Entrance
into Law Schools and
Graduate School. Questions of
students will be answered by
speakers. Refreshments will be
served. Gasson 3d, Free. Elaine
Bulman 228-5096.
5-7:30 pm AHANA Career Expo, Lyons Cafeteria. AHANA
Students can meet with
representatives from companies
and prospective employers for
interviews, internships or other
career opportunities. Seniors
bring your resume. (Marilyn
Morgan 3435 or Janet Costa

x3430).

552-8442.
8 pm 'DWI and You', Duchesne
Main Lounge. Breathalizer Testing
and learning the laws involved
with DWI.
8 pm The Drunkard or The
Fallen Saved A play based on
a scenario by W.H. Smith. This
"moral and domestic drama' was
first seen on Februdry 26,1844, at
the Boston Museum. Perhaps the
most famous of all temperance
plays, the piece is representative
of a uniquely American
theatrical phenomenon which
held audiences spellbound for
nearly one hundred years. This
revival will be preceded by a stirring temperance rally, the services of a noteworthy Salvation
Army band and several
miscellaneous entertainments of
great local interest. Robsham
Theatre, 552-4800

lO pm Catholic Mass, St.

Joseph's Chapel, Gonzaga
Basement.

Friday

23

Murray House. All the pasta,
bread, salad and soda you can
eat for $2. (Mary Ann McCormack 8460).

x

6-8 pm Residence Hall Council Leadership Workshop,
Devlin 103. (Fran Giavaras x4720
or April Pancella 3490).

x

7 pm Acquaintance Rape' &
'Someone You Know' Movies
and discussion on Date Rape.

Sponsored by WRC and Resident
Life. Hardey Main Lounge.

-

7 pm 'Sense on Safety Rape
is Real,' Greycliff, 2051 Commonwealth Aye. Sarah MacDonald from the SON will lead an

informal discussion and offer
safety precautions.
(Kris,

783-9435).

7:30-9:30 pm Hammond
Music Series Chamber Con-

cert, Hovey House Library.
Featured is pianist Brenda Moore
Miller and cellist Andrew Mark.
Sponsored by the GSA (Russ
Ecker 8804).

x

7:30-11:30 pm McElroy Cof-

feehouse, McElroy Cafe. FREE

entertainment. Sponsored by
ODSD. (Maureen Costello/Greg
Yoch, 552-4822 or 3480).

x

8 pm The Endellion String

Quartet, ABeS Honors Library. A

highly acclained London-based
ensemble touring the United
States this month will play selections by Haydn, Mozart, Wolf and
Beethoven. Free.
8 pm 'Revisioning

an Em-

bodied Christianity', the Institute of Religious Education and

Pastoral Ministry is sponsoring a
public lecture by Dr. Margaret
Miles, Bussey Professorof Historical
Theology, Harvard Divinity School.
The lecture, illustrated with slides,
will take place in McGuinn
Auditorium. Sandra Hurley,

dians from 'Stiches 1 of Boston.
Monkey Bar 'Mocktails' and
Nachos with admission of $3. (Lisa

x

Cerabino 4310).
8 pm The Drunkard or The
Fallen Saved, Robsham
Theatre, 552-4800

9 pm Movie Night at Barat

House, Barat Basement. Free

x

weekly movie. (M. Murphy 4724).

Sunday

?25
-

10 am 2 pm Fall Fqliage Bicycle Ride to Walden Pond, starting from the Main gate Boston
College. Hardshell helmets are required. Bring your lunch, $5for insurance and membership. This is
a non-athletic event, riders of all
ability are encouraged to participate. Sponsored by the Cycling Club (Matt Tullai, 558-8568)

SOM Academic Advisement.

11 am An Apple a Day with
Faculty Fellows. Apple picking
and pie-making for study breaks.
(Call Sue Murphy of University
Housing for more information.

7:30-9 am 'Momingline' radio
show hosted by Tracy Reagan.
(Tune in to WZBC 90.3 FM).

1:30-4 pm 'Halloween Party'
for Foster Children of Roxbury
and Jamaica Plain, Fitzpatrick
Hall. The children will go 'trick or
treating" in the hallways. This will
befollowed by a reception in the
lounge. Sponsored by Fitzpatrick
Resident Assistants. (Ken Breen,
6309, Stephanie 6310 Marie
MacKay 6311).

x

5:30-7 pm Spaghetti Dinner,

7:30 pm Comedy Night,
O'Connell House. Three come-

Applications are now being accepted from Juniors and Seniors
helping
in"
interested
underclassmen register for SOM
courses. Pick up applications in
Fulton 201. Deadline is today.

3 pm Dry Run- Alcohol

Awareness Week, Resevoir. Sponsored by Walsh Hall (John

Sheedy).
4-7 pm Attitude Adjustment
Hour, Lyons Rathskeller. (Bob
Mehallow 8706).

x

7:30 8; IO pm The Lady and
the Tramp, McGuinn Auditorium
(x3347).
8 pm The Drunkard or The
Fallen Saved. Robsham
Theatre, 552-4800
8 pm Trip to Boston Symphony
Orchestra, Symphony Hall. Sponsored by University Housing (Andres Romero).

IO pm Chevy 'Sleepover' Night of excitement for Upper
Campus. Men's Hotlegs Contest!
Prizes! Games! Best Pajama Contest! Movie! Food! Chevrus Hall
Lounge. Sponsored by University
Housing. Admission $2.00 (Katie
Allan, X6302).

Saturday
24

7:30 8; IO pm The Lady and
the Tramp, McGuinn Auditorium
(x3347).

x

x

x

Intramural Football, Newton
Campus. Open to Newton
residents, sponsored by Residential Life/Housing. (John Kinney,
558-9525).

Intramural Soccer, Newton
Campus. Open to Newton
residents, sponsored by the Housing Office. (Brian Tierney,

558-9500).
7 pm 'The Lady and the
Tramp', Barry Arts Pavilion,
Newton Campus (x3347).
7:30 8; 9:30 pm 'Psycho',
O'Connell House. Free.
lO pm Hillsides Mass / Food
8; Clothing Drive, Hillsides A-

Lounge On the last Sunday of
every month. Hillsides resident
staff will sponsor this joint event,
with donationsgoing to serve the
needy of Boston. (Catherine
Nowak 558-9187).

Attention all club
presidents: check
your mailboxes in

ODSD, McElroy
141 daily

